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Jagannath, the Lord of the Universe, perhaps is the most ancient of the deities of

Hindu Pantheon. Despite many earliest references found in Puranas and ancient
literature His origin still remains an enigma. The process of His evolution has

often been linked with Sabaras, Daitas, major faiths like Saivism, Saktism,

Vaishnavism, Jainism and Buddhism. The philosophy of Jagannath cult though
essentially defies varied interpretations and analyses there are still plenty of scopes

to co-relate and establish exact links already shrouded in mystery.

The Car Festival issue of Orissa Review has, therefore, made an humble

attempt to accommodate views and expressions of researchers, scholars, devotees,

worshippers and historians on this universal concept of Lord Jagannath.

Writings of Dr. Subas Pani, Prof. K.S. Behera, Prof. Atul Chandra Pradhan,

Prof. H.S. Patnaik, Prof. Rajkishore Mishra, Prof. Pabitra Mohan Nayak and of

many erudite scholars succinctly reflect vivid depictions of Jagannath Cult and

Philosophy. The glimpse of glorious re-emergence of Shri Naveen Patnaik's

Government in Orissa has also been an added flavour for our esteemed readers.

We will certainly make all efforts on to continue such process of analytical

examinations.



The completion of nearly four years
by the BJD-BJP Government led by
Shri Naveen Patnaik in Orissa and its
glorious re-emergence in 2004, reflect
both the will of the Oriyas to live in
peace and prosperity and the efficacy of
a Government pledged to enormous
tasks of ameliorating poverty and
accelerating socio-economic growth.
Orissa which was once considered to
be the most backward state in India is
now vibrating with the happy rhythms
of development and progress.

The early part of 21st century is
indeed a phase of good governance for
the people of Orissa, not only because
they have shown great wisdom in
choosing a Government that ensures
political stability, but also because they
have voted for a Government that is
progressive in outlook and visionary in
its plans and programmes.

AN  ORISSAN  PERSPECTIVE
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Salabega lived in the first half of the
seventeenth century. Neelamani Mishra,

who has written the most comprehensive
account of the poet and his works, determines
the birth of the poet as being between Circa
1607-1608. He was the son of the Mughal
subedar Lalbeg who was briefly in charge of
Orissa at Cuttack in the early seventeenth
century. On one of his expeditions to Puri, he
was overcome with passion looking at the
beauty of a Brahmin widow returning from her
bath at Dandamukundapur and forcibly
abducted her. Salabega was later born to this
widow.

We do not have many details about the
life of the poet except as given in the celebrated
hagiological accounts "Dardhyata Bhakti
Rasamruta" by Rama Dasa. It is believed that
the poet suffered from some incurable ailment
and through prayer to Lord Jagannatha, as
advised by his mother, he was miraculously
cured. While some accounts speak of this
having happened in his early childhood, others
indicate that this happened in his early youth
on account of injury in a battle. However, the
recovery from a seemingly hopeless situation
was a turning point in the life of the young man.
Soon thereafter, he seems to have seen
developed disinterest in worldly matters and
spent his time in singing praise of the Lord.

Salabega, being the son of a Muslim, was
denied entry into the temple but his deep
devotion was answered by his dear Lord in
his manifestation as Patitapabana inside the
Lions Gate. The poet could see him from the
Bada Danda. The poet identified Jagannatha
completely with Sri Krishna. He seems to have
visited Vrindavan but spent most of his time at
Puri. The poet was always eager to witness
the Ratha Jatra so he could get a glimpse of his
Dark Darling. Once he was held up on way
while returning from Vrindavan during the
festival period. Salabega prayed earnestly to
the Lord that he should wait for him on the
Nandighosha chariot till he reached the Bada
Danda so that he would not miss the opportunity
of seeing his Lord. The Lord waited there and
gave a darshan to Salabega, his dear devotee
on the Bada Danda, near Balagandi. The poet
is supposed to have been buried at this site
and a small memorial stands here even today.
Every year the chariot of Lord Jagannatha stops
here for a while in memory of this tender
relation of the poet and his ishta devata, Lord
Jagannatha.

Salabega composed numerous
devotional songs but not all of them have
survived. Most of his compositions are prayers
and hymns to Lord Jagannatha and Krishna. He
also authored songs in praise of Shiva, the

Songs of Salabega

Dr. Subas Pani
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Mother goddess and some incorporating mystic
thoughts, particularly those conceiving the
divine as void. Many of his songs, deal with
the Krishna Leela, as given in the Srimad
Bhagabat and various Puranas. A good number
of these deal with the romantic dalliance of
Krishna with the Gopi maidens and Radha,
while a few are inspired by the vatsalya rasa,
the sweet motherly feeling of Yasoda for child
Krishna.

Salabega is one of the finest composers
of what has come to be known as the Padyavali
literature. These are essentially short lyrical
compositions meant for singing. The simple
language and sweet lyricism of the
compositions of Salabega have made them
immensely popular with singers and the lay
public for ages. The spirit of unalloyed
devotion for the Lord imbues each one of the
hymns. His deep devotion has intensity and
passion, rare even in the devotional literature
of the Bhakti era and is evident in the unique
and somewhat unusual metaphors and similes
employed by the poet to express the same.
Although the poet was denied entry into the
temple, his descriptions of the inner compound
and the sanctum are among the most detailed
and accurate in the devotional literature of
Orissa. His song "Ahe Neelagiri…" is perhaps
the best description of Bedha Parikrama or
the prescribed circumambulation of the
Srimandira. Many of the historical events of
the period are recounted in his songs. The poet
refers, with deep anguish, to the depredations
of the marauders in their attacks on Puri and
the repeated attempts to loot and desecrate the
Srimandira. These frequently necessitated
shifting the deities outside the main sanctum
and the poet captures the situation of one such
occasion with graphic details in the song
"Kene gheni jauchha Jagannathanku…".

Hari

Show me that countenance of yours O Hari1

With which your flute announces Radha's sweet victory2,
Show me too the figure with which at Bali's door3

As a beggar, you did appear.

Accepting the gift of three footholds
You pressed Bali to the nether worlds,
Hence an eye of Sukra , his minister
You pierced with a blade of grass

When Kaikeyi  turned into a foe
Rama, in the forest, wandered in exile.
Lady Sita accompanied her lord.
To serve you, loyal Laxmana, too, followed.

When born in Gopa  land,
In the forests, their cattle you grazed.
Amidst the young cowherds often you danced,
Swaying from side to side.

On the right is the Lord
With a plough in hand,
Between the brothers in the centre,
Can be seen Subhadra, their darling sister.
On the left sits the Lord who holds
The conch, the wheel and the mace in his hands.

Says Salabega, the lowly one
By birth I am a Yavana.
Kamsa  and the eight wrestlers you vanquished,
O Lord! Whom have you not redeemed?

Original Oriya hymn "Mote sehi rupa dekha-a Hari…."

Source: Mishra, Neelamani. Ed. Bhaktakavi
Salabega, Jeevani O Padyavali (Oriya).
Cuttack: Grantha Mandir, 1976. pp. 163-164.

Additional Source: Nayak, Kshetrabasi. Ed. Sri
Jagannatha Padyavali- Volume I (Second Edition).
Berhampur: Pustak Bhandar, 1980. p. 34.

Kalia
I shall move in a hurry and proceed soon.
I shall see the countenance of the Dark One .
If by the guard I am restrained
At the gate where the lions stand ,
I won't budge an inch or yield;
I shall, at once, push my way forward.
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Dust of the twenty-two steps
Shall I rub all over my limbs.
I shall beg and receive a morsel
Of the holy food, Kaivalya .
The sacred banyan  tree is truly blessed.
With an ability to grant every wish, it is endowed.
Blessed too is the dark doorway ;
I shall see him from behind the pillar
On which the Lord's eagle-carrier
Garuda offers his prayer.
I shall see the countenance of the Dark One.

Inside the hall of audience
I shall join the saints with great rejoice;
Within my heart I shall chant your name in silence.
Says Salabega, the lowly one,
I am a Yavana, an outcaste and fallen;
At your lotus feet shall I seek solace.
I shall see the countenance of the Dark One.

Original Oriya hymn "Bahana jibi..."

Source: Source: Mishra, Neelamani. Ed.Bhajana
Sangraha (Oriya). Cuttack: Grantha Mandir, 1990.
p. 18.

References :
1. Hari is another name of Vishnu, Krishna and

Jagannatha. The poet glorifies the Lord by
recounting various deeds or leelas of Hari in
different yugas.

2. The flute of Krishna is always conceived as making
sweet music calling out to Sri Radha and the Gopi
maidens by name. Here Salabega says that the
flute is chanting the name of Sri Radha, the
beloved of the Lord. It seems to announce the
victory of Radha in the romantic dalliance with
Krishna as also the Lord's intense desire to unite
with Radha.

3. Vamana, literally the dwarf, refers to an
incarnation of Vishnu-Krishna. In this avataara, the
Lord asked for a gift of three foot-measures of
land. In two measures he covered the earth and
heaven and for the third the generous Bali offered
his head on which the lord placed his foot. He
pressed Bali to the nether worlds but at the same
time emancipated him and accepted him as one
of his great devotees and declared his  eternal
glory.

4. Sukracharya was the minister of the demons and
having recognised Vishnu in the guise of the dwarf
advised his benefactor Bali not to make a vow to
gift whatever the Brahmin asked for. When Bali
did not heed his advice, to save him in spite of the
sacred promise made the king, he turned himself
into a fly and hid in the hole of the spout of the
kamandalu, the water-pot carried by the Vamana,
the dwarf. The Lord noticing that water was not
flowing from the spout, realised the little game
being played by Sukracharya. He pushed the sharp
Kusha grass into the mouth of the spout and
pierced an eye of the holy priest. Thus
Sukracharya became blind in one eye and in the
popular parlance gained the appellation - 'Eka
akhia Sukra', the one-eyed Sukra. Also see
earlier note on Vamana and Bali.

5. Kaikeyi was the stepmother of Rama, the son of
Dasaratha. The episode referred to here is of the
Tretaya Yuga and the famous story of Ramayana.

6. This refers to the Bala Leela of Krishna, his
childhood exploits in the Dwapara Yuga.

7. This refers to the manifestation of the principal
deities in the Srimandira at Puri. This is the
appearance of the Lord in the Kali Yuga.

8. Kamsa, the tyrant and cruel king of Mathura had
usurped the kingdom from his father and had
imprisoned the latter. He had hatched a conspiracy
to kill Krishna in a wrestling match but the Lord
vanquished all the eight wrestlers of Kamsa and
the frightened tyrant fell down from his throne
and died.

9. See earlier note on Kalia.
10. Simha Dwara refers to the eastern main entrance

of the Puri temple - so called due to the presence
of two giant stone lions placed  next to the
entrance door.

11. Kaivalya means the Supreme State, the
emancipated state. Here it refers to the
Mahaprasada and Nirmalya, the food offerings of
the temple. Its sanctity is such that it provides
instant emancipation.

12. The Kalpa Bata.
13. Kalahata Dwara refers to the door of the sanctum

sanctorum of the Puri temple.
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14. Garuda Stambha, literally the pillar with the
celestial eagle refers to the one on the eastern
end of the Nata Mandapa or the Dancing Hall in
the Puri temple. The pillar is most probably the
fossilised remains of an ancient tree atop which
sits the carrier eagle of Vishnu-Krishna - Garuda.
This a favourite site for getting an audience of
the presiding deities of the temple manifest on
the Ratna Simhasana in the sanctum.

The author is a scholar researching on Jagannatha and
Jayadeva. His recent book - BLUE HILL - HYMNS
TO JAGANNATHA - translations in English verse of a
selection of hymns from originals in Sanskrit and Oriya
and a long introduction on Jagannatha has received
critical acclaim. He can be reached at
subaspani@yahoo.co.in or subaspani@hotmail.com

Car Festival
Er. Niranjan Rath

Orissa with culture and sculpture of Lord Jagannath at Puri,
As if heaven has descended on the earth with religious glory.

Queen Gundicha, the founder of the Universal occasion,
Has arranged a memorable meeting of Creator and Creation.

Lord Balabhadra on Chariot Taladhwaja,
Goddess Subhadra on Chariot Darpadalana;
Lord Jagannath on Chariot Nandighosha,
A statistical scenery of sensation of hilarity and heaven.

Saints and satans with their actions and reactions attend the function,
It teaches the logic of life of humane humanitarian.

Symbol of brother hood and love of God to man-kind,
Intiate righteous mannerism in mortal body and mind.

The gathering of the people, the rhythm of prayer,
Extraordinarily make an auspicious surrounding there.

The memory of the day, the summary of the event,
Preaches a marvellous belief in Omnipresence of Omnipotent.

Oh ! Almighty give blessings to the human race,
Unity, integrity, peace and happiness.

Er. Niranjan Rath lives at S-2/617, 618, Niladri Vihar, Po-Shailashree Vihar, Bhubaneswar.
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Lord Jagannath is held in great loving
adoration by the entire Hindu World. In

Orissa, Jagannath is not only adored, but He
forms a part and parcel of the social, religious
and cultural ethos of the people. The
affairs of Sri Jagannath Temple
were looked after with great
devotion and care by the
successive Hindu ruling dynasties
of Orissa for whom Jagannath was
regarded as the family or the State
deity. The famous Ganga monarch
Chodaganga, after constructing
the present edifice in the 12th
century A.D., confirmed the old
endowments of Jagannath, also
made new endowments, and
laid the foundation of a sound
administration of the temple.1 Political power
of Orissa fast declined from the time of
Gajapati Prataparudra Deva and waned with
the death of Mukunda Deva, the last
independent Hindu king of Orissa, in 1568
A.D. Orissa for a brief period passed into the
hands of the Afghan Power of Bengal. The
bigot Afghan general Kalapahad who has
earned great notoriety in popular tradition as a
cruel iconoclast desecrated and plundered the
temple of Jagannath in 1568 A.D.2 King
Ramachandra Deva of the Bhoi dynasty had

carved out a small Hindu kingdom on the ruins
of the vast Gajapati empire with its capital at
Khurda.3 After strenghening his power and
position in the new kingdom he lost no time to
re-install Jagannath in the temple at Puri and
reestablished the sanctity of Mahaprasad. For
this, he was popularly called 'Abhinava
Indradyumna'. The Rajas of Khurda continued

to be the hereditary Superintendent of
the Jagannath temple and managed its
affairs under their direct supervision
till Orissa passed into the hands of
the Marathas. By the treaty
concluded between Nawab
Alivardi Khan of Bengal and
Raghuji Bhonsla of Nagpur in
1751 A.D. the province of
Orissa was ceded to the

Marathas over which they became de facto
ruler.4 The Marathas kept the Management of
Jagannath Temple in their own hands.5  The
day -to- day affairs of the temple were managed
by the Parichhas appointed by the Maratha
government.6 The authority of the Raja of
Khurda was very limited in the temple during
the time of the Maratha government who had
assumed almost the entire control.

With the British occupation of Orissa in
1803 the management of Jagannath temple was
taken over by the East India Company. The

Sri Jagannath Temple (Administration)
Act, 1954 and Chhatisanijoga

Dr. Janmejay Choudhury
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Marquies of Wellesly in his despatches to Lt.
Col. Combell, the Commander of the Southern
Forces, had particularly stressed the need for
respecting the great sanctity attached to the
temple of Jagannath.7 For the first few years
the East India Company managed the day-to-
day administration of the temple through the
Parichhas. Gradually their government
endeavoured to get rid of the minute
supervision of idolatrous rites which this
system involved, and in 1806 the
Superintendence of the temple was vested to
an assembly of three Pandits. In 1809 the
assembly of Pandits was abolished, and the
Management was transferred to the Raja of
Khurda (Now known as Raja of Puri), who
was appointed as hereditary Superintendent of
the temple in 1840 with full and absolute
authority, subject to the control and supervision
of the British Government.8 With a view to
severe all connections with the temple the
British Government in 1843 released to the
Raja of Puri the last resumed endowment, viz.,
the Satais Hazari Mahal9 yielding a revenue
of  Rs.17,420 which was resumed by British
Government after their conquest of Orissa in
1803 A.D. In 1858 and 1863 some villages
which constituted the Ekharajat Mahal10 were
transferred to the Raja for the maintenance of
the temple and all future cash payments
(Rs.53,000/- per annum for the management of
the temple) by the Government were stopped.11

The Raja was also held responsible for the
preservation of peace inside the temple and
for maintaining such extra police as may be
necessary outside the temple on the occasion
of the great festivals.

Raja Birakishore Deva of Puri died in
1859 and his widow Suryamani Pattamahadei
was empowered by his will to manage the
affairs of the temple during the minority of his

adopted heir Dibyasimha Deva. During the
superintendence of the dowager Ranee there
was a marked deterioration in the management
of the temple and the temple properties. Things
did not improve when Raja Dibyasingha Deva
came of age also. The management of the
temple was in utter confusion. This led the
Government to institute a suit in 1885 for the
purpose of declaring vacant the office of the
Superintendent which was nominally held by
the convicted Raja, and of obtaining a decree
to appoint new trustees for the management of
the temple. This suit was hotly contested in
which Utkal Gaurab Madhusudan Das, the
renowed lawyer of Orissa, championed the
cause of Ranee Suryamani Pattamahadei. The
Government finally decided to abandon the
case under a deed of compromise. According
to this compromise the Ranee had to engage a
competent manager to manage the affairs of the
temple till her grandson Mukunda Deva
attained maturity. Complaints of negligence and
mismanagement continued even after the Raja
came of age. So a Deputy Magistrate was
appointed as Manager during the life time of
Mukunda Deva and on his death in 1926, the
management of the temple was transferred to
his successor Raja Ramachandra Deva.12 With
the removal of senior government officers of
gazetted rank from the management of the
temple the administration of the temple fast
deteriorated. After Independence it was felt
necessary to take legislative measures to save
this unique religious institution of national fame
from utter confusion and ruin.

While introducing the Sri Jagannath
Temple (Administration) Bill in Orissa
Legislative Assembly, the then Minister of  Law
and Home said, "In the absence of any guidance
from the Raja and sufficient contribution from
him for the regular expenses of the Temple,
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the scheduled and disciplined performance of
the Nitis has suffered beyond imagination and
the Raja has practically lost all control over
the different Sebaks and other temple servants.
Specific endowments are regularly misapplied
and misppropriated.13 For the better
administration of the temple and the temple
properties, the Government of Orissa as a
preliminary step towards undertaking a
comprehensive legislation passed the Puri Sri
Jagannath Temple (Administration) Act, 1952,
providing for the appointment of a Special
Officer to consolidate and prepare a record of
rights and duties of Sebakas, Pujaris and such
other persons connected with Seva, Puja and
management of the temple and also to prepare
a record of rights for the endowments of the
temple. A Special Officer of the rank of a
District Judge was appointed, who submitted
his report on the 15th of March 1954, which
disclosed serious mismanagement of the affairs
of the Temple and in consequences Sri
Jagannath Temple Act. 1954 (Orissa Act 11 of
1955) was passed. It forms the basis of the
existing administrative pattern of the temple
and its endowments. Section-5 of the Act states
that "the administration and the Governance of
the Temple and its endowments shall vest in a
committee called Sri Jagannath Temple
Managing Committee constituted as such by the
state government ......... It shall be a corporate
body, having perpetual succession and a
common seal, and by the said name sue and be
sued. "Section 6 provides for the constitution
of the committee with the Raja of Puri as the
Chairman. No person who does not profess the
Hindu religion shall be eligible for
membership. The Collector of Puri District is
an ex-officio member and is designated as the
Vice-Chairman of the Committee. Section 19
and 21 deal with the appointment, powers and

functions of the Administrator of the temple
who shall be the Secretary of the Committee
and its Chief Executive Officer and shall
subject to the control of the Committee, have
powers to carry out the decisions in accordance
with the provisions of the Act. The
Administrator shall be responsible for the
custody of all records and properties of the
Temple.

Raja Anangabhima Deva of the Ganga
dynasty is said to have introduced
Chhatisanijoga or thirty-six categories of the
attendants in the Temple of Jagannath. Prior
to the introduction of Chhatisanijoya,
according to local traditions, there were only
nine Sebakas, viz., Charu Hota, Patra Hota,
Bramha Acharya, Pratihari, Puspalaka,
Daitas, the washerman and the barber.14 In later
years the number of Nijogas in the temple
increased considerably, though this
organisation of the Sebakas are still popularly
known as Chhatisanijoga. C. Grome, the
Collector of Puri, furnished a report in 1805
on the affairs of the temple of Jagannath in
which he gave a list of about 250 categories of
Sebakas.15 The Record of Rights prepared
under Puri Sri Jagannath Temple Act, 1952,
give a detailed account of the duties and the
privileges enjoyed by about 150 Nijogas. The
Rights of the Sebaka in the temple are, in most
cases, hereditary and whenever a Sebaka dies
without an heir a new Sebaka of the same class
is appointed in his place on the payment of
nominal fee. The Sebakas are given Khei or
portions of the Kotha Bhoga as remuneration,
some also enjoyed landed Jagirs. Mr. C.
Grome also stated in his report that for
negligence in duty  Sebakas were punished  by
stopping of their Khei, fines or in extreme cases
of dismissal. When the affairs of the temple
were under the immediate control and
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management of the Rajas of Khurda, even for
slightest deviation from the prescribed duties
the Sebakas were severaly punished either by
fine and corporal punishment, but from the time
the Marathas took over the management of the
temple, discipline was greatly relaxed.

The unit of Chhatisanijoga is a well-
knit system which is primarily responsible for
carrying on the elaborate rites and rituals of
the Temple for centuries without any apparent
interruption or break.

Suggested Readings :
1. Singh Jagabandhu, Prachina Utkala (O), Orissa

Sahitya Academy Publication, Bhubaneswar, p.-
359. Also in Mishra, K.C. The Cult of
Jagannath, p.120.

2. Mahatab, H.K. History of Orissa, Cuttack,
p.458.

3. Madala Panji, Utkal University Publication,
pp.30-32.

4. Banerjee, R.D. History of Orissa, Vol.1,
Calcutta, pp.110-115.

5. Jagannath Temple Correspondences, Part-1,
Vol.II, p.2.

6. "There are three Purichas, Viz., Sewajee
Pandit, Jugurnath Raj Goro and Amna Pandit,
whose sole duty it was to take care of the
interior management of the temple, and any
complaints against them were made to Ekadee
Pandit at Cuttack, who decided upon them
finally." Jagannath Temple Correspondences,
Part-1, Vol.II, p.141.

Letter from Jones Hunter, Collector of Tax,
Puri to Magistrate, Cuttack, dated 21st July,
1897.

7. Before the British army marched into Orissa,
Wellesley had instructed that "no part of the
property, treasure, or valuable article of any
kind, contained in the Pagoda of Jagannath, or
in any religious edifices, or prossessed by any
of the priests or Bramhins or persons of any
description attached to the temples or religious

institutions is to be considered as prize to any
army." Journal of the Kalinga Historical
Research Society, Vol.-1, No.4, p.378.

8. Orissa District Gazetteers, Puri, 1977, p.819.

9. The Marathas had assigned certain lands with a
revenue of Rs.27,000 for the support of the
temple of Jagannath at Puri which came to be
known as 'Satais Hazari Mahal' for the amount
of revenue it was yielding. In 1843 when the
British Government transferred the Mahal to
the Raja of Puri for the maintenance of the
temple its revenue was Rs.17,420. The greater
part of the revenue of the 'Satais Hazari Mahal'
is derived from certain villages, the majority
of which are situated in Puri police station area,
and three only in Cuttack district. An interesting
item of the 'Satais Hazari Mahal' comprises
certain lands in the ex-state of Daspalla from
which timbers for the cars used in the car
festivals are supplied. Records of Rights,
prepared under Sri Jagannath Temple Act.1952,
Part-IV, p.3.

10. The word Ekharajat or Ikharajat is an Arabic
word meaning expenses. 'Ekharajat Mahal'
literally means land assigned for expenses. The
'Ekharajat Mahal' comprised the whole of
Zilla Tapang and 34 villages of Zilla Rameswar
with a total Sudder Jamma of Rs.23,715-3-8½
pies. Final Report on Ekharajat Mahal
(1953-65), p.4.

11. Ibid, p.1-5.

12. L.S.S.O' Malley, Puri District Gazetteer, p.134.

13. Statement of Objects and Reasons, The Orissa
Gazette, Extraordinary, dated the 21st, June.

14. Misra, K.C. Op-Cit. pp.120-121.

15. Jagannath Temple Correspondences,
Part-VIII, Vol.12, pp.232-236.

Dr. Janmejay Choudhury is a lecturer in History in
Sri Jagannath College, Kaipadar in Khurda district.
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In the movement of Bhakti cult in Utkal khand,
many divine souls had glorified the Viashnab

religion and spread its tenets to different places
by their deep devotion and supreme attachment
to the Divine Trinity. By displaying their
unselfish divine love, they had never craved
in their altruistic mission anything in life except
His exalted grace. Among these divine souls,
there was one godly person by the name
of Manai Sahu who was a pious devotee
of Lord Jagannath. He advocated the
cause of Para Bhakti as intense
attachment to God and eulogized its
glories through Nama Sankirtan as
the only means in Kaliyuga for
realization of the Supreme Divine.

Manai Sahu is remembered
today as Kandagoda Manai Sahu.
Kandagoda is the name of his
village near Puri. Some 500
years ago, he was born in this
village in an humble divine
family. He was the
contemporary of Atibadi Jagannath
Das, the author of Srimad Bhagabat in Oriya.
The impeccable life of his parents had a great
influence on Manai Sahu in his younger days.

Manai Sahu was not an erudite scholar.
His education had ended with the village

school of Kandagoda. But, as people say, he
was a prodigious person by dint of the merits
of his Prarabdha Karma. As morning shows
the day, Manai Sahu appeared to be
extraordinarily astonishing in his usual

dispensation from the very
beginning of his adult career. He
could not control his tears
when he saw tears in the eyes
of others. In his amiable

disposition, he was a charitable
person. He was beneficent

to the poor and the
distressed of the society.

People regarded him as a
truthful divine soul.

Manai Sahu was married in the early part
of his life. But the bond of marriage did
not bind him with the material world

for long. He lived in his own world
like drops of water on a

lotus leaf. He led the
Gita-way of life. He
had totally surrendered

himself at the lotus feet of the Lord. It is said
that every morning he used to go to Puri to have
a glimpse of the Divine Trinity in the sacred
shrine. In this way he walked to and fro around
fifteen miles everyday. This was the main
routine of his daily life. Despite all difficulties

Manai Sahu and Lord Jagannath

Durgamadhab Dash
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and uncommon impediments, he had never
defaulted in his religious determination. That
was the rigor of his spiritual austerity and that
brought him the light of the Great Divine.

Manai Sahu was a close friend of Atibadi
Jagannath Das. His village, Kapileswarpur
Sasan was close to the village of Manai Sahu.
So Manai Sahu, while going to Puri, had regular
interactions with Atibadi Jagannath Das. Both
discussed scriptures in deep devotion. While
musing on the effulgence of the Lord, both were
sometimes lost in the surges of divine ecstasy.
The names of Atibadi and Manai Sahu were
associated with myriad miracles in the celestial
game of the Divine Trinity. It is said in this
connection that on one occasion, Lord Jagannath
appeared in dream before Atibadi Jagannath
Das and urged him to show his sacred
manuscript to Manai Sahu before it was finally
released. Jagannath Das followed the divine
instruction and handed over the manuscript to
Manai Sahu for his esteemed perusal. With
closed eyes, Manai Sahu clasped the sacred
scripture in profound spiritual devotion. He
felt the presence of the Lord in every word of
the Holy Scripture. The book appeared to be
the replica of an unusual cosmic grace. While
returning the manuscript, Manai Sahu suggested
to Jagannath Das, "Gosain, your scripture is
extraordinarily superb. You should name the
scrpiture as "Srimad Bhagabat". Since that day,
it is said, the holy scripture of Atibadi
Jagannath Das was known as Srimad Bhagabat
and it was accordingly released in palm leaves
in Oriya.

There is another miracle associated with
Manai Sahu's name. The distinct glory of this
miracle still survives in every Oriya home with
an unflinching belief in its spiritual force. If
Manai Sahu is remembered today, he is

remembered for this remarkable religious
accomplishment. This virtually earned him a
place as an angelic messenger of the lord. The
miracle is associated with the belief that one-
day Manai Sahu was going to Puri as a part of
his daily routine to have the darshan of the
Divine Trinity in the grand Shrine. While
passing by the side of the main village tank of
a nearby village, he saw a strange sight. Some
village belles had assembled in the main
bathing ghat surrounding a pond where there
lie a heron, which appeared to be hurt and
transfixed on the ground near a bushy growth
in the extreme corner of a pond ridge. Manai
Sahu found to his surprise that the village
belles, instead of going into the water of the
tank, had gathered around a pond heron. That
presented an unusual sight. As it appeared, the
bird was least distracted by the proximity of
the onlookers and the nearby grazing cows.
Undisturbed, the bird was looking deep into
the blue water of the village pond. At first,
Manai Sahu could not know why so many
onlookers had gathered around the bird as the
heron over there had nothing special about its
appearance.

He learnt from the onlookers that the bird
had fallen victim to a great misfortune. Having
fasted for long, when it got a good catch of
fish, it gulped the same, unaware of its size
and the consequential agony. The fish was
bigger than the usual size for a heron. So instead
of going down into the stomach, the fish was
struck in the middle of its throat. The bird was
groaning in acute pain. All were looking
helpless, and they knew not what was to be
done at that particular moment. Seeing the
unusual sight, Manai Sahu went near the bird.
The onlookers turned aside as he approached
the heron. He learnt from the village belles that
the bird had been sitting there since the day
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before. He also learnt from them the cause of
the bird's agony. He noticed that the throat of
the bird had considerably swelled.

Manai Sahu took the bird on his lap and
caressed its throat repeating the name of Lord
Jagannath. The Lord was his 'Ista', his
worshipped god. The 'Mantra', he recited was
his 'Ista Mantra'.

The recital of Ista Mantra has an
immaculate spiritual effect. It is encapsulated
with an inexplicable spiritual force. With the
bestowal of Mantra Shakti, one can turn a
mountain upside down. Devoutly recited,
mantra power can alleviate all pains and all
illness. It can confer on a person all the
embellishments of the world. On that day,
Manai Sahu had a similar spiritual
accomplishment. He fondled in deep devotion
the throat of the bird with the soft touch of his
right palm. The Lord heard his humble
submission Lo and behold! In no time the fish
went down the bird's throat. At last the bird
was relieved of its pain. Manai Sahu thereafter
set the bird free. The heron flew up across the
sky in utmost ecstasy and soon disappeared in
the horizon. The onlookers were startled at the
unusual sight.

The miraculous performance of Manai
Sahu soon spread far and wide in the area. The
onlookers had earlier heard about his austere
penance and the wonderous spiritual power.
But they had never witnessed his extraordinary
miracles. That day, they experienced at a
poignant moment his grand spiritual power,
which expressed his unblemished Bhav of total
surrender at the lotus feet of the Lord.

People regarded Manai Sahu as a devout
devotee of Lord Jagannath. The name of Manai
Sahu added holiness to the place where he

lived. The devotees adored the bathing ghat of
the tank as a sacred place of purification. A
popular belief soon began to spread among the
people that by remembering Manai Sahu, one
could surmount an obstruction in one's throat.
Even today, in the rural areas of Orissa when
a sharp fish bone is struck in the throat of a
child, the parents remember Manai Sahu in
devotion and pray for clearance of the painful
obstruction.

As time passed by, Manai Sahu became
old and bed-ridden due to geriatric ailments.
He could no longer stick to the age-old routine
of going to Puri to have the darshan of the
Divine Trinity in the grand shrine.

One day, he prayed to the Lord saying
that his last days had neared and he was bereft
of his physical strength. He also added that he
had violated his resolute routine, which on his
part was the unbearable departure of a religious
discipline. He pleaded before the Lord to make
some alternate arrangement for him for darshan
of the Divine Trinity in his village.

All actions of a devotee are a happy
augury for his spiritual brethren. The devotion
of a devotee redeems a number of generations
coming after him. This happened in the case of
Manai Sahu. The Lord gave darshan to his
devotee. He listened to his prayer. Glory to
saints and devotees! The Supreme Lord said
to Manai Sahu in dream: "Manai, you will have
your great wish fulfilled in no time. You are
filled with the spirit of great saints. The village
where you live is divinely sanctified. It will
be a holy place of pilgrims over the period of
time. A replica of the Divine Trinity will be
installed at Kandagoda."

The next day, while taking bath, Manai
Sahu got the scent of a neem log in a nearby
village. The log was so heavy that it defeated
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the attempts of all those who tried to lift it from
its place. Manai Sahu prayed to Lord Jagannath
in humble devotion. Believe it or not, this time
when the devotees again attempted, they
succeeded in carrying the log to Kandagoda
shorn of any physical strain. A replica of the
Divine Trinity was made out of the neem log.
The three idols of Balabhadra, Jagannath and
Subhdra were consecrated at Kandagoda.
Manai Sahu spent the rest part of his life,
worshipping the three idols in his village.

On one Dolopurnima day, Manai Sahu
attained 'Mahaprayan' while in deep
meditation. His Mahaprayan anniversary is still

observed on this day in pump and ceremony in
village Kandagoda. The devotional Leelas of
Manai Sahu constitute an unfading chapter in
the annals of Bhakti movement of Orissa. His
spiritual tenets of god realization through
Sankirtan Yoga is the reaffirmation of what
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu had preached among
his devotees as the only path of Mokshya in
life.

Durgamadhab Dash lives at C-80, Pallasapally,
Bhubaneswar, Orissa.
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Narendra Tank in Legend
and History

Santosh Kumar Rath

The most celebrated, picturesque and one
of the large tanks of Orissa perhaps is the

Narendra Tank. Because of its close
relationship with Jagannath Temple it is
considered a holy tank among the pious Hindus.
According to one legend 'Narendra Deva'
brother of Gajapati Kapilendra Deva excavated
this tank and it was named after him. This holy
tank is also known as 'Chandana Puskarini'
because the famous 'Chandana Yatra'  of Lord
Jagannath is celebrated annually in this tank.
Many medieval Oriya texts described the fame
of this holy tank.

This largest tank of Puri is 2 km. far from
Jagannath Temple. It is situated on the left side
of the Grand Road running from Jagannath
Temple to Gundicha Temple. A good approach
road is running from Grand Road through
'Dandimala Sahi' to this tank. The surrounding
area of this tank gives a picturesque
appearance to this place. On the east of the
tank there is Grand Road, Markandeswar Sahi
and Temple of Bisoi Thakurani on the west,
Brahmagiri Road and Jatia Baba Math on the
North and Jagannath Ballabh Math on the south.

According to one legend during the reign
of Gajapati Kapilendra Dev, Veer Narendra
Dev, his younger brother sacrificed his life for
the sake of his motherland. His wife Kalandi
Mahadevi after the death of her husband
renounced all worldly pleasure and resided in

a garden inbetween Jagannath Ballabha and
Balabhadra Ballabha garden. She worshipped
Lord Siva and Krishna in that place. Babaji
Govinda Das was her guru. Once the guru
offered a pumpkin seed to the queen. The queen
planted the seed. The vegitative  growth of the
pumpkin creeper was so luxuriant that it spread
in an area of 1350." Hundreds of pumpkin were
produced from it. Those pumpkins were
utilised for preparation of Mahaprasada in the
temple. It was a talk of  the town at that time.
The fame of Kalandi Devi and the miraculous
pumpkin plant reached the ear of Gajapati
Kapilendra Dev. The fourteen sons of queen
Kalandi Devi came to her mother who was
staying alone. One day Gajapati Kapilendra
Dev accompanied by his guru Mahadev Brahma
paid a visit to the residential garden of the
queen Kalandi Mahadevi. At that time Govinda
Das, the guru of Kalandi Devi was engaged in
the worship of Lord Gopinath. Guru Govind
Das blessed the king who was eager to meet
queen Kalandi Devi. Guru Govind Das
requested the king to excavate a famous tank
for her, after the name of her late husband Veer
Narendra Dev. To fulfil the desire of the queen
he also requested the king to name the main
ghata after Narendra Dev, the next one in the
name of queen Kalandi Devi. The king also
constructed fourteen ghatas after the name of
fourteen sons of Narendra Dev. Chandana bije
ghata (Lamba Chakada) was constructed for
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the purpose of 'Chandana bije' of Lord
Jagannath. This Chakada is named after
Narendra Dev. Apart to all this the king
Kapilendra Dev constructed a temple for
Kalandisvara Shiva and Gopinath on the bank
of this holy tank. The Brahma Jaga after the
name of Narahari Brahma (court poet) also
established. Thus the famous 'Chandan Yatra'
of Lord Jagannath is being observed in pomp
and ceremony in the holy Narendra tank from
those days.1

From the old administrative records of
Srimandir it is known that the creation of
Narendra tank is due to the seed of pumpkin.
The story is as follows :

"During the reign of King Narendra Dev
of the vassal state Ranpur had very good
relationship with the Gajapati king of Puri.
King Narendra Dev was a great devotee of
Lord Jagannath. Once he got a pumpkin seed
while moving leasurely in the countryard of
his palace. The king in his jolly mood gave the
seed to a Sarbarakara (Revenue Collector). He
told the Sarbarakara to plant the seed in the
name of Lord Jagannath and to offer all the
pumpkins produced to the Lord. The
Sarbarakara planted the seed in the name of
Lord Jagannath with full devotion.
Astonishingly the growth of the pumpkin
creeper was luxurant and covered an area of
14 acres. This creeper had a life of 5 years.
Lakhs of pumpkins were produced. The
sarbarakara sold all the pumpkins worth lakhs
of rupees. The Sarbarakara deposited all the
money to the king Narendra Dev. King
Narendra Dev offered the money to Gajapati
King of Puri. Both the kings decided to
construct a tank at Srikshetra out of this fund.
The tank was of the area of 14 acres same to
the area the creeper covered.2 This is the tank
of present famous Narendra.

Narendra is the biggest and historical
tank of Srikshetra. From historical point of
view it was established in 14th-15th c.A.D.
Madala Panji mentions about Narendra tank,
that 'Lakhaposa Narendra Mohapatra', the
minister of Ganga King Veer Narasingha Dev
excavated the 'Narendra Saucha' tank.3 From
the very word 'Narendra Saucha' it is known
that this tank was built for the purpose of daily
use.

It is clear from the above description that
this tank was built during Ganga period. 'Chara
Ganesha' is worshipped in a nearby Jaga close
to this tank. Tradition says that the scaffolding
was done to carry big stone slabs for the
construction of the great temple from here.

From another account it is known that
the brother of Gajapati Kailendra Deva had
dug this tank. So this tank was created in the
middle of 15th c.A.D. (Suryavamsi Period).

Narendra tank is situated at Mauza
Dandimala Sahi. This tank stands on the
revenue plot No.117 and 199 respectively. The
tank covers an area of 14.533 acres. The water
level of the tank is about 10 feet below the
present road level. There are 16 ghatas of the
tank. Among these ghatas 14 are named after
the 14 sons of Narendra Deva, one after his
queen Kalandi Devi Kalandiswar ghata and the
main ghata i.e. Narendra Chakada ghata after
Narendra Deva, brother of Gajapati Kapilendra
Dev.4 There are 3 ghatas in the east, 4 in the
west, 3 in the north and 6 in the south (including
the chief ghata) respectively. The main ghata
contains a flight of steps made of Khondalite
stone. The approximate depth of the tank is 28."
The size of the tank is nearly square measuring
834" by 873."5 The tank has an island in its
centre bearing a small temple of later period
called Chandana mandapa (50" x 12")
connected with the south bank with a bridge to
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which Madanamohana, the moving deity of
Lord Jagannath, is brought for 21 days during
Chandan Yatra.

The tank was previously a fine sheet of
water which was kept clean by flushings from
the Madhupur river (Mitiani river) during the
rains through a channel in the western corner.6
Over this Madhupur river stands the famous
Atharanala Bridge. It is the entrace  of Puri
town. Presently both the inlet and the outlet of
the tank are completely choked up and the
system no longer works. The water as a result
has turned filthy. On the bank of Narendra,
Chara Ganesh, Gopinath Ballabha Matha,
Brahma Jaga and Jatia Baba Matha are situated.

The historical study of the tank would
be incomplete without the study of Chara
Ganesha and Brahma Jaga.

Chara Ganesha

Close to Narendra Tank, a small
Ganesha image exists in 'Ganesha Guruja Jaga'
even now which is known as Chara Ganesha
and is indicative of the fact that the scaffolding
to carry big stone slabs for the construction of
the Great temple started from this place. Hindu
tradition confirms that in the beginning of every
auspicious work, Ganesha who is known as
Siddhidata (a deity granting success) has to be
worshipped. It appeals to reason that in a sandy
tract like Puri where massive stones are a rare
building material, they must have been brought
in water route (either through Mahanadi or
through Chilika) to Narendra tank from where
these stones were taken to the tmeple
construction site through a scaffold which is
called Chara in Oriya. As a scaffold or Chara
is usually made of seasoned palm wood and it
is still used in chariots during Car Festival to
enable the heavy idols to be raised from the
ground to the platform on the chariots.7 In
earlier days there was a big door near Chara

Ganesha known as 'Bada Duara'. Besides Chara
Ganesha, Brahma Jaga is also  culturally
related with Narendra tank. Its description is
as follows :

Brahma Jaga

This Jaga is situated in the eastern side
of the Narendra Tank. It is described in the
Chakada that Pandit Narahari Brahma was the
court poet of Gajapati Kapilendra Deva. Later
the Gajapati established a Jaga in the name of
Pandit Narahari Brahma. There was a
mandapa named 'Brahma Jaga Alinda' from
where the king, queen and royal members
viewed the famous Chandan Yatra. The
presiding deity of this Jaga is Lord Hanuman.8

From all these descriptions it is evident
that this tank is quite significant from historical
point of view.
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The earliest records that speak about the
existence and popularity of Narayan Cult

in Orissa during fifth-sixth century of the
Christian era were issued by the Mathara
dynasty who began to rule after Maharaja
Samudragupta's southern expedition. The
Guptas were follower of Vaishnavism a n d
probably they were
responsible for the
popularity of
Vaishnavism in Orissa.
In the Ningondi1 plates
of Prabhanjan Varman
the king declares
himself "Bhagavata
Svami Narayana
Padanudhyatah."
This grant records of
the bright fortnight of
Karttika. It indicates that the king was a
follower of Vaishnavism and he granted the land
after performing the Karttika-Ekadasi Vrata.
Another ruler of the same family Ananta
Saktivarman used the title "Narayana
Svaminah Padabhaktah Paramadaivata" in
his Andhavaram Plates.2 Different Vaishnavite
epithets used like 'Paramabhagavata' came to
be used by the members of the Pitribhaktah
family, like Chandavarman3 and
Nandaprabhanjan Varman.4 The records of the

Matharas give a clear indication to the
existence and popularity of Narayan Cult,
Which was patronised by the ruling house of
Kalinga during 5th-6th century A.D.

The fall of the Mathara and Pitribhaktah
dynasties was a serious setback for the worship

of  Narayan cult. But in the
7th century A.D. the
earliest king of
Sailodhava of Kongada
was named

Madhavaraja. In his
inscriptions he was
called "Chakradhara"
and "Madhava". An

image assignable to
the 7th century A.D.,

now preserved in the
Orissa State Museum depicts the scence of
Kaliyadamana. And a few images of Madhava
are found from the Prachi Valley.

Sirpur stone inscription issued by the
queen mother Vasta constructed the famous
brick temple known as Lakshman temple in
Sirpur5 belonging to the eighth century A.D.
The inscription opens with the salutation to
Purushottama (Vishnu) and also invoke
Purushottama as Nrsimha. Thus it seems that

Narayan Cult in Orissa

Priyadarshini Bakshi
Debendra Nath Bhoi
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Vishnu in the form of Narasimha gained
popularity at that time.

The Bhaumakaras of Utkal (8th century
A.D.) crushed the Sailodbhavas and invaded
Tosala and Kongada. The first group of
Bhaumakara kings were all Buddhists. But at
that time a great Hindu Philosopher,
Sankaracharya who was a philosopher of
"Non-Dualism" on Advaita-vada visited
several place to propagate Hindu religion and
culture. He established a Govardhana Matha
at Purushottamakshetra (Puri).6 This influenced
the Bhaumakara Kings and towards the 9th
century A.D. the Bhaumakara kings adopted
both Saivism and the queens had accepted
Bhagavatism. Tribhuvana Mahadevi in her
Dhenkanal plate7 and the Baud plate declares
herself as a Paramavaisnavi, the devout
worshipper of Visnu, and Paramabhattarika
Maharajadhiraja Paramesvari and
Paramavaisnavi.

In the Talcher Plate8 of "Sivakaradeva,
King Gayada is said to have the glory similar
to that of Vaikuntha. In the Bhaumakara copper
plate we come across several Vaishnavite
names like - Hari, Damodara, Haladhara,
Madhusudana, Mahidhara, Trivikrama,
Govinda, Govardhana, Janarddana,
Purushottama, Sudarsana, Balabhadra,
Vamana, Vasudeva, Visnu, Narayana,
Narasimha, Padmanabha etc.

Thus the period of Bhaumakaras is
important for Orissa from the religious points
of view. For the first time we come across the
names of Purushottama and Balabhadra in the
inscriptions of Utkala.

The Somavamsis of Daksina (South)
Kosala were all devout worshippers of Siva,
but they give equal respect for other
Brahmanical religious faiths. King

Madhavagupta Yayati in his Narsimhapura
Plates9 described him as the representative of
Madhusudana, Visnu. One Visnu temple built
by the Panduvamsi of Daksina or South Kosala
is the representation of Visnu Anantasayi in the
centre of the door linel.

Towards the 12th century A.D. under
Anantavarman Chodagangadeva Puri became
an important centre of Vaishnavism. Though
Chodagangadeva was a follower of Saivism
but later on he accepted 'Bhagavatism'. For the
first time in the Korni Plates10 dated saka year
1034 (1112 A.D.) adopted a title like "Parama
Mahesvara", 'Paramavaisnava' and
'Paramabrahmanya'.

The religious life in Orissa has been
dominated by the Cult of Purushotama
Jagannath even since the famous Puri temple
was built in the 12th century A.D. by Ananta
Varman Chodagangadeva (1078-1174 A.D.).11

The First epigraphic evidence to the
construction of Jagannath temple by the
powerful Ganga Monarch Chodagangadeva is
found in the Dasgoba copper plate12 grant of
his grandson Rajaraja Deva III. But the temple
chronicle states that the temple was built by
Yayatikesari (13 Anka according to the first
Panji; 59th Anka according to the 2nd Panji).13

Thus it is a matter of controversy to know the
remnant of the first Purushottama temple of
Puri.

Chodagangadeva died in 1146 A.D. But
the Jagannath temple work was not completed
during his life time. It was finished under
Anangabhimadeva III  (1212-1239 A.D.) and
the consecration ceremony accomplished in
1230 A.D. and the deties were removed from
the Nrsimha temple to Srimandira. Its presiding
deity with the title of Jagannath (Lord of the
Universal the king of the Kingdom of Orissa).14
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The Ganga family accepted Jagannath as
their family deity and real ruler of the land.
Anangabhima Deva III, in the Draksharama
inscription (1216 A.D.) declared himself as
rauta, deputy and putra, son of Purushottama,
Rudra and Durga.15

After the death of Anantavarman
Chodagangadeva his wife Kasturikamodini
built the temple for Jagannath in Tekkali16

Maharaja Anangabhimadeva-III was
succeeded by his son Narasinhadeva-I (1238-
39 A.D.). He constructed a beautiful sun temple
at Konark. His sister Chandrika Devi
constructed Anantavasudeva temple on the
bank of Bindusarovara at Bhubaneswar.

In the context of such analysis it can be
said that Narayan cult in Orissa took the
important form with the construction of the
Jagannath temple at Puri. The worship of
Narayana also continued under Gajapati
dynasty.
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On approach to Sri Mandira of Puri Dham,
a devotee finds the Bata Mangala, at

about 7 Kms away on the left side of the road
leading from Bhubaneswar to Puri. The name
of deity of that seat is Bata Mangala, on whose
look on journey to Jaganath Dham, a devotee
finds all blessings of the Goddess
Mangala for happy and blessed
journey. Many of devotees, must
have visited the Vindyachal Devi,
near Mirzapur seated on the hill top
located on the bank of Sacred
Ganges in Uttarpradesh. Many
miracles are narrated concerning
that deity. But Kakatpur Mangala
is visible deity in full form, capable
of showing Her miracle to guide
the Lord Jagannath Himself even.

Kakatpur Mangala is located
at Kakatpur, on the way from
Bhubaneswar to Konark, via-Pipili. Pipili is
20 Kms. from Bhubaneswar and 50 kms. from
Jagannath Dham Puri and is reputed for knitting
work of various designs of Fancy, Luxury bags,
Canopies. On the left side of Pipili from
Bhubaneswar - Puri Road a diversion road
leads to Konark, the seat of Sun Temple, Black
Pagoda, one of seven wonders of the world
once upon a time. Buses always ply on that
road. The deity was powerful enough and kept

herself hidden on the bed of the river, the
Prachi, underneath deep water. Once, one
boatman while was sailing boat across the
fully flooded river, the boat did not move an
inch in the middle of river. Whole day and night
was spent with the boat stranded in the middle

of river. The boatman towards the
end of the night, saw in dream that
he would recover Maa Mangala
and establish Her in nearby
Mangalpur village. She is hidden,
where long oar is kept stranded.
Accordingly, the boat man dived
into the deep water and from inside
the depth of the sand, could trace
out the magnificent idol of deity,
the Mangala. According to the
direction of deity and indication in
the dream, the boatman installed
Her in a temple, in village

Mangalpur. This Mangalpur village, during
passage of time, got itself known Kakatpur as
the boatman, could see once a balck crow
diving and sinking inside the water, but could
not see its coming out for hours and days
together from the water of the river Prachi.
"Kaka" means "Crow" and "Atak" means it
remained confined and detained inside the
water, near the place from where the deity was
recovered from the river by the boatman.

Kakatpur  Mangala
and

Batamangala of  Puri
Somanath Jena

Maa Mangala,
Kakatpur

Bata Mangala, Puri
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The temple is located in a beautiful rural
setting in the midst of villages, gardens, green
trees. The temple is a palatial one,
accommodating many other gods and deities
as well. But Mangala is Arupa (formless) and
has become Sarupa (took form). Throughout
the year, and days the 'Niti' 'Puja' is being done
in ritualistic and disciplined manner.
'Prasadams' are available. Many patients come
to remain in "Dharana" in prostrate form to get
themselves cured. Cure comes, many come to
get their desire fulfilled, it so happens.

The most reputed festival is "Jhamu
Jatra". It occurs on the first Tuesday,
(Mangalbar) of the Secred month, Vaisakh
(April 14 to May 15) every year. On that
occasion, the devotees possesed of the power
of deity, amidst hard, disciplined life, walk
barefeet on the surface of burning charcoal fire
spread on a long trench, without any injury
amidst loud beating of drums and singing of
the musical tunes from pipe. Thousands gather
to witness the Jhamu Festival.

It is said that "Daru Brahma" (sacred
wood containing the life energy of Lord
Jagannath), was initially found floating on
water on the confluence of river and Bay of
Bengal at Banki - Muhan near Jagannath Dham,
Puri. King Indradyumna, desirous of
constructing idols of Lord sighted the sacred
wood according to search made as per the
command of the Lord Jagannath to King
Indradyumna but wood could not be sized, and
form of Lords could not be conceived. But one
offered flower, from the head of the deity,
Kakatpur Mangala, on advice of sage Narada,
was taken and touched on the sacred wood,
Daru Brahma. It facilitated the splitting of
wood, into three parts for construction of idols
Lord Jagannath, Subhadra and Balabhadra
according to requirement.

Nabakalebara (construction of New
idols of the three Lords) is regular feature of
Jagannath Dham at regular intervals. Old, worn
out idols are rejected and buried under earth
and in their place, new idols for 3 deities, i.e.
Lord Jagannath, Subhadra and Balaram, are
constructed. From that time, tradition, still
remains that carpenter sevaks and priests living
with discipline  pray, Maa Mangala of Kakatpur
remaining prostrated before the deity at
Kakatpur to bless them by showing sacred trees
and their location, which alone are suitable for
construction of the idols in Nabakalebara. In
fact, they get the indication, and exact location
of the sacred trees and path leading to the
location, in dream. This practice and custom
and tradition have been existing for years
together, without any deviation. Successful
guidance, without fail, from the deity to find
out the sacred tree, is evidence of the power
and energy of Maa Mangala of Kakatpur. This
is unchallenged evidence which stands
unrebutted giving concrete proof of blessing,
power of mother Mangala on their devotees.
Even Lord Jagannath who is the hood of all
universe is assisted by mother, who is the
original power for creation, is actively guiding
the carpenters and priests to find out suitable
sacred wood, according to specific features,
for construction of the sacred idols, what to
speak of other evidence.

Devotee may visit the sacred seat of Maa
Mangala of Kakatpur, as a part of their visit of
Bat Mangala and Puri Jagannath Dham in a
single journey plan.

Somanath Jena lives at Walliganj, Baripada,
Po- Bhanjpur-757002 in the Mayurbhanj district.
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Long years ago, a large number of Mathas
or religious monasteries belonging to

various sects are located here centering round
the shrine of Shri Jagannath. Most of the Mathas
of Puri are connected with the worship of
Jagannath and have typical sevas or duties to
perform in the temple. The Mahantas or
religious head of this institution are the gurus
or spiritual preceptors of many people. In the
past, they received liberal gifts of money from
their wealthy followers and endowments in
land for the worship of Shri Jagannath and for
other charitable purpose. They are to look after
the management and maintenance of the
institution under their control. At the time of
necessity, they used to take special care for
the smooth functioning of the great temple.
During recent past, their specific importance
was recognised by the Gajapati Maharaja who
looked after the management of the temple.
Some Mathas are also directly involved in
various rituals as well as different festive
occasions of Shri Jagannath Temple. For that
many facilities like "Saraghara" (Store houses),
"overs in the Kitchen", "Khandua Patta" (Silken
Cloth) and Mahaprasad Khei etc, have been
provided for them inside the Temple premises.

Prof. B.M. Das writes that in Puri,
Mathas have grown in close association with
the Temple of Shri Jagannath and have existed
for the following reasons.

(a) Propagation of the essentials of Hindu
Religion and the Culture of Jagannath,

(b) Providing shelter to the pilgrims visiting
Puri,

(c) To look after the mendicants and
scholars of Hinduism coming from
distant places.

(d) Participating in various rituals of the
temple of Shri Jagannath.

The organisation of ritual of the
Jagannath Temple is composed of a variety of
services which are rendered by servitors of
different castes and communities. With the
establishment of Mathas of various sects and
their linkage with the sevapuja of the temple
some of the leading communities which render
services appropriate to their respective caste
and occupation; established their own shrines
at Puri. Gradually these shrines became
important and changed into Mathas affiliated
to respective founder communities.

Earlier the priests of the temple used to
be trained at the Sankaracharya Matha and only
after obtaining a certificate from the Matha
were eligible to enter into priesthood and
perform worship in the temple, but now this
function is being performed by their concerned
Nijogs of the temple.

Certain Mathas (more than 30 mathas)
at Puri were established to perform specific

Role of the Mathas in the Daily
Rituals of  Lord Jagannath

Bhaskar Mishra
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ritual services daily and on festive occasions
in the Jagannath Temple. Although these mathas
have their respective presiding deities and
Mahantas but most of their works are confined
to the temple. Since such Mathas were
established by the Gajapati Kings these are
generally know as Rajangila Mathas. Some of
the Rajangila Mathas and their duties and
functions are listed below.

Mathas Functions

Bada Jhadu Matha To sweep the Garbhagriha
(sanctum, sanctorum)
Anasarapindi & Jagamohan of
the temple.

Sana Jhadu Matha To sweep the Kurum Bedha
court-yard and Natamandap.

Sunagosain Matha To clean the suna well and
Ratna Singhasana walls.
Supplying the padak & Alaka
(one type of flower ornament)
daily.

Dagara Matha To inform the general public
& the officials of the temple
if there is any breach of
ritual performances or any
other religious principles
connected with the sebapuja
of the Lord Shri Jagannath.

Chhauni Matha To give religious advice and to
indoctrinate in the pious ways
to the Rajas and their family
members at the time of their
visit to the Jagannath Temple.

Puranasabha Matha To recite texts from various
Puranas and preach the
philosophy of Jagannath
culture.

Kadali Patuka Matha To supply the strands from
plantain (banana tree) trees for
making flower garlands which
are offered to Sri Jagannath
Mahaprabhu.

Kothabhog Matha To keep in the store the stock
of ghee and molasses bought

out of the income of the
temple and look to the
management of cooking of
consecreated foods.

Kalitilaka Matha To supply tilaka to the
Vaisnabas of Chaturh
Sampradaya.

Some leading mathas of Puri are closely
associated with the daily rituals of Shri
Jagannath and some of the important festivals.
Jagannath Ballav Math, Raghabadas Matha,
Badachhata matha, Bada Oriya Matha,
Sunagosain Matha, Sri Ram Das (Dakhina
Parswa) Matha, Uttarparswa Matha,  Emar
Matha, Radhakanta Matha, Jhadu Mathas may
be included among them. Besides the daily
rituals, these mathas are extending assistance
in the Ratha Yatra, Snana yatra, Chandan yatra,
Jhulan Yatra, Navakalebar ceremony and other
festive occasions by  offering Pankti and Pana
bhog, Vesha materials, Cleaning of
Ratnasinghasan, supplying of canopy and
Chaka Apasara, Phuluri tele (til oil)
Sandalwood paste for Sarbanga rituals, flower
garlands, Tulsi leaves and other puja materials,
besides performing Sankirtana with devotional
Music and Chamer, Allat Services.

The Record of Rights compiled under
the Puri Shri Jagannath Temple
(Administration) Act, 1952 enshrines in detail
the nitis to be performed by certain Mathas.
Daily services performed by the Mathas are
as followes :

1. Gobardhan Matha

Gobardhan Peetha, a monastery or
Matha established by Adi Sankar at Puri about
9th Century A.D. plays an important role in
the rituals of Shri Jagannath temple, Puri.
Sankaracharya Matha has a number of rights
in the temple rituals. Jagadguru Sankaracharya,
Peethadhisa of this Matha has the authority to
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offer his opinion on the ritualistic system of
the temple and he is the head of the
Muktimandap (An assembly of Sasan
Brahmins). The Khei which is granted to this
Matha as a daily routine is unique and rarely
enjoyed by any other Matha of Puri.
Sankaracharya at the time of their visit to the
temple is given some special privileges by the
Temple Administration.

2. Oriya Matha

To supply the daily Ballava bhoga and
performing upachara chamara, allata services.

3. Badachhata Matha

To receite devotional songs with music
daily at the time of Mangala Arati and
Badasinghar Pahuda rituals.

4. Jagannath Ballav Matha
To supply the Masala (torch) during the

Abakash rituals, Ballava Bhog and
Khuamanda, Tilak, Jhumpa (one type of flower
ornaments) for badasinghar Vesha, Khatani
bhog (Arnna Mahaprasad); to perform Chamara
services as per tradition.

5. Papudia Matha

To perform Sunabenta chamara
(flywhisk) and allata (fan) services.

6. Chaulia Matha

To perform Chamara Seva, supply the
pijuli (Guava) for Gopallaballav bhog (the
services are discontinued since long).

7. Raghaba Das Matha

To perform Upachara Chamara and allata
services, supply of Ballava bhog and Khatani
bhog.

8. Gangamata Matha

To perform Sunabenta Chamara and
allata services.

9. Radhakanta Matha

To perform upachara chamara services
and daily Sankirtana parikrama inside temple
premises.

10. Rebasa Matha

To perform upachara chamara and allata
services, offering of Khatani Bhog.

11. Emar Matha

To supply the Ballava Bhog, 'Chandrika'
and 'Chausara' (one type of flower ornaments)
for Badasinghar vesha, to perform upachara
chamara and allata services.

12. Radhaballava Matha

To perform upachara chamara and allata
services.

13. Trimali Matha

To perform chamara and allata services.
Supplying the dihudi (torch) at the time
Abakash and Gopalaballav Bhog rituals.

14. Ramaji Matha

To perform chamara services.

15. Sanachhata Matha

To perform chamara and allata services.

16. Rajguru Goswami Matha

To perform chamara services during
Abakash and Dhupa puja period.

17. Venkatachari Matha

To perform chamara and allata services.

18. Nua Matha

To perform chamara and allata services.

19. Chhauni Matha

To perform chamara and allata services.
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20. Balaramkot Matha

To perform chamara and allata services.

21. Sriram Das Matha

To perform chamara and allata services,
supply of flower ornaments for the deities of
the temple.

22. Uttarparswa Matha

To perform Chamara and allata services
and supply of five seer materials for preparing
mahanbhog to the temple every day.

23. Mangu Matha

To perform Chamara services.

24. Jhanjapita Matha

To perform sebapuja of the 'Padapadma'
by the inmates of the Matha.

Besides this, certain mathas such as
Gobardhan Matha, Badasantha, Radhakanta
Matha Jeerswami Matha, Badachhata Matha,
Jagannath Ballav, Emar, Uttarparswa,
Dakhinaparswa, Sidhabakula, Gangamata,
Haridas Thakura Samadhi, Rebasa, Chhauni,
Radhaballav, Bada Oriya Mathas etc. have the
right to offer Khatani bhog (cooked food
offering) to the deities daily.

It is ascertained from the Temple Record
of Rights that there are 86 ovens in the temple's
kitchen allotted to several Mathas such as Emar,
Sankarananda, Gangamata, Kausalya Das,
Bada Santha, Sri Ram Das, Laxmibhadra
(languli), Panjabi, Baula, Jagannath Ballav,
Raghaba Das, Radhakanta, Bada Oriya,
Mahiprakash, Bada Jhadu, Khajuria,
Dukhishyama Babaji, Haridakhandi,
Uttarparswa, Trimali, Achari Matha, similarly
more than 30 Saragharas (store houses) are
found recorded in the names of some Mathas
like Sankaracharya Matha, Sankarananda,

Papudia, Achari, Jagannath Ballava,
Uttarparswa, Rebesa, Sibatirtha, Emar, Bada
Oriya, Radhaballav, Mahiprakash, Kotha
Bhoga, Raghaba Das Matha etc.

According to record of rights of the
temple, Radhaballav Matha  and Jhanjapita
Matha have their special establishments in the
temple, presently known as "Radhaballava
Temple" and "Padapadma Chaura" over plot
No.176 and Plot No.132, 133 and 134.

In the past different Gajapati Maharajas
and Superintendent of the Shri Jagannath
Temple had given rights through sanandas and
royal charter in favour of some Mathas
connected with the rituals of Lord Sri Jagannath
allotting store houses, ovens in the kitchen,
Chamara and allat services, Pankti and Khatani
bhog etc. for the smooth performance of the
daily rituals of Shri Jagannath Mahaprabhu.
Presently some of the Mathas have been
deprived of the services and some have
discontinued the services altogether. Even
some of the Mahantas are not performing the
Chamara and allata services which are their
most important and sacred duties. Some of the
Mahantas are occasionally performing the
services only to keep up the tradition.

References :

1. Shri Jagannath Temple Record of  Rights, part-II.
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Before dealing with the puja system of the
great Jagannath Temple of Puri, we must

first look into the real definition of the terms
Vaishnava and Vaishnavism. According to
Indian epics, there are three deities, known as
Trishakti, Trideva, or Trio. They are Brahma,
the Creator, Vishnu, the Protector, and Shiva,
the Destroyer. These three attributes are
indispensable in all matters, even now in
science and in the simple construction of a
building. Every thing we think, feel, and hear
is subject to these three influences, as told by
the ancient rishis in the days of yore.

It is most interesting to note, however,
that Avataras, or Divine beings who incarnate
on earth as man from time to time to uplift
humanity, are never born. They come to earth
in a divine way, from Vishnu, the protector
Himself. There are no Avatars of Brahma or
Shiva. According to Ishabashya Upanishad, the
whole creation is filled with Divinity.

"Ishabasyamidam Sarba Jat Kichnitya
dagatya Jagat."

That which is created is easy to destroy,
but difficult to maintain and protect. For this
reason, Lord Vishnu Himself comes in the form
of a divine man, or Avatar, as a father would
come to protect his children.

"Srulantu Sarbe, Amrutasya Putrah"
Let all sons and daughters hear they
are born from immortal source, and that
He will Protect You."

In this Vedic sloka, it is stated simply
that it is the duty of God, who is the divine
force behind every common man, every blade
of grass, every cosmos in creation, to come
and protect His house. In Bhagavat Geeta the
same is told;

"Jada Jadahi Dharmasya
Glanirvabati Bharat

Avyuthayan Swadharmasya
Jadatman Srujamyaham

Paritranayan Sadhunam."

"Whenever Problems Overwhelm the World,
to uphold Dharma, or Righteousness,
I incarnate from age to age."

From the world "Vishnu", to maintain,
to protect, the word "Vishnava" is derived, that
is, one who worships Vishnu, the protector.
This worship or spiritual practice is known as
"Vaishnavism".

In Vaishnavism, we do not give so much
emphasis to Patanjali's Yoga Sutras, such as :

1. Yama : Non-violence, having truth,
compassion, forgiveness, purity.

Sri Krishna and Lord
Jagannath

Somanath Khuntia
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2. Nityama : Spiritual practice, puja,
worship, Japa or telling holy names, giving
alms.

3. Asana :  such as Hatha Yoga.

4. Pranayama : breathing exercises.

5. Pratiyahara : worship through forms,
known as Sakara, formless worship, known as
Nirakara and seeing God in all known as
Atmabhava.

6. Dharana : one-pointedness, or
 forbearance.

7. Dhyana : meditation

8. Samadhi : God realization.

Here what alone is essential is Bishwasa
or Faith, and Anuraga, or Loyalty and Affection
and most importantly Abhimana or
Unconditional Love.

"Bishwasa" means having complete faith
with no doubt, blind faith even. With such faith
in her Lord Krishna, while utterring His name,
the poet-saint Mirabai drank poison. The
poison turned to nectar. "Anuraga" is the feeling
of loyalty, even if it is only one sided. The
child Dhruva meditated in the forest, not to get
any thing. But when he had a vision of Lord
Vishnu, he was given a place in the sky known
as Dhruva Star. When one gives flowers to God
brings food to God and meditates on Him out
of such deep affection with no thought of results,
but simply as an offering, this is Anuraga.

"Abhimana" is the highest feeling for a
Vaishnavite. It is that found only between a
husband and wife, or a devotee and God. It is
love of the deepest kind, as in the union of the
sun and its ray, a flower and its scent : or sugar
and its witness. So mixed with good feelings
is it that even anger is not anger, and sadness
is not sorrow. The main Gopi of Krishna's

childhood days, Radha, was the foremost
example of this love. When Krishna left
Brindavan for Dwaraka, He did not return.
Four days became four years and more,
although He had promised to return. Radha one
day tells her friends :

"Krishna is now busy in Dwaraka. He is not
coming. I will die one day. Please, my dear
sisters, you can do this one thing for me. At
that time, carry my dead body on the path where
He once walked you throw a cloth over it on
which is written only Krishna, Krishna,
Krishna. Write His name on my breasts. If by
chance the sound of a sweet flute is heard, turn
my head so that its sweet music will enter my
ear. This is my last prayer to you, my dear
sisters. Let my dead body also be content that I
have been with Him and let all remember that
here is a lady who liked Him so much."

In Vaishnavism complex rituals are not
at all necessary. The essential thing is only this
Radhabhava. The Love of Radha for Sri
Krishna and Anurakti. The feeling that Radha
was inseparable from God, this Anurakti is the
feeling of treating God as a man; no third party
is required. There is just the devotee and God,
not a God made of wood or brass.  What is
true to us is true to Him also. A true Vaikuntha
or Heaven is not far away. But right here in the
midst of the home. God is with us like a member
of the family. Krishna Himself said in Bhagavat
Geeta.

"Mada Bhaka Jatra Gayanti Tatra Tistami
Narad."

"I do not live in Vaikuntha or Dwaraka.
But where my devotees sing and remember Me,
I am there."

A true Vaishnavite is a selfless servant
and surrenders to this presence of Almighty
before acting. He does not believe in his own
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strength or worldly power or wealth. To him,
his body and the whole world consist of only
two things. Chetana and Achetana. "Achetana"
means lack of awareness and refers to the
physical transient blood and bones that make
up the body. "Chetana" means awareness and
refers to the invisible and pure supreme
purusha, or divine being residing within this
shell. When a Vaishnavite surrenders, he
forgets the misery of "Achetana" and
communicates directly with the invisible God
dwelling inside himself.

Jesus, Mohammed, Buddha,
Adhishankar, Chaitanya, Ramakrishna, they all
had glimpses of Godhood. Their ways and
means were different. But their goal was the
same. But Sri Krishna came to be the symbol
for Vaishnavism because what He said and did
no one before or after was able to do in Garge
Sanhita, the following sloka tells.

"Purmh Puranah Purusottam
Parataro Jah Purushah Parameswar."

I am full, all the epics in one,
yet I surrender to the wish of My Devotee,
and come in whatever form he wants.

If a devotee thinks God to be his inner
master, closer than the eyelid to the eye, Krishna
comes as Krishnachandra; as Gopi Krishna :
as cowherd boy, Gopala Krishna, as the one
who steals all hearts, Chitta Chora; as the most
attractive in the world, as Krishna Himself.
The word "Krishna" means to attract and from
the derivative word of Krishna, "Karsayati eti
Krishna." His name also means the one who
excuses all mistakes. Taking any one name and
its substance, a devotee can reach Krishna. In
such a way was He a peculiar and unique
Avatar to the World.

Many divine souls and Avataras have
come to the World, but only Sri Krishna was

called the "Poorna Avatar." The full Avatar
having all 16 Kalas, or divine arts or attributes
within Himself.

They are as follows :

1. Daya - Compassion

2. Dharjya - Patience

3. Kshama - Forgiveness

4. Nyaya - Justice

5. Nirapeksha - Impartiality

6. Niraskata - Detachment

7. Tapasya - Meditation and
Spiritual Powers

8. Aparchitta - Invincibility

9. Danasheel - B e n e f i c i e n c e ,
Bestower of all
wealth in the world
and nature.

10. Saundarjyamaya - Beauty Incarnate

11. Nrityajna - Best of Dancers

12. Sangitajna - Best of Singers

13. Neetibadi - Embodiment of
Honesty

14. Satyabadi -  Truth Itself

15. Sarvagnata - Perfect master of all
arts, such as poetry,
drama, painting etc.

16 Sarvaniyanta - Controller of All

So even though many sages and seers
have come, having divine attributes, such as
compassion, Dharma, Sacrifice, which have
helped the World, none was having the spiritual
power of Sri Krishna.

In Brahma Sanhita, it is also stated by
Saint Narada. "Govindamadi Purushan
tamahanvajami"
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"Krishna is the Supreme Being, the full
Avatar, whose name should be taken and
repeated by devotees.

From Garge Sanhita, it is stated.

"Asankhya Brahmandapati, Golakedhanyi
rajate".

Krishna is Brahmandapati. Lord of all
the universes of which this world is only a
small part. There are numerous universes not
even seen or known. Narada tells that for this
reason alone all should take shelter in Him.

In the Oriya version of Bhagavata it is
told,

"Brahmanda mala mala hoi,
to Lomakupe Jhuluthai."

"Whole universes are revolving around Me.
I am here to care for all."

In Narada Pancharatna, it is said.

"Jatha renura Sankhya Sacha,
Tatha biswani Narada."

"The whole creation is My will-My wish,
All are my children."

In the sacred book Kalanidhi, it is said.

"Parama Karana Krushna Govindeti
Paratarama."

"From birth to death, if the name of Krishna is
recited, men will have peace of mind."

Lastly, in Chaitanya Charitamri ta, it is written.

"Brahma Vishnu Hara
ai Srustira Ishwara.

Tineagma Kari Krushnera
Krushna adhiswar."

"The three Gods, so-called masters of creation,
Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva, have but to follow
what Krishna dictates."

In the last part of Mahabharat, a
mysterious connection is made. Sri Krishna told
Arjuna : now that the war is over, hear what I
want, I wish to take rest in Seealee Lata, a
distant forest  of Creepers. I know all. There
while sleeping. I will be killed by a tribal man
of Kali Yuga." That dense forest was the ancient
site of Jagannath Puri, as stated in Rig Veda.

"Ato Jutta daru Plabate
Sindhupara aparuseya."

"Ato" means here. "Jutta" means that.
"Daru" means Wood. "Plabate" means floating.
"Sinshupare" means that side of the ocean.
"Aparuseya" means not man-made.

"Some thing will be carved from a log
of wood floating on the ocean here (describing
the origin of the murti of Lord Jagannath along
the beach of Puri) that can not be man made."

About that dense forest more details are
given in the ancient Sanskrit text of Jagannath
Temple, called Niladri Mahoday in which the
origin of the temple and the basic outline of
the puja system are described. It is stated that
the great Niladri Temple of Lord Jagannath was
once on a huge blue hill surrounded by a dense
forest. The inhabitants worshipping Lord
Jagannath here were tribal people called
Dayitapatis. Even today a street of the temple
community bears their name, Dayitapati Sahi.

Lord Krishna came here and while
resting under a tree, the hunter Jarasabara
appeared. He thought the two feet of Sri
Krishna to be the ears of a deer, so soft and
red in colour they were. When he realized he
had killed this Krishna with his bow and arrow,
he tried to burn the body. But it was the body
of Deva Purusha Himself : it could never be
burnt. So he left it at a place by the sea in Puri
called  Banki Muhan. It become a fossil of
wood. This marked the beginning of Kali Yuga.
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After some thousand years passed, King
Indradyumna of Malaba had a dream and in
that dream, he was told to find the log of wood
there in Banki Muhan, carve an image from it
as he saw in this dream and install it in the
great Jagannath Temple of Puri. Thus Sri
Krishna became Lord Jagannath for the modern
age and all of His Leelas and pastimes continue
today in the Sri Kshetra of Puri, as they once
did in Brindavan.

According to the epic Indra Neelamani
and Niladri Mahoday, it was this same image
of Sri Krishna that was being worshipped by
Bishwabasu, the tribesman who met King
Indradyuman's minister, who had been sent to
find the divine murti.

The image was called Neela Madhava
or Neelakanta Bigraha. "Neela" means the
colour of the sky and "Kanta" means beautiful.
This "Bigraha", or deity was none other than
Ghanashyam or Sri Krishna Himself. On
reaching the tribal man's hut, the minister was
fed a sumptuous meal, which he called
"Mahaprasad" or the food of the gods.
Wonderful rice preparations and exotic fruits
were offered to him. The minister wondered
how such a poor man, who himself ate not a
grain of rice could afford or even find such
food ! The tribal man said it was the prasad,
or blessing of his beloved Lord. All the gods
and goddesses of the world bring with them
the best foods to offer at the feet of the murti.
The minister begged Bishwabasu to take him
to this strange god. But after the minister saw
the deity, it vanished. He could only give a
description of it to the King.

Thus the birthday of Lord Krishna is
observed every year in Jagannath Temple,
alongwith many holy days connected with His
life. Chandan Yatra in the spring is a festival
in which the images of Jagannath as Gopi

Krishna with Radha and Madan Mohan, to
dancing Krishnas are taken in procession in
bimanas or palanquins to a reservoir and
floated on boats for 21 days. This celebration
is said to be in rememberance of the loving
boat journey of Radha and Krishna on the River
Yamuna. One of these dancing Krishnas is
worshipped every day inside the main temple
beside Lord Jagannath Himself. Only for Rath
Yatra, the great Car Festival of Puri the deity
of Lord Jagannath emerge from the temple. For
all other holy days, it is in His image of Sri
Krishna that he comes out.

During Jhulan Yatra, the Festival of
Swings during the rainy season, the images of
Radha and Krishna are set on a flower-
decorated swing in front of Lord Jagannath.
The love songs of Jayadeva's immortal poem,
the Geeta Govinda are sung before them for
seven days. On smaller Jhulans the same is done
in many monasteries and ashramas of Puri
during this period. An inscription on the great
temple reads that only the songs of Krishna as
written in Geeta Govinda must by tradition be
sung nightly in the temple. They were sung by
Kokila, the last living Devadasi or temple
dancer, before Lord Jagannath while the deity
was being dressed for bed. Earlier in the
evening, the Bhagavata recording the childhood
pastimes of Sri Krishna and the Gopis is sung
inside the main temple and in every tiny street
temple of Puri as well.

The name of Sri Krishna is not directly
associated with Jagannath, but Subhadra is the
same sister Subhadra of Dwapara Yuga and
Balabhadra is called brother Balaram also, the
name of Krishna's elder brother. No epics
depict such a Trinity : they are names
associated only with the glorious life of Sri
Krishna. However, in describing Lord Krishna,
Narada gave Him the epithet of "Jagannath"
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"Jagat" means universe and "Natha" means
Lord. Narada says He is the Lord, the directing
Force behind the Universe. The entire universe
proceeds from Him and rests in Him.

"Sayab  bigrahabyare
Parichhanaha sa Yabhi.

Yakashyabaeikada Chhashya
dueirupatwam birajate" (Krishna Sthava)

"He is the total beauty in the manifested
universe. Without Him, there is no attraction
anywhere."

In Vaishnavism too the Supreme Lord has
been described as having two shapes, one with
form and the other formless. He is "Akshaya"
imperishable, beyond birth and death and
"Akshaya" the universe itself having 100,000
forms. The universe is His dress, His
Vishwarupa. He is the uppermost and the
nearest. The entire universe is pervaded by
Him, as it proceeds again into Him. As is said
in Brahma Sanhita.

"Eksada Bipra
Bahudha Vabanti"

"From one, I have become many."

Mind, which is ever fluid like a river
and whose speed exceeds even that of wind is
ever drawn to Him, held in Him, the one who
attracts all, like an iron is drawn to a pure
magnet. His five coloured garland, known as
Baijayanti Mala, is the garland of the senses.
All the senses, or Indriyas, the five outer ones
meant for service to man and the five inner
ones for God realization are held by Him as
arrows. The Lord who has no shape assumes
shape, out of his great Love for the good of
created beings.

He is Prema Swarupa, the essence of all
Vedas. He is fully self-contained and free from
destruction of any kind. He knows no birth, no

motive, no cause or effect. He is ever
mysterious and about whom the only thing that
can be said is that  He exists always. He is
called Basudeva, as is stated in the Puranas.
"Basu" is derived from the root "Bas", which
means to exist. "Deba" is derived from the root
"Dib" to glow. Thus "Basudeba" means the
lustre that exists. His lustre is every where and
in everything. Everything rests in Him and
proceeds from Him. This is how Basudeva is
described by those who knew.

Basudeva also means Lord Krishna, the
illustrious son of Basudeva, or Basudeva
Nandana, in the "Krishna Avatara" as the
mysterious bond between the form and formless
is ever present. "He alone", Narada says is to
be known.

Surjya Sanhita states that those who were
Tapi, sages or seers in Sathya Yuga, became
Kapi monkeys with Rama in Tretya Yuga, and
Gopi, cowherd companions of Sri Krishna in
Dwapara Yuga, and now Sevakas, or
worshippers of Lord Jagannath in Kali Yuga.
At least that is the feeling of persons born into
families of worshippers in Jagannath Temple,
how blessed they are to again be connected
with and serve Sri Krishna. Not only do they
feel themselves to be Gopis, but the three main
worshippers of the three deities are bound by
tradition to wear their hair long. They do puja
as a lady before the supreme Purusha. Not even
a day went by that the gopies were without
Krishna, so for the sevaks not even a single
day can go by without going to Lord Jagannath
in the Temple. They think of Lord Jagannath
for every thing, from birth and naming
ceremonies, to travel, marriage, and death, "He
is life and death to us, without Him what are
we to do". Such was the feeling of the gopies.
All worshippers in Jagannath Temple may not
be true seekers, but the feeling is universal
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among them that "Lord Jagannath gives us
everything."

There are four types of devotion. First,
a devotee remembers God in times of trouble.
This is Artee or danger. When a devotee he
faces a tiger, he calls on God. But when the
tiger is gone, he forgets. Droupadi called on
Krishna when was in distress in the Kaurava
Court. Krishna heard and gave her a sari of
such length no one could disrobe her.

The second type of devotion is Artharthi,
or worldly desires. Like to a loan officer in a
bank, one submits an application before God
and prays for this or that to be given be it
wealth, health, fame or a good marriage. Arjuna
sought Krishna's help to win the war and regain
the lost kingdom.

The third type of devotion is Jignasu; a
true seeker. The one who is eager to know of
Jagannath, divinity, this world and the meaning
of life. Uddhava Krishna's companion in
Dwaraka, was a true seeker and Krishna sent
him to Brindavan to seek realisation from the
gopies.

The fourth and final type of devotee is a
Jnani, one who knows God; who has some
direct experience of Him. Sankaracharjya was
such one and so were Radha and all the gopies.
When Uddhava asked them about Krishna,
Yashoda simply cried and Radha and the other
gopies were silent and could not utter a word.
Finally Radha said :

"He has not gone from us. He is Kalia Kamala,
the black lotus : He is the dark rain cloud. How
can He leave us ? He is the very Life Force in
us : He is never apart from us."

Just as Sri Krishna was to the gopis in
Dwapara Yuga, Lord Jagannath is now to
sevaks and devotees alike in Jagannath Puri.

On first meeting, or sight He is Abyakta,
unknown. Seeing His strange form and manner,
one may not like it and may be full of doubts.
But after some time, Jagannath becomes Byakta
known. The devotee or sevak has felt
something, some divine touch, or divine
intervention. He thinks as if he knows
Jagannath. He feels Him, he slaps his own
cheeks in front of Jagannath for all his stupid
mistakes. He closes his own ears to block out
other's doubts. However, again after some time,
it becomes the daily habit to go for darshan of
Jagannath in the temple and Lord Jagannath
becomes again Abyakta; unknown.

These feelings of Byakta and Abyakta
are the day-to-day experiences of a devotee
with God, just like the ever changing
movements of the ocean and its waves, or the
play of light and darkness or the indescribable
beauty of clouds passing across the sky.
Worshippers in the temple take Jagannath to
be their Lord and Master, as a woman takes
her husband. They sing lines form Adishankar's
poem "Kadachit Tata Bipine" as the cars move
down the Grand Road on Rath Yatra days.

"Jagannatha Swami
Nayana Pathagami Bhava Tume."

Oh Lord Jagannath !
May our eyes ever follow

In Your footsteps.

This sort of Gopi-Bhav develops from
childhood as the father teaches his son how to
do his hereditary seva in the temple. It is
strange how in the modern world sevaks
maintain their families. Some have outside
careers, but for their temple service they
receive no salary. They rely solely on Jagannath
Himself to maintain them. If food offered to
Jagannath called Mahaprasad from its earliest
origins, is not arranged, no marriage ceremony
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in the temple community can be performed. This
holy food of Lord Jagannath must be distributed
or no rites are sanctified.

This is the attachment which Radha had
with Sri Krishna. As Radha had only Krishna
to see, touch, and talk to daily, so the
worshippers of the temple have only Jagannath
in their lives. In previous generations fathers
knew only two places, the home and the temple.
So during Car Festival days, when Jagannath
left the main temple for nine days, the
worshippers also left their houses for the same
period and slept on the road beside the huge
cars and ate only prasad of fruits thrown to
Jagannath. This is again the feeling of Radha,
as she left her house, her husband everything
when she heard the call of Krishna's flute. If
there are sorrows and difficulties, it is His
wish. If it is His wish we will also be saved.

The word Radha, or Radhika is
composed of "Ra + adhika" "Ra" means beauty,
strength, deep meditation and devotion.
"Adhika" means more. So "Radha" means the
most beauty, the most spiritual power, the most
communion with God, as well as deep
devotion. The gopis and Radha herself had
been great sages in the past, who desired to
get Krishna as God. The worshippers of
Jagannath Temple think themselves to be
Radha. For them, not this  or "nasti nasti" which
is the attitude of Netibada or nihilism is not
present. Such persons tell that God is not small,
not great, not tall, not white, or black, not
having any shape at all or any symbol. All this
is felt to be not true. Rather Lord Jagannath is
felt to be all this in the half  formed black murti
of Jagannath. God is felt to be very much alive
and aware. With His huge round eyes, called
Chakadola, He sees everything. With His
handless arms He embraces all. This same God
Jagannath is also ever present in every house

of Puri. If a worshipper  or devotee of His had
one hundred percent faith, He will even
manifest Himself in an ordinary piece of stone,
where no puja has ever been done. His
presence is felt to be all pervading, in
everthing, and so all things are to be
worshipped as His form.

When a worshipper of Jagannath Temple
is about to die, he has two last wishes. One is
to taste mahaprasad, the holy food offered to
Lord Jagannath, in his last hour. The second is
to hear at that same time Bhagabata where
Radha's love for Krishna is described. Thus
in his last moments, the form and the formless
merge into one. Banamali, a famous Vaishnavite
poet of Orissa, expresses it in this way.

"Jagannath Yashodanandana
Shreemati Chitta Chatak nutan Jaladhar

Laban Jaladhitat
Niladree nama Prakat."

"Oh Jagannath,Mother Yashoda's dear foster
son, Your Radha is like the Chataka bird,
Drinking only the pure rain drops
you shower as Your Grace."

As stated at the beginning of this chapter,
rituals are not at all necessary for a Vaishnavite.
If heart and mind are pure and one-pointed
towards God, spontaneous devotion will flow.
However to help arouse such sublime feelings,
rituals are performed. To purify the mind, the
body and the place, rituals are done daily in
all temples and churches. In giving a garland
to God, the heart becomes filled with joy and
the disturbed mind becomes redirected.

The rituals of the great Jagannath Temple
of Puri may appear complex and obscure at
first glance, as in comparison with even those
of the Catholic Church. Because of the long
history associated with the temple, tinges of
Tantric Mother worship of Buddhism and
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Saivism can be found in addition to pure
Vaishnavism. It is said in Manu Sanhita.

"Jatha Dehi
Tatha Debe."

"What is true to man
is true to God also."

Unlike the temples devoted to the Mother,
where there is blood and animal sacrifice, and
complicated yantras to be followed exactly, or
Shiva temples, which are dark places of austere
meditation, Vishnu temples, such as the great
Jagannath Temple of Puri, are felt to be the
Lord's own earthly home. The powerful hand
gestures performed during puja and the Sanskrit
slokas recited must be memorized and
understood, but their meaning is simple. They
simply invite the Lord to come to sit close and
take the food offered, and then to bless all
present. They act simply as a powerful medium
to draw God to us, to humanise Him. So we
can feel Him, feel His divine Energy, talk with
Him and serve Him. Our minds, like the raw
iron drawn to the pure magnet, are transformed
by this association with Him.

Secondly,even in daily life we have our
little personal rituals to perform for ourslaves,
such as washing, dressing, putting scent and
make up. But we never think of these as rituals.
So too worshippers in Jagannath Temple give
the deities daily bath, change their cloth, brush
their teeth, feed them and put them to bed at
night. They never think these to be imposed
rites, but the natural things to do for a loved
one.

However, discipline in the puja must be
strictly followed. Each family of worshippers
has the right to serve, but only to do the one

duty given to him by hereditary tradition. The
man who carries flowers to Jagannath offered
by devotees can not decorate him with them.
This is the sole seva of another family of
worshippers. Why is this discipline imposed ?
Perhaps the words of the great Vaishnavite saint
Sri Chitanya Mahaprabhu best express it.

"Only when man feels himself to be
lower than a blade of grass

can he see the glory of God."

On Rath Yatra day, thousands of Sevaks
must help to bring the deity of Lord Jagannath
out of the temple to the awaiting cars, each
one doing his allotted seva only. One has the
vision of a great black elephant being moved
by thousands of tiny ants. By discipline and
ritual, Ahamkara, the feeling of ego, is slowly
eliminated. No one alone can carry Lord
Jagannath, but only by all working together. The
way of life in the temple must be like that of a
very large family. Then it becomes a
powerhouse of love and peace and it blesses
the whole world. Such is the grace of Lord
Jagannath for all in the modern World. Whether
one lives in Jagannath Puri itself, or in some
far off region of the globe. If one lives under
His influence, there is peace in one's home.
And as is stated in Surjya Sanhita.

"Basudeba Kutumbakam."

"Where there is peace in the home
there is peace in the World."

Somanath Khuntia lives at Manikarnika Sahi, Hazuri
Lane, Puri 752001.
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There is a beautiful temple at Mayapur in
the Nadia district of Bengal where the

images of Lord Jagannath, Balabhadra and
Subhadra are enshrined. The temple complex
was under the private ownership of one Sphatik
Chatterjee who died in
1987.

Mr Chatterjee had
seven daughters. The
youngest one was Gauri.
She was once playing
under a big banyan tree
near her house. Just
beneath the tree there was
a big ant-hill. Gauri,
hardly five-year-old, while playing there used
to hear a voice which was asking her for food
and water. The little lass was baffled. When it
continued repeatedly, she had to tell it to her
father. Her father, Sphatik Chatterjee in
consultation with some old inhabitants of the
Srimant Dwip came to know about Lord
Jagannath's secret sojourn in a hide-out
somewhere there during the attack of
Raktavahu. The sabaras brought  Lord Jagannath
to Nadia-Navadwip and had probably deposed
him there which is then hidden under an ant-
hill.

Mr Chatterjee also heard another
anecdote about an old devotee, Jagadish

Ganguly of Rajapur in Mayapur. Sri Ganguly
was contemporaneous to Sri Chaitanya. He
used to visit Puri during the Car Festival every
year and feel happy in the company of Sri
Chaitanya there. It may be mentioned here that

Sri Chaitanya had spent
almost eighteen years in
Puri between 1509 and
1533 A.D.

Sri Ganguly became
old and infirm. He became
blind and "because of that
he was deprived of having
the good fortune to take
part in the Lord's Chariot

Festival in Sri Jagannath-Puri to have the
association of Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu who
was living there at that time. Blaming his own
misfortune he cried very ardently and decided
to give up his life."

An ardent devotee's sincere prayer never
goes unheard. Sri Jagannath in Puri became
concerned. "That night he appeared in the
dream of Jagadish Ganguly to console him. He
assured him that he would manifest his deity
to accept his service. He told him - Tomorrow
early in the morning while you will be taking
bath in the Ganges, a big log will come floating
and touch your body. Then you should take that

Lord Jagannath
in Mayapur

Prof. Rajkishore Mishra
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log to a leper-
carpenter who
lives in a
n e a r b y
village, and
get my deity
carved by him
and install it.
You should
worship that

deity considering him non-different from the
master of the Nilachal Dham."

Lo ! next morning when Jagadish was
taking bath in the Ganges, he could feel
something was touching him frequently in the
water. He was blind, but remembering the
previous night's dream, he managed to have a
grip over the floating piece of wood. It was
daru,  the sacred Log. He felt terribly excited.

Then Sri Ganguly made a serious search
for a carpenter infested with leprosy in the
near-by village. Fortunately, in the present
Baun Pukur Bazar at Mayapur he could trace a
middle-aged carpenter, who was seriously
afflicted with leprosy.

At the strange request of Ganguly the
carpenter hesitated in the beginning. His hands
were crippled. Besides, he felt that a leper
should refrain himself from carving a divine
image. Ganguly persuaded him to fulfil the
divine ordeal. The leper finally agreed and
painfully started his work. It was causing him
excruciating pain. The blind devotee was giving
him company while the carving was in
progress. He used to guide the carpenter from
his own reminiscences as to how the trinity
would look like !

With the gradual progress of the work,
Jagadish Ganguly and the leper-carpenter were
slowly recovering from loss of vision and

leprosy respectively. Finally the images took
shape and were installed. It is said Sphatik
Chatterjee could retrieve these images from
underneath the banyan tree of his garden. He
used to worship them and around eight years
before his death, he transferred the deities to
the care of  ISKCON in 1979.

There is a long pavilion before the
Jagannath Temple of Mayapuri. It contains a
number of small chambers. In the seven
adjacent chambers the entire story of Jagadish
Ganguly, the leper-carpenter, the carving of
images, the appearance of the deities, the six-
armed manifestation of Sri Chaitanya are
carved with English sub-titles. The Jagannath
- consciousness was not
confined to the populace
of any particular
geographical region. It
has equal bearing on all
sorts of people
irrespective of caste,
creed or community. The
above-mentioned story is
one of the illuminations of
an ardent soul that craves
for an unisive experience with the Divine.

The story of a floating Daru in the
Ganges reminds us of a Telugu chronicle which
narrates the floating of a four-branched tree
which came floating from the Dwaraka sea-
shore across the Arabian Sea to the Bay of
Bengal which was retrieved by Indradyumna.
A dream episode was also interspersed in the
narrative.

Prof. Rajkishore Mishra lives at N1/27A, IRC Village,
Bhubaneswar.
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A  national seminar held in a reputed
institution of Orissa in recent past, had

such a caption for one of its academic sessions.
But excavating the creative dynamics of Orissan
cultural identity, one aptly finds there are two
serious misgivings, at the outset, to such a title.
Firstly, to associate the term 'cult' with
Jagannath Dharma' appears as preposterous as
describing the Himalayas as an ant-hill.
Secondly, Jagannath-Dharma is not a factor, the
'factor' of Oriya identity. An attempt is made
in this paper to substantiate to these contentions.

The continuing and fluid nature of some
traditional notions and their complicated
interplay with feelings of localism and
nationalism as a matrix of crucial understanding
would feed fat the contention that Jagannath
Culture and Oriya - identity are but synonyms,
mutually co-relative, the former is the
emblematic expression of different kinds of
Oriya identities relating to gender, class and
nationhood. The explosion of academic and
popular interest, in recent times, on the issue
of social identity is normally marked by a
neglect of the historical engagement between
the 'regional' and the 'local' and the 'national'.
Integration of many sources and techniques, as
attempted herein, would do justice to the above
contention regarding Orissan identity.

That 'Jagannath Culture' and Oriya
identity are corollaries may shake the sterile
security of the sceptic's position; but as a
statement, it is true and meaningful. A statement
is true if things are as they are stated to be. As
Aristotle said, "To say of what is that it is or
of what is not that it is not is true." Identity in
this context is a connotation of this spatio-
temporal attributes. Examined from points of
view of qualitative identity, synchronous
identity and identity at any particular given
time, the Oriya-identity merges into Jagannath
Dharma. Spatio-temporal continuity is always
a necessary condition for the identity of the
material objects and how this condition is to
be spelt out depends on the nature of the
material object which is being judged.1 This
latter part is specified by the introduction of
the proper covering requirement ranging from
continuity of form to identity of parts. Man's
basic problem is moral in that being
responsible is the requirement for mental
health.2 The 'General Will' of Rousseau or the
'Categorical Imperative' of Kant were
connected with religious injunctions such as
justice and righteousness to roll down as a
mighty stream. As Choudhury says, "In early
days, religion was the cheap motivating factor
for any voluntary service, but subsequently
social and political consideration, too,

Jagannath Cult as a Factor Contributing to
Oriya Identity

Prof. H.S. Patnaik
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influenced such action."3 The history of the
Jagannath Temple liturgical rituals reveals the
variety and splendour of Jagannath-dharma, the
profundity of its theological thought as well as
their deep impact on culture and society of
Orissa. Its syncretism of all divergent forms
of Indian metaphysical thought and spiritual
faculties tend to transcend it to 'sanatana'
proportions - the cumulative result of fervent
and indulgent dispensations of all segments of
Indian spiritual tradition. It transcends 'dharma',
and, as such, to call it a 'cult' would be
symptomatic of pompous ignorance. Excavating
further the creative dynamics of a rich tradition,
one finds no iota of truth in any inherent
factionalism, sectarism or caste-bias or narrow
identity groups based on caste, ethnic or
minority identities specifically when the
identity-groups that uphold and represent the
interest of any  specific and, so called, identity-
groups are functioning or made to function
exclusively. The purpose of such so called
identity - groups is seldom antithetical to
regional or national identity and hardly smell
of any lack of fidelity to collective interest.

Further, Jagannath Dharma is soaked in
'Sanatana', humanism i.e. neither materialistic
nor spiritualistic but compatible with both. It
neither dehumanizes nor sublimates its
followers to a state of spirits. It is both
preventive and curative in its pragmatic
postulates in that when divinity it torn apart
from humanity, a dangerous pretention or
predisposition to dogmatism about divinity and
religion becomes evident.4 As William James
said, this situation is "Most likely to make
angels weep. "Yet, if given to choose between
theism of Jagannath and atheism, one has to
take the former choice since it is this, rather
than the latter, that leads one to meaningful
social consequences, thereby making life worth

living. Its self-consciousness and revealing
reflections on successive stages of Orissa's
own past as a subject, alone, shall enable Oriya
historians today to understand why their field
has come to be what it is. To be shy of such an
obvious and absolute historical implication
would reveal an uncritical and self-effacing
subjective bias.

The Jagannath culture has been a
balancing act, always striking a balance
between freedom and creativity on one hand
and discipline and restraint on the other. The
martial arts of Orissa originating from the
'Akhada' tradition of Puri for the defence of
the pride and heritage of Orissa, the world-
famous Odissi dance and music coming out of
the temple tradition, the open air theatre of
discourses known as 'Mukta Mandap' are but
a few illustrious examples of the former. While
this freedom has been a personal necessity, the
discipline has been a social compulsion.
Examples galore of the first invocation of
Jagannath in each and every auspicious
ceremony in the family - whether religious,
social, personal or political - are found in
plenty. This culture has always called for
voluntary restraint of greed and conscious
promotion of enthusiasm for work, whether
temple architecture or arts and crafts. This
dharma has been trurth's embodiment of life
and has always given the Oriyas the power to
refashion their nature as per contemporary,
moral imperatives. A conception of cultural
studies rooted in the Oriya's lived experience
constitutes, thus, its cultural syntax. Its
flexibility is characterized by innovations that
are indigenous, not exogenous or alien.

The elements of diversity in Orissan
society on the basis of caste or ethnicity came
to be functionally tackled by the institution of
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'Chhatisaniyoga' - a complex classification of
'division of labour' for services in the temple
by 36 categories of servitors represented by
all castes in an egalitarian system of services
in the temple, under the benign supervision of
the first servitor, the king who had consecrated
his empire to the Lord. For nearly a millennium
till date, this system has generated a matrix of
cordial intercaste relations. The perception of
cultural pluralism and the levels of support for
the same are ironed out by the services rendered
by the monastery of each sect of India that had
initially vied with others for exclusive of
deification of Lord Jagannath for itself. Thus
has emerged a homogeneity and the acceptance
of an integrative ideology for Orissa. A study,
alone, of their philosophies would not tend a
scholar to exempt the 'Panchasakha' or the
'Mahima' savants from the realms of Jagannath-
dharma, for, Jagannath is a Vedantic
representation of the 'Saguna' and the 'Nirguna',
the manifest and the non-manifest. Orissa, thus,
has continued to exhibit a picture of tolerance,
though stray instances  of a lack of full
endorsement of this unitary pluralism have
blurred its otherwise flawless lexicon. Today,
for example, one can find in it a picture of 'in-
group bias' that flashes intermittently as a sharp
crack across this bustle; but these conjective
instances can hardly tarnish the general social
picture of this unitary pluralism.

Every human being is a field of thought.
Thinking, as a daily experience, is not merely
an awareness of action as it is in all
epiphenomenalist doctrine but is the crux of
one's identity. This is the genesis of self-
attitudes and identity. As he grows up, man
builds himself up with "transforming stimuli
into pieces of information" and then processing
that information on the basis of previous
experience. Every Oriya household grows up

under the influence of Jagannath, in rituals,
almanac, festivities, traditions and culture
irrespective of their secular or ecclesiastical
contours. His self attitudes learnt early in life
are carried forever by every Oriya; some
allowances and modifications may later creep
in under the influence of extra ordinary
circumstances and through later experience. In
a word, the pervasive influence of Jagannath
on every Oriya is a stimulus, evoking every
now and then some transactional response. The
13 festivals of Jagannath in a calendar year
constitute a meticulous network for a socially
programme use of time. The process may be
cumbersome, successful or effective but it is
always candid, always common, convenient,
comfortable, collective and utilitarian way of
structuring time without any fanatical solemnity.
The impersonal togetherness of these all helps
reiterate a unitary pluralism among the Oriyas.
These shape every Oriya personality and
motivation in life. Thus, the pervasive
influence of Jagannath on the shaping of the
Oriya identity is a conceivably valid claim and
only the dogmatic shall deny it. The empiricism
of Locke or Hume, the a-priorism of Plato the
Cartesian inner ideas, the 'will' of
Schopenhauer and the Kantian 'purposiveness
without a purpose' are a few instances of
contrasts of Reason versus Experience as
source of knowledge which are completely
resolved in Oriya identity vis-a-vis.

Ever since the empire was consecrated
to the Lord making Him the temporal and
ecclesiastical head of the political unit called
Orissa in a St. Augustinean way, Orissa has
evinced a political culture of being a 'holy
Jagannath Empire' - always holy, with
Jagannath as its nucleus, but only less often an
empire. If the 'Khalsa' of Guru Govind Singh
was launched as a religious-political
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institution, the inclusion of Jagannathite Himmat
Rai of Puri in the inaugural 'Panch' of the Sikh-
khalsa is as vital a proof of the pan-Indian
political influence of Jagnnath dharma as also
that of the key-liaison role of Chandan Hazuri,
the scion of the Jagannath dharma. His
nationalism and patriotic fervour stand out, in
particular view of the fact that he was under
no threat of Dalhousie's 'Doctrine of Lapse.'
And he was Orissa's pioneer nationalist poet
whose 'Jananas' speak for themselves on the
issue. If oral history is deemed credible, some
also remember, today, with nostalgia that Netaji
had started his speech in Oriya, at Chandanpur
in the suburbs of Puri in 1939, with a pious
invocation of Jagannath. The process of
Orissan politics always being on its toes in an
effort to approximate itself to the Jagannath-
dharma has rolled down even to contemporary
times. Even today, Jagannath is invoked in every
political propoganda that invariably
commences from his Lion's Gate to infect the
whole of the State with respective Pseudo-
austerity and pretentious sincerity. Till now
every family or social function begins with his
invocation - including marriage invitations,
dance and performing arts in general. Even
political parties of the region have vied to get,
as their party-symbol in the general elections,
items associates with the Jagannath-triad.
Confirmed atheists among political leaders
have not been able to evade this aura or
charisma.

Denis Kavanagh5 outlines that a political
culture consist of beliefs and emotions, attitudes
and values of society pertaining to political
system or issues. One conclusion out of this is
that political stability is constituted by a
consensus. It has never been weak in Orissa
primarily due to the integrative political unity
and solidarity of Jagannath-dharma, a political

culture that has been, both subject and
participatory. The Orissa pattern is conditioned
by an overemphasis on these political values
and attitudes symbolic of an admirable fusion
of tradition and modernity, theories and
practices. The impact of history has always
led to a conciliatory local government here.
Geography has also fashioned this political
culture. Ethnic differences on the political
culture have varied only at times, but without
any great significance.

The socio-economic structure of Orissa
has been another determiner of its political
culture. Surrender to the divine will with an
emphasis on Dharma, Artha, Kama and
Mokshya, a tendency of rendering service to
the state without bothering too much for
Lockean amplifications for the individual and
his rights have led to a premium on what the
government has done, but virtually little
awareness of how these can be influenced or
changed.

Stretching the point a bit further, one
would find two predominant aspects of a
political culture, viz. attitudes to the political
agencies or institutions of the state, and the
degree of self-consciousness of its citizens to
participate in the process of decision-making.
The less said about the latter in Orissa, the
better. But such cold callousness has been born
out of the political implications made to exude
out of the Jagannath-dharma. A word here about
Orissa's political symbols would be a pertinent
pointer. The 'Nilachakra', the 'Patitapaban' flag
and the obsidian eyes deemed omnipresent in
Orissa express the idealized aspects of Orissan
political scene. Popular emotions have always
been channellised through these symbols or
what Bagehot6 would call "attachment to
impersonal" symbols whose political value is
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"inestimable". Orissa, like all other political
systems, has consistently and unwaveringly put
primacy on the currency on these symbols.
These symbols have been religious, and in the
same breath, secular. Outsiders have often
times wonder  in awe and incredulous
amazement at the cumulative impact of these
symbols on Orissan political life, even if these
have not always been specifically relevant to
some political systems. The intensity of this
emotionalism has helped foster political values
and attitudes, and sometimes governments have
used them to secure legitimacy. Even the British
were not exempted to this flippancy on the eve
of 1803. Politically, therefore, the institution
of Jagannath has been "a constant ritual
bombardment" of the people of Orissa, "to
provoke manifestation of unity." This political
culture has been elastic and flexible, with a
remarkably integrated ethos. Voluntary groups
and mass media have, of late, fed this political
culture fat. In a cumulative way it has led to a

process of political socialisation. Not for
nothing had Swami Vivekananda said "Our
national life is in religion. It is the soul."
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Hindu Period Sri Jagannath temple of Puri was constructed and
Till Mukunda Deb (1557-68 AD) maintained under royal patronage.

The last independent Hindu King of Orissa was
Mukunda Deb, till the advent of the Afghans of Bengal.

Afghan Period (1568-90) After the death of Mukanda Deb, Rama Chandra Deb
(1) of Bhoi dynasty was declared king by the people.
He carved out a small kingdom on the ruins of the
Orissa Gajapati empire and made Khurda its Capital.

Moghul Period (1590-1751) Puri and the temple were ceded by the Afghans to Raja
Mansingh, the emissary of emperor Akbar, in 1590.
He proclaimed Rama Chandra Deb as the Gajapati king
of Khurda under the Moghul emperor and also the
superintendent of Sri Jagannath temple of Puri.

Maratha Period (1751-1803) The Muslim or Moghul rule came to an end in Orissa
in 1751 by a treaty of Alivardi with the Marathas. The
Marathas under Sheo Bhatt assumed direct
administration of  Orissa. The control and management
of the Sri Jagannath temple passed into the hands of
group of temple administrators, appointed by the
Marathas. The Rajas of Khurda/Puri retained only a
nominal position as Gajapatis in the rituals of the temple.

British Period After the British conquest of Orissa in 1803, the British
authorities managed the temple for the first few years
(1803-1806).

British Period The superintendence of the temple was vested in an
(1) Regulation IV of 1806 assembly of Pandits.

British Period The superintendence was vested in the Raja of Khurda.

Management of Sri Jagannath Temple Under
Different Regimes

Mahimohan Tripathy
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(2) Regulation IV of 1809 His powers were restricted and provisions were made
British Period  (3) Act X of 1840, the for the appointment of three Deul Parichhas.
above regulations were repealed
vesting the superintendence in the
Raja of Khurda

British Period  1878 Tried for murder, convicted and sentenced to
Raja Dibyasing Deb transportation for life.

British Period (4) Act XIV of 1882 Section 2 of Act X of 1840 (in which it was provided
that the superintendence of the temple would vest in
the Raja of Khurda) was repealed and the Government
instituted a suit for settling a scheme and appointing a
new trust in the vacancy created against Raja
Dibyasingh Deb.

During 1888 A compromise between the Government and Rani
Suryamoni Pattamohadei (Guardian of minor Raja
Mukunda Deb) was effected against the suit instituted
under Act XIV of 1882.

(5) Act XII of 1891 So much of Act X of 1840 which remained unrepealed
was repealed.

During 1897 Raja Mukunda Deb (III) attained majority and became
the Superintendent on the basis of the compromise
(mentioned above).

From May'1903 to Aug'1926 Deputy Magistrates were posted on deputation to the
temple as Manager with certain rights and powers.

Feb'1926-1957 (Since Independence Raja Rama Chandra Deb (IV), adopted son of Raja
from 15.8.1947) Mukunda Deb became the Raja Superintendent of the

temple.

1957-1970 (July) Raja Bira Kishore Deb became Raja-Superintendent
till 27.10.1960. Thereafter he became Chairman of the
Sri Jagannath Temple Managing Committee, constituted
by the Govt. of Orissa under the Sri Jagannath Temple
Act, 1954 (Orissa Act, No.11 of 1955).

1970 Raja Dibyasingh Deb (IV) is the Chairman of the Sri
Jagannath Temple Managing Committee.

Mahimohan Tripathy lives at 56, Suryanagar, Bhubaneswar - 751003.
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Daru otherwise means wood. Brahma is the
mystic expression of the Lord. It is the

cosmic cause and comic result of the universe.
It means ever expanding and endless. Thus
Daru Brahma or Daru Devata is the supreme
power of the Universe. We know Lord
Jagannath and other three
images seated on the
Ratnasinghasan are made of
wood. The wood is not any
ordinary wood; it is neem-
wood and neem-wood is also
called Daru in the interior parts of
Orissa.

Likewise the name Jagannath
connotes the Lord of the Universe, the world
usually covers, different sects,
races and religions. All these
races and religions reflect on
Lord Jagannath. It is needless
to mention here that if one
sees out-wardly he can see
the four dominating colours of the four
respective icons, that is black of Sri Jagannath,
white of Sri Balabhadra, yellow of Devi
Subhadra, and red of Sri Sudarsan, represent
the entire mankind all over the globe. He is
usually regarded by all religions and appears
before his devotees according to their faiths in
the forms of Vishnu, Shiva, Buddha, Jina,

Krishna, Rama, Shakti, Ganapati, Jesus,
Mahammad, Surya and so on. He is regarded
as the Lord of the people, of democracy, whose
devotees come to see him without distinction
of caste and creed, haves and have nots.
Whatever may be the apotheosis; Lord

Jagannath holds a unique place
not only in the history of Orissa,

but also in the lives of its people.
To the millions of Hindus of

Orissa, He is their kith and kin. Far
away some remote villages in

Orissa on the occasion of a marriage or in
an important function in the family, the
house-hold will never forget to first send
a cocoanut, arecunuts, sacred threads
smeared with turmeric paste and a small

potful of dryrice to Lord
Jagannath as a token of
invitation, so that the Lord
may be pleased to attend the
ceremony to bless the

occasion. Even to-day when faiths are giving
way to misan- thropy, this custom prevails in
Orissa. He may be the Lord of the universe,
the highest supreme deity, the Purusottam, to
the countless millions of the Hindus, living in
India and outside, but his relationship with
Orissa and Oriyas is almost homely, humanly
and overwhelming.

Daru Brahma Sri Jagannath

Balakrushna Dash
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As per Skanda Puran Lord Jagannath is
believed to be Krishna himself. Krishna as
regarded as the full incarnation of Mahavishnu
or Brahma himself. With the end of Dwapara
Yuga Lord Balaram (Sankarsan) and Lord
Krishna left the world for their heavenly abode.
Skanda puran denotes King Indradyumna of
Malava came to know about the great God
Nilamadhab, the other shape of Sri Krishna
from Vidyapati one of his Brahmin ministers;
who was sent to Udradesa (Orissa). When he
came and searched for the Lord, he could not
be able to get the trace of Him but heard a
voice from the heaven to perform Yajna, at the
Sea-shore to get sacred tree having four
branches, out of which he would get Lord
Neela Madhab in the shapes of Lord
Balabhadra, Devi Subhadra, Lord Jagannath
and Chakrasudarsan and to worship them
constructing a gigantic temple of paramount
beauty at Neelachala. As such we see Lord
Krishna as Lord Jagannath, Lord Balaram as
Lord Balabhadra, Godess Yogamaya as Devi
Subhadra, and discus (Chakra) as Lord
Sudarsan at Srikhetra Puri on the Ratna
Singhasan.

Madala Panji observes, Neela Madhab
became Jagannath subsequently and was
worshipped originally alone. Devi Subhadra
was subsequent addition upon the resurgence
of Shaktism. At some point of time the figure
of Lord Balabhadra was added to satisfy saivas
to the existing couple Lord Jagannath and Devi
Subhadra. The discus Sudarsan was also a
subsequent addition to satisfy the Ganapatyas
and Sauras. This could only have taken place
over the process of Krishna conscioussness
was well advanced and given the political
importance of the cult after Chodagangadev,

only under a special royal impact.

Unique and enigmatic are the images of
Jagannath, Balabhadra, Subhadra and Sudarsan
without any parallel in any Hindu shrine. They
are not built according to the injuctions in
traditional silpasastras. In fact there is no
foundation in traditional sculptures for the
construction of image of Gods and Goddesses
in wood. And thus the four-fold images of
Daru-Brahma stand apart of all the other icons
in the temples situated even in the campus of
the great temple. They are all of traditional
types by and large human in form and built
according to scriptural descriptions. And yet
this strange descriptions Chaturdha Murty or
four-fold deities is the centre of the Jagannath
cult and has dominated Orissan life, art and
culture and in the sense it synthesises all the
major cults of India.

It is not out of place to mention here that
Neela Madhab in his primitive shape is now
being worshipped on the hill-top Brahmadri
or Brahmachala on the bank of river Mahanadi
at Kantilo in Khandapara Police Station of
Nayagarh district.
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The world famous Temple of Lord Jagannath
is now a centre of attraction of tourists

and pilgrims. The elaborate ritual system of
the temple and the annual Car Festival inspire
both commoners and scholars to probe into the
nature, origin and evolution of such a complex
system in Jagannath Temple. The temple was
founded  and patronised by the Hindu Kings
till 1568 A.D. Then it passed to Afghans (1590
A.D.), Mughals (1590-1751 A.D.), Marahattas
(1751-1803 A.D.) and ultimately came to the
British fold in the year 1803. The king was at
the apex and multitude of servitors associated
in a pyramidical administrative structure. After
the Raja, lost his royal control over the temple,
due to historical vicissitudes mismanagement
prevailed. East India Company, in pursuance
to the declaration of Viceroy Lord Wellesly,
who conceived Lord Jagannath as the political
key of Orissa and gave a lot of importance to
the management of the temple of Lord
Jagannath, consciously, did not interfere into
the internal administration of the temple. But,
the indiscipline of the sevayats and
mismanagement almost forced the British
authorities to devise ways for streamlining the
administration.

After studying the comprehensive report
on Jagannath Temple prepared by Mr. C.
Grome, the first Collector of Puri in 1805, the

then Government promulgated the Regulation
IV of 1806, placing the superintendence of the
temple of Lord Jagannath and its lands in the
hands of a committee of three pundits. In the
year 1809, Regulation IV of 1809 was passed
and as per section-II(1) of the Regulation IV
of 1809, the superintendence of the temple was
vested in the Raja of Khurda (Puri), whose
ancestors were founded and endowed the
people. Section II (1) of the Regulation IV of
1809 states as follows :

The superintendence of the Temple  of
Juggernath and  and its interior economy, the
conduct and management affairs, and the control
over the priests, officers and servants attached
to the temple are hereby vested on all occasions
shall be guided by the recorded rules and
institutions of the temple or by the ancient and
established usage.

In 1840, Act X of 1840 was enacted,
which vested the Raja with full and absolute
authority in regard to the temple and its
property. Section II of the aforesaid Act reads
thus :

And it is hereby enacted that the
superintendence of the temple Juggernath and
its interior economy, the conduct and
management of its affairs, and the control over
the priests, officers, and servants attached to

Evolution of Managerial System in the
Administration of Sri Jagannath Temple

Pratap Chandra Mahapatra
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the temple shall continue vested in the Rajah
of Khoorda for the time being, provided always
that the said Rajah, and all persons connected
with the said temple, shall on all occasions be
guided by the recorded rules and institutions
of the temple, or by ancient and established
usage, so far as the same may be consistent
with the provisions of this Act.

Act X of 1840 full confirmed the
arrangements specified in the Ragulation IV of
1809, but did not contain any provision for
removal of the Raja from the office of the
superintendent of the temple on account of the
misconduct, or for the carrying on of his duties
in the event of being incapacitated.

During the time of Raja Dibya Singh Deb,
much confusion prevailed in the management
of the tempel and repeated complaints were
made to the authorities on account of the
oppression and mismanagement by the Raja and
his people. Thus, the management of the temple
went bad to worse and matters came to a crisis
in 1877 when on the occasion of Govind
Dwadasi festival a serious accident occurred
in which several persons crushed to death.
Consequently, the Raja was tried, convicted
and deported for murder in 1878. In April
1878, the management of the temple passed on
to the hands of Rani Suryamani Pattamahadei,
mother by adoption of Raja Dibya Singh Deb
and subsequently the Rani obtained a certificate
of administration under Act XL of 1858,
appointing her as guardian to the Raja's minor
son.

As Act X of 1840 contains no provision
either for the removal of the Raja from the office
on account of misconduct or for the execution
of his duties in the event of being incapacitated,
legally the superintendence of the temple
remained with the Raja even after his

deportation. In this backdrop, a legislation was
considered by the authorities with a view to
making suitable provisions for the management
of the temple and its endowments. But the
Government of India declined to agree to it on
the ground that under the existing
circumstances, legislation in connection with
the religious and charitable institutions in
Bengal was neither desirable nor practicable.

The Government of India in July 1881
suggested that instead of resorting to legislation,
a suit might be instituted in the Civil Court
under section 539, Civil Procedure Code (Act
X of 1877). The then Advocate-General and
Legal Remembrancer advised the Government
that no such suit as suggested by the
Government of India could either be instituted
or carried to a successful issue because section
539, Civil Procedure Code as it then stood
could not be applied to purely religious
endowments like that of the Puri temple and
secondly because the civil Court could not
appoint any other person as trustee or
superintendent as section - II of the Act X of
1840, which made the Raja, the sole
superintendent still remained in force. The
Government of India then accordingly repealed
section - II of Act X of 1840 and amended
section 539, Civil Procedure Code so as to
bring any trust created for religious as well as
charitable purposes within the meaning of that
section.

After the amendment to the section 539,
Civil Procedure Code, a suit was ordered to
be instituted under the amended section of the
Code of Civil Procedure for the purpose of
declaring vacant the office of the superintendent
of the temple then held by the convicted Raja,
and to get a decree to appoint new trustees under
the trust and to settle a scheme for its
management.
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The suit when instituted, created
considerable agitation and the dowager Rani
as de facto superintendent during the minority
of the then present Raja desired an amicable
settlement, and in the year 1887 Government
of India approved of the suit being
compromised. The terms then agreed upon
relate chiefly to the minority of the then present
Raja and the duties of the Manager. One of the
reasons why the Government of India
eventually agreed to the suit being
compromised was that the Government feared
that they might loose the suit in the Civil Court
for the High Court declined to appoint a
receiver pendente lite holding on the affidavit
that "It does not appear that there is any reason
for supposing that the property of this
endowment is being wasted or made away
within anyway."

On the Raja coming of age in 1897 the
consent decree in terms of the compromise
ceased to have any force, but para-2 of the
Deed of Compromise defined the future
position of the Raja as follows :

"that the right of superintendence of the temple
of Juggernath at Puri, which formerly vested
under Regulation IV of 1809 and Act X of
1840, in the Raja of Khurda for the time being
continues in Raja Mukund Deb, but during the
minority ....."

Apparently, the Raja has no hereditary
right and is removable on proof of incapacity
and mismanagement under section 359 of the
Code of Civil Procedure.

In Resolution No.5109. J dated the 5th
December 1902, the Bengal Government
recognised the necessity of appointing a
suitable Manager of the temple and the Raja
agreed to accept a Manager nominated by the

Government and executed an agreement giving
full powers to the Manager. This arrangement
adopted in pursuance to this agreement appears
to have been in force ever since. It seems clear
that since 1903, the Government has gradually
but surely asserted its control over the Raja
and  its right, to interfere in the  management
of the temple, not only by insisting on the
appointment of a Manager whom Government
approves, but also by the audit of the temple
accounts.

The first Manager of the temple Sri Raj
Kishore Das was a Deputy Magistrate on
deputation who functioned as Manager from
1903-1911. He was succeeded by Bal Mukunda
Kanungo, Sakhi Chand etc. till 1926. Ram
Chandra Deb, the adopted son of deceased
Raja Mukunda Deb came to throne in the year
1926 who discontinued the Managerial system
on deputation and appointed Dewans for the
management of the secular affairs of the temple.
But, the indiscipline among the sevayats and
the economic crisis disrupting the traditional
ritual system of the temple cause concern to
the temple. After India became independent in
the year 1947, the popular Government decided
to bring a comprehensive legislation to improve
upon the administration of the Jagannath temple.
In the year 1952, an Act captioned as 'Puri Sri
Jagannath Temple Act' was passed under
which a Special Officer was appointed to
prepare a Record of Rights relating to persons
connected with the Jagannath temple. The same
was prepared and submitted to the Government
in the year 1954 and on the basis of the
recommendations, a comprehensive Act was
passed as 'Sri Jagannath Temple Act, 1955.'

But Government failed to enforce the Act
as Raja Ram Chandra Deb challenged the
validity of the Act of 1955 in the court of law.
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The main grounds of challenge inter alia are,
that, Jagannath Temple is founded, owned and
controlled by the Gajapati kings to whom the
temple belongs and secondly, it is not necessary
to prepare and promulgate a Special Act, when
a general Act was in force. But the Apex Court
of India turned  down the contentions of the
Raja and held justified the enforcement of the
special Act indicated above.

The Act came into force on 27.10.1960.
As per provesions of the said Act an
Administrator appointed by the Government
shall execute the executive powers of the
Committee with whom the temple and its

economy was vested. Gajapati King remained
as its hereditary Chairman of the Committee,
the decisions of which were executed by the
Administrators. From 1960 till date about 21
officers have been appointed by the
Government as administrators for smooth
conducting and management of the temple
affairs.

Pratap Chandra Mahapatra lives in Nirmalya Bhawan,
Sarvodaya Nagar, Puri-2.
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All roads in Orissa lead to Srikshetra or
Puri, the land of the Lord, one of the

famous four dhamas of India. Like Ramnath of
Rameswaram or Dwarakanath of Dwaraka or
Badrinath of the Himalayan regions, Sri
Jagannath is the presiding deity of Puri.
Together, they constitute the four pillars of
dharma on which India stands. These places
in general and Puri in particular, symbolise the
cultural matrix of the country, the religious
syncretism which is the other name of
Hinduism. Puri or Sankhakshetra is the melting
pot of Buddhism, Jainism, Vaisnavism,
Saivism, even Mahimaism which had declared
an uncompromising battle against idolatry. Here
Sankara, Madhavacharya, Ramanuja, Tulsidas,
Tukaram, Sri Chaitanya, Kabir - saints and
savants of India had buried their hatchets and
propagated their creeds. Srikshetra is eclectic
enough, elastic enough and accommodative
enough  to hold all their mutually conflicting
creeds in its all-embracing fold. Even Tagore,
the great poet of India, came here, saw the
Rathayatra and failed to distinguish the 'ratha'
from the 'patha', the chariot from the road, the
dancer from the dance as W.B. Yeats would
have called it.

Such is Srikshetra, the confluence of all
creeds and all cultures, a kind of miniature
India.

About four hundred years ago in a
brahmin stronghold or sasan  of Puri, namely
Biraramchandrapur, was born Gangadhar
Misra of the lineage of great scholars and poets
of all-India eminence like Sambhukara and
Vidyakara comparable to Bruhaspati, the Guru
of the gods. Tracing his birth to such a family
of famous scholars, Gangadhar Misra writes
in the Kesalananda Kavyam :

Purvam saryasu parvanayaka guruspardhih
samruddhi rasa
Prusthasyakhila sastra tattwa nigama
jnaneika varanidhi
Jatah sambhukarabhidhah Kavivaro
vidyakarastat sutah
Sambhutah kavitalatonnatikarah
varsaprakarsanvitah. (XXI, 64)

Historian Kedarnath Mohapatra in
Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol.I,
No.3 presents a brief note on these illustrious
scholars of Orissa - Sambhukara and Vidyakara
- described as akhilasastra tattwa nigama
jnaneikh varanidhi and Kavitalatonnatikarah.
Gangadhar's father, Gopinath, was a Pundit of
this family, a dazzling diamond (Hirankura)
in the midst of precious stones, whose son it
was a pleasure to be for Gangadhar (XXI, 65).

We do not know when and why
Gangadhar Misra came to Sambalpur and
settled down as a Pundit of the Sanskrit Tol at

Srikshetra and Sri Jagannath in Gangadhar
Mishra's Kosalananda Kavyam

Prof. Pabitra Mohan Nayak
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Balibandha during the reign of Raja Baliara
Deva (1650-89). It was here that he wrote
Kosalanandam or Kosalanandakavyam in
1663 (Kalou Kalachalayuga) which earned
him the epithet "second Sri Harsa" in the hands
of Pt. Bauribandhu Nanda. Kosalanandam is
the third historical Mahakavya of the country,
the others being Ramapalacharitam by
Sandhyakara Nandi of Bengal and
Rajatarangini by Kavana of Kasmir. It deals
with the medieval history of South Kosala in
general and the history of the Chauhan  Rulers
of Orissa from Ramai Deva to Baliara Deva
in particular. Yet it is shot through and through
with the poet's respectful remembrance of
Srikshetra and Sri Jagannath.

When Gangadhar wrote Kosalanandam,
Mukunda Deva (1657-88) was the Gajapati of
Puri. The Gajapati traditionally enjoys the
'divine right of Kingship' in the State. He is
called the "Thakura Raja", the deputy of Sri
Jagannath. It is fondly believed to this day that
Lord Balabhadra and Lord Jagannath led
incognite the Paikas of Gajapati Purusottama
Deva during his famous Kanchi expedition
which brought him victory and princess
Padmavati. Thus in the Orissan mind Jagannath
and the Gajapati occupy a high reverential
place. It is, perhaps, therefore that Pandit
Gangadhar Misra in offering prayer to Lord
Mukunda (Krsna) pays tribute to Gajapati
Mukunda Deva in as many as eight verses in
Canto V of the Kosalanda Kavyam each of
which ends with  Vande Mukunda vilasat
charanaravindam.

In Canto IX Pandit Gangadhar Misra
describes Srikshetra, the city of the Gajapati,
on the occasion of the marriage of Rama Deva,
(the Ramai Deva of "The Jayachandrika" by
Prahllad Dubey) with Bhanumati, daughter of

Samara Chandra, brother of Gajapati
Rajarajeswara, described as the pavilion of
Rajalaxmi, beloved of the wise and a sun to
the lotus land of the subjects :

Sriyah salilayatanam manisinam
Priyah rajavarijaraji bhaskarah (VIII, 28)

One whose reputation was the fruit of the tree
of principles watered by the cloud of
conscience. (ibid, 29)

In Canto IX of The Kosalananda Kavyam
the picture of Puri or Purusottama kshetra comes
alive. It is the city of nectar : Kshouni
sudhakaram puram (VIII, 28), ornament of the
earth : Purusottama muttarottaram
vasudhamandala mandanam param, whose
roads are, at once, narrow and wide, narrow
for the movement of elephants and horses, and
wide for those who seek the passage is
swargaloka  (V, 2).

And the buildings that stood on both sides
were like the nectar-smeared steps to swarga
(sopanabhareih sudhojjwaleih). In fact, the
whole city, to the poet's eye, was walled with
the nectar produced by the sea
(varunalayothitam) and passed through the
mouth of Lord Visnu (Visnumukhasitojjhitam)
the nectar that dispelled the fear of death. (V.4)

The Kshetra Varnana  by Gangadhar
Misra includes Lord Yameswara who expels
the fear of death (Yamabhitiha haro), Lord
Visweswara who acknowledges the
overlordship of Sri Jagannath (Visweswara
Iswaro gatah), Lord Lokanath who assumes
the role of Bhairava in order to assuage the
sufferings of mankind (Paritokhila soka
lokanapahrutau), Lord Markandeswara who
protected saint Markandeya against the
onslaughts of the god of death, goddess Vimala
who grants prosperity to her devotees, goddess
Sarala who stands enshrined on the tongue of
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the wise ( sudhiyam sa rasanamadhisthita)
and goddess Mangala who grants Moksha the
moment one meditates on her, who shares the
strength the Anantasayi Vishnu. Visnu and
Mangala, Purusa and Prakruti become
indivisible (V.18).

Here lies Muktimandap which
distributes 'Moksha' to mankind (Asamikshita
mukti yuktae) and the hoary 'Kalpavata' at the
touch of which the whole life-cycle suddenly
vanishes. Here is goddess Lakshmi who,
though desirous of living in the sea, her father's
habitat, is unable to leave the houses of the
wise, kept so spick and span for her :

Sakalat kamalalaya layat Manujanam sudhiyati
nirmalat
Puri chitrita sarga sagara sthiti
chitteve na yatra nirgata. (V.14)

In such a place sanctified by the gods
live men and women who are no less than gods.
Gods, men and animals - they all radiate the
same light divine : Naranirjaratiryagantare
nahi yatrasti phalaptayentaram (V.5). The
gods have assumed the forms of men to be able
to serve Lord Jagannath (Yatra dharmah
surah).  And goddesses, the forms of women,
paragons of devastating beauty :

Yuvalochanachitta sat prusat drudha damani
Monobhavesavah
Vudhadhairyaharah surangana ruchira yatra
varangana janah. (V.8)

And over this city, beloved of the gods,
presides the deity of deities - Lord Jagannath
who rises like the cloud to the chataka - like
eyes of the wise, the very embodiment of
delight and the engine of destruction of the
pains of the three worlds, Lord Jagannath,
decorated with Dahana  leaves and flowers
offered by the gods. A cloud that contains the
much-wished showers of rain :

Sumanasam sumanobhirato vabhau viyati
vrustibhirista ivamvudah. (V.24)

The poet, however, is not content with
describing Lord Jagannath on the
'Ratnasimhasana'. He must see Him enthroned
in the chariot on the occasion of the Ratha
Yatra.

In Canto XI Ramai Dev comes to see
Sri Jagannath seated in full glory in the chariot
called Nandighosa on the second day of the
bright fortnight of Asadh :

Putah kshma vasirasistava dhava jayati syandane
nandighose
Sanandam nandanesah samamaraganeirbhagya
bhanji kshanani. (V.1)

The eyes of the fortunate earthlings are
sanctified by the sight of Lord Jagannath
installed in the company of the gods in
Nandighosa.

The poet expresses, despite his profound
scholarship, his inability to describe this Ghosa
Yatra which, he feels, it is humanly impossible
to see, hear and narrate in its totality. (V.2).

Nandighosa here both destroys and
creates darkness, it dispels the darkness of
ignorance that envelops the three worlds, the
darkness that a thousand rays of the sun are
unable to remove. Simultaneously, it kicks a
cloud of dust which darkens the earth so much
so that the Chakravakas and the owls mistake
the day for the night. And delight :

Chakra dvandvasya kantim srujati harati na
sribharam kausikasya (V.3)

Blinded by the dust, the gods stand
motionless and still in the sky, while down
below, countless devotees, afraid of sin and
eager for salvation, rush towards Nandighosa
(V.6). The dust rises from the earth far into the
sky. The dust which was lying low on the
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limited road will now play freely, happily in
the boundless sky. Or, report to the sun-god
the story of Lord Govinda's slow movement :

Kimvopendrakrutam samasta charitam
vijnapayanti nijam
Sri Govinda satanga mandagamane
sa kasyapam kasapi. (V. 8).

The dust has removed the distinction between
the earth and the sky. In the hazy, dusty world,
the boundaries are blurred. All the ten quarters
have become one. It appears the all-
compassionate Lord has drawn his devotees,
eager to witness His Gundicha Yatra, from
different, distant directions by means of the all-
encompassing dust (raja bhareiriha
disoharat). The dust has made the sky and the
sea look like the earth (rajobhareiramvaram
bhuvasthalamivaparam kimukrutam nava
sagaram). It has put Sri Jagannath in doubt. so
Nandighosa goes slow, uncertain of the terrain
it traverses. Now it stops, and now it starts :

Sthalikrutamiti kshanam na chalati kshamasagaro
Harikshanaparah kshanam chalati
neti bhuyah purah. (V.11)

Withdrawing the minds of the saints from
the world, Sri Jagannath slowly advances
(Jagadisware chalati mandamamvodharo).
The Lord has been compared with the cloud
on three counts : His appearance, His
movement, and third, the blessings of rain or
the rain of blessings. He contains and carries.
The wheel-tracks on the wide road resemble
the milky way in the sky :

Pruthvinemi padat vibhati nitaram simantini niraja (V.9)

The people, washed with the dust, stand
clean of their sins. The horizons are sweetened
with the scented breeze that blows
(surabhibhih dikchakramoditam). With the
dust kicked off the earth, the wheel tracks
resemble the 'simanta' of the lady Earth. There

is no dust on the road. No sorrow on earth.
Clean road. Clean minds.

The dust which filled the sky and the
earth in the beginning and turned day into night,
the road into the sky and the wheel-tracks into
the galaxy has suddenly disappeared, the dust
that once covered and concealed even the
galaxy. In a highly alliterative verse that closes
Canto X, Ramai Deva Offers his prayer to Lord
Vamana near  the chariot (Drustwa tam
devadevam sapadi rathagatam vamanam
danavarim). When the whole milky way was
submerged in the dust raised by the wheels and
the feet of a hundred thousand pilgrims :
pankilakasagange (X, 50).

And the chariot of Lord Jagannath moves
slowly, very slowly in Canto XI, carrying the
Lord with His imperial retinue (Bhudeveir
bhuri deveih sakala naravareirbhra
taravadhya madhye). The poet wonders how
the earth is able to bear this tremendous
pressure. Sesanaga or Vasuki, he concludes,
most have spread  his thousand hoods to
support the earth (V.4). Nandighosa rattles on
slowly, electrifying the earth, submerging the
virtuous in the sea of delight :

Nimajjayati sajjananavani mandalam mandayan. (V.13)

Consigning the insect-like pride of the demons
into the fire (darpam patangaspadam),
manifesting the energy of the gods in the form
of the light of the sun (patangaprabham).
Nandighosa rattles on like the Mandara
mountain churning the sea :

Mandreiryena payah payodhimathane
prithvidharam mandaram
Manthanam kalayan kalau vijayate
Srinandighosa swaneih. (V.7)

Ratha Yatra is Ghosa Yatra. A festival
of sound. Sounds of all kinds, sounds of music
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and dance, debates and discussions, rattling
wheels and neighing horses and trumpeting
elephants. What Pandit Gangadhar Misra
speaks in another context in another canto may
be said of the world of cacophony the Ratha
Yatra generated :

Kwachinmuda vadijaneiralavali
Kwachit vipanchi swaramandaloghanam
Kwachinnivaddha swaratantrika kwachit
Kwachit pinaki prachurescha puspakah.
Tatan pratitam na ghaneirghanam ghanam
Manoharei sausiraraji nihswaneih
Nadat paranadhha bharena sausiram
Karindra sad vrunghi tadesa murchhitam. (XII, 13, 15)

Thus the sounds of conch-shells, horns,
flutes, damvarus, vinas, mahuris, etc. filled
the earth and the sky. They surpassed the
thunder in the sky and the trumpets of elephants
on earth. In the midst of all this and in the midst
of Indra and Gandharvas, Sri Jagannath has
started the Ghosa Yatra from Nilachala to
Gundicha mandap with the object of bringing
salvation to mankind entangled in the ways of
the world :

Bhavavdhou drudham majjatam sajjananam
Mude yanalilam samichchhanagachchhat. (X, 17)

And into the fray have tumbled the angels
of heaven like Rambha, Menaka, Manjughosa,
Sukesa for the entertainment of the Lord
(anandakandam mukundam). Here is a
congregation of the devotees singing the glory
of God and there, a conference of scholars
discussing the Vedas and Upanisad, Yoga
Sastras and Smruti Sastras. Here the 'Bhatas'
recite the eulogy of the great and there, poets
of eminence sing their self-composed songs in
praise of the Creator :

Kwachid bhavya kavyanuraktah kavindrah
Stuvantah paramanandakamdam mukundam
mudambhodhimadhye rasajnam manojnam
Manomajjayanto drudham sajjananam. (V.23)

Here, some devotees outargue the
obstinate atheists, asserting, God exists and to
see Him is to be relieved of the fear of death :
Rathetu Vamanam drustwa Punarjanmam na
vidyate. While there, a mischievous rider
goads the elephant into the crowd and laughs :

Kwachitcharana varana nanayanto
Hasanto vadanto janan hasayantah. (V.24)

Thus the Gundicha Yatra begins and
ends. This description of this Yatra is one of
the earliest in any Mahakavya written in
Sanskrit. There are some exaggerations and
omissions in the description. Exaggeration or
atisayokti is an art in which pundits and poets
of our great Sanskrit literary tradition were past
masters. It is an alankara or figure of speech
in which poets like Magha and Sri Harsa
frequently indulge. Pandit Gangadhar Misra is
the proud inheritor of this great tradition. So
he thinks it proper to dislodge the gods and
gandharvas from their heavenly abode and
make them participate in this grand annual
festival of Orissa. he makes them descend in
human garb on earth in order to be able to offer
their services to the Lord, as if, they stood
deprived of this opportunity in heaven.
(XI, 17)

'Suranganas' have turned 'varanganas' here
at Srikshetra :
surangana ruchira yatra varangana janah (IX, 8).

As though, Srikshetra is free from
irreligious people speaking an indecent tongue
which, in course of time, has become a part of
'Puri Boli'. As though, some 'varanganas' are
not 'varanganas'. Here as elsewhere, while
describing the Gajapati's palace in Canto XII,
the poet exclaims :

Tata stutam tena nrupasya mandiram
Kimeindiram vanditumiswaranarah
Ihati mauni kalasesa esa yat
Sahasra masyani dadhat krutarthitah. (61)
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How can an ordinary mortal describe this
nrupasya mandiram,  the abode of Laxmi,
which Vasuki, the snake of snakes, with his
thousand faces cannot ? A palace is a palace,
big and beautiful, like any other 'nrupasya
mandiram' which cannot baffle description by
a poet so eloquent like Gangadhar Misra.
Looking at Srikshetra in Canto IX, the poet says,
since its description defeats the imagination
of gifted scholars, it must have been built by
Viswakarma (Khachitam charitam
suvedhasa), a city that frightens and prevents
the entry of death in Canto XIX : pariharanti
parabhava sankaya haripuran yadi neti sa
samanah.

There are hyperboles, too, in the
description of the Ratha Yatra, The
visualisation of night in the day, the vision of
the galaxy on the Badadanda, the
accompaniment of the gods with Sri Jagannath,
the dance of angels etc. are a part of this art.
Such a divine festival deserves description
only by Surapati or Indra. The poet finds his
consciousness overwhelmed :

Karomi vada kim nutim jadamatih vibho samprati
Pratikshanamatistutim surapati stanoti kshiteh. (XI, 13).

Those who have seen this famous car festival
with hundreds of thousands of men, women and
children watching from the housetops, filling
and spilling the roads, raising their hands and
their voices in worshipful gestures as the
chariot moves, crying and praying and singing
and dancing and clapping can know what it is.
It is indeed indescribable. Therefore, when the
poet observes in Canto XI that only Indra with
his thousand eyes, Vasuki with his uncountable
faces and Mrutyunjaya Siva with his limitless
longevity can respectively see, narrate and hear
this Yatra, we willingly suspend our disbelief :

Enam sarvasuparvanayaka iha
srinandighosotsavam
Drastum hrustamanah sahasra
nayaneirnanyosti saktah punah
Enam stetumananta eva vadaneirak-
alpamalpam punah
Srotum dhwantamaharnisam sa bhagavanah
jivitah sankarah. (V.2)

The vision of this yatra exceeds the
range, depth and dimension of even the
television.

The poet has given little space to
Balabhadra and Subhadra. Nandighosa eclipses
the improtance of  Taladhwaja and
Devadalana, Chariots of Balabhadra  and
Subhadra. And in this, he seems to share the
concentration of the viewers on Lord Jagannath
in Nandighosa whose imposing beauty leaves
even Lord Nilakantha Kunthakantha,  Visnu,
spell-bound and distinguished poets,
dumbfounded. Kanthastambhitah
vaspavruttikalusaschinta jadam darsanam,
Kalidasa might have said.

This reader, however, feels that
Balabhadra and Subhadra, elder brother and
younger sister to Jagannath, deserve a little
more space and a little more attention. Out of
27 verses devoted to the description of the
yatra, only two for Balabhadra and Subhadra,
appear inadequate. Another significant
omission, besides 'Pahandi', is 'Chhera
panhara', the Gajapati clearing the passage with
a broomstick of gold for the three chariots to
launch their yatra. 'Chhera Panhara ' is
associated with the historic Kanchi expedition
of the Gajapati where the military generals
were figures no less than Balabhadra and
Jagannath.

But with these omissions and
commissions, Gangadhar Misra has shown
ample originality and scholarship in the
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description of the yatra. In the eyes of the poet,
the Ratha Yatra at once destroys darkness and
creates it; it destroys the darkness of ignorance
(Ajnana dhwantakutam) and creates the
darkness of dust (XI, 3). It makes the gods shut
their eyes - the sun and moon - in the cloud of
dust but makes humans press forward to see
the Lord with their eyes wide open (XI, 6).
The Lord, who is too difficult even for Narada
to approach, comes within the easy reach of
mortals : Parananda rupah
pareirnaradadyeirapapyo naranam
tadarchcha paranam  (XI, 16).
Nilachaladhama, the seat of Lord Jagannath,
is empty, while Gundicha Mandap which is
usually silent, is full :  Sunyatwamatra nanu
Sapta dinani yasmat nilachala parigruhe
paripurnata cha. (XI, 14). The yatra brings
joy to Subhadra but sorrow to Laxmi (XI, 27).

The reference to the elephant in verse
24 lends a touch of realism to the Car festival.
An elephant is a common phenomenon during
the Ratha Yatra, partly because it is said to be
the vahana  or vehicle of goddess Laxmi and
partly because Sri Jagannath is sometimes
compared with a tusker (pravala matta
varana). And here is an elephant with a rider
who goads this huge animal into the heavy
crowd only to create a humour of situation. To
the watchful eye of the poet, the elephant which
is elevating is also diverting. This elephant is
quite different from its war-mongering, ear-
shaking, trunk-lifting counterparts described in
Canto XII :

Vichitra nanayasa varminorano
Ddhatah prabhinnaschala karna satkarah
Muhuh ksharantah karasikarotkaran
Virejurugrah parito mahagajah.  (V.17)

The Ratha Yatra not only brings Sri
Jagannath from the splendid height of the
'Ratnasimhasana' to the road where Tom, Dick

and Harry walk, it makes Him one among them.
The barrier between the divine and the human
is lifted. Earth and heaven become
indistinguishable.

Goddess Mahalaxmi, termented with
'repining restlessness' caused by Sri
Jagannath's departure, visits the Gundicha
mandap on the day known as 'Hera Panchami'
to see how the Lord fares in her absence and
she stands stock still. Sri Jagannath finds it quite
hard to break the deadlock; He coaxes and
cajoles Laxmi to abandon her icy silence. He
fails to understand why Laxmi does not smile,
does not speak, does not exchange glances. He
asks her attendants to help initiate a dialogue :

Vrute kinchidanaksharam tava sakhi saswat
samabhasita
No jane vada kim nidanamadhuna premnosti
kidrug gatih. (V. 28)

I do not know. Tell me the way out. Tell me
where love leads. The Omniscient does not
know that the path of love does never run
smooth ! And who can tell Him ? How deeply
human is this reaction ! How pathetically
moving ! Acknowledging her right to anger, the
Lord reminds her of the hoary bond between
them since the churning of the seas and tells
her the reason why He came down to the
Mandap - to be among men and gods who need
Him so much : disamihamaheswareih
suranarei nareseih pareih (V. 30). And to this,
it is the female attendants who responds. The
Lord, they allege, should not have left the
repining Laxmi and the Ratnamandap whose
enchanting beauty makes poets waxe eloquent :

Ititi savidhe vadamya hamitindira te sama
Game yuganiva kshipat kshanamanalpa
kalpamdinam. (V.31)

Mahalaxmi leaves Gundicha Mandap but not
before doing a symbolic damage to
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Nandighosa. She cuts a piece of wood from
the chariot and steals into the night. This
episode which unveils the human side of the
story, however, does not find a place in the
Kavya.

The 'Bahuda Yatra' or return journey on
the tenth day of the bright fortnight of Asadh
begins and ends. The dialogue at the Lion's Gate
of Srimandira is another important episode of
the yatra which uncovers the divine face
human. The Lion's Gate is shut from within.
Dwastha dwaram vighataya, open the gate,
shouts the Lord, clad in robes of gold
("sunavesa" as they say in popular parlance)
seated in the ringing chariot and surrounded
by gods and men :

Jatah kanchana kanta kanti ruchire chelei
sunabhau chala
Chchakre charudhare prasarini chalad ghante
kwanatkinkinau
Nana lasya vilasa hasamuditei daiveirnrurdeveih
pareih
Paureih samvruta iditah pathirathe
sthitwetyuvacha chyutah (V.35)

Who are you (Ko asi). To this, the Lord replies,
I'm Ramanatha : Nathoramayah (husband of
Rama or Maya). But why should Maya's
husband come to see Laxmi ? Who is Laxmi to
Him ? The Lord says, "Laxmi is my life, she is
in my heart". If Laxmi was in His heart, why
should He come searching for her here :

Dwastha dwaram vighataya vahih ko asi
nathoramayah
Mayanathah punariha bhavan kinnu Laxmim
didrukshuh
Ka Laxmiste pratinidhirasau jivitasyapihrudya
Vakshasthaivam yadinubhavatah katra jata
didruksha. (V. 36)

Where is the cool touch of the sea, the liquid
lucidity of the looks of Payodhitanaya in her
words, wonders the Lord. This is a piece of
rare repartee which is deliberately designed

to put Laxmi above Narayana in intelligence.
The lord is clean outwitted. He submits :

Ratnakara suta Laxmih trailakeswaravallabha
Datavyamiha kim tubhyam madrute varavarenini.
(V. 38)

Thus ends the Ratha Yatra, the festival of
sound, in the silence of submission the festival
of sound generated by gods and men and
trumpets (naranam suranam chakolahalam
kavilam) which could not be drowned even
by the breezy discussions of the pundits. (V.26)

The mahakavya ends with a prayer by a
proud progeny of Ramai Dev and the patron of
the poet, Baliara Deva. The language suddenly
loses the heavy weight of ornaments and
assumes a simplicity befitting the prayer. Raja
Baliara Deva, after visiting the Mahodadhi full
of ships (potakulakulam) and waves, mighty
like his war-horses (taranga turanga
kulavilam nija valam cha saman
varunalayam), the Markandeya sarovara
Indradyumna sarovara,Kalpavata, the
Narasimha temple, etc., stands near the Garuda
stambha and pours forth his heart in a language
so simple, so sincere, so soulful. The most
devoted of your saints, observes the Raja, quote
the Vedas to prove that you have no form, how
can I, so lowly, venture to keep you in my heart :

Hare pare yasya drusornagochare
muniswara rupamidam santanam
Vidhaya vade nigamasya sadara
ayena tasya sthitiranta bhatite  (XVIII, 68).

The Lord is to him what wealth is to the
poor, the moon to the sea and God to the
Sadhaka :

Nidhimiva dhanamindumivamvudhi
Harimivatmani Yogayutah sudhih (XIX, 3).

And then he bends his knees, folds his hands
and prays. The prayer is so moving and so
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musical that quite a few verses need be quoted
for the reader to understand the deft artistry of
the poet and the depth of his prayer :

Janusa stanapana vilasi vayo
vigatam rajasam kutukena samam
Prativesi janeih swajane rajani
divasam virasam vigatam twaparen (XX, 1)

My childhood reared on the breasts of my
mother passed off, playing on the sand and my
youth in the pleasant company of my
neighbours.

The little virtue I had earned through sat sang
in my previous life has been, O Lord, destroyed
by the enemies within (V.2)

Vayasiti pare milite nrupate
rataye hata sanmatina krutina
Vahudhapi sudha vihitam duritam
hitamatmana iswarato na krutam (V.3)

On coming of age, I was given the throne.
Yet how ungratefully I abjured the contact of
the virtuous and indulged in meaningless, sinful
deeds and did nothing for my self-
improvement.

Though it is useless now to recall, let
me confess, Lord, to the evils I have done. I
have, for sheer enjoyment, felt the presence of
Chamara in women's hair (Chikuresu Cha
Chamarata) the moon, decking Siva's head,
on their faces, the god-desiring nectar on their
lips (adharemaralabhya sudhadhikata), the
beauty of the sun-lit hills on their breasts
(Kuchayoh Kanakachala manjulata),of coral
on their feet and the fruit of my past good deeds
on their smiles (V.4-5).

I have sometimes wasted money on my
stomach, O God, indulged in tirade against
saints, exhibited my ability in deceit in
religious conferences in order to please my
children, my brothers and my friends. (V.6).

Madamoha paro divasam vivaso
Kshipamindriya lalanaya kshanadam
Pramada pramadanana samstavano
hatadhira vasah sayane na tatah (V.7)

I have wasted my days in painted
pleasures and my nights in the adoration of
women's lotus-faces, but neither in sleep nor
in wakefulness did I get peace of mind.

Dictated by my blind mind, the destorted
faces of my children, brothers and wives
appeared to me, Lord, to be everything and I
laid waste my days and my years. (V.8).

Busy in my efforts to multiply the stock
of elephants and horses and cattle,
(gajavajigavamabhilasa). O Lord, my youth
passed  and now has come this ridiculous age
galite palite yuvahasa pada milita (V.9).

O Madhusudana ! What is the use of
blaming the evil deeds now that age has
descended ? The right time and the high birth
have been wasted. I made no efforts to realize
them. (V.12)

Now that I have grown old, what can I
accomplish ? My birth has become fruitless. I
am now inert. My voice trembles. My hearing
is impaired. My senses are exhausted and effate
(V.13).

Endowed with this best of births in the
sea of life, O Lord, I could not recognize within
me the jewel, Kamadhenu, which I slaughtered
with the help of the Indriyas or senses (V.15).

O Kesava ! Entangled in worldliness and
wondering restlessly in the jungle of births, I
forget the existence of this Kamadhenu so close
to me. O Madhusudana ! Though you had
bestowed on me, out of kindness, this human
life earned with the punya of my previous lives,
I could not understand its worth :
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Tava pada yugarchana punya chayeih
na kruta suphala madhusudana sa. (V.17)

Yadiyam narakantaka dhiramate
Krupaya karuna varunalayate
Janitanuja  nurjanani jatharat
Jani tasyas pada palitam bhavatat. (V.23)

O Destroyer of Hell ! O Sea of Mercy !
birth and old age are but your kind creation. O
Cause of creation ! What else should I long
for, if in this rare human existence I am drawn
to your red lotus-feet ? (V.24)

Like the dust helplessly driven by the
wind : pavanena yatha vivasani rajamsi
(V.25). Dust again, the dust which the wheels
of Nandighosa had raised.

The prayer continues into Canto XXI
which closes this Mahakavya, the prayer to
the One who stands like a witness in the cavity
of consciousness and spreads like the sky
(akasavat ghata matan patukuta samsthah),
One, the beauty of whose smile excels that of
the moon, Kunda and Mandara flowers, who
stands still but creates myriad worlds like
bubbles on the foam-crested waves.

Phenormi vudvud vadamvu na indu kunda
Mandara vrunda ruchinandita susmitesa (XXI, 10).

The Raja implores Lord Jagannath to
extinguish in him the fire of anger fanned by
inconscience which consumes the love for
scriptural discourses like a bundle of dry grass.

Sastrarthalochana samindhana sattrunagni
Krodho viveka pavanahita bhuridipatih. (XXI, 4)

to uncover the Maya that conceals the calm
wisdom of great saints,

Maya vrunoti mahati krutinamagamya
Dhwantam cha kantamapi santamanoka kirttim. (XXI, 5)

to wake in him the child so that he can search
for Him within,

Kayasamstham
Twamikshata sisuriva priyavastu suptah. (XXI, 7)

to create with the dust of his feet bhakti or
devotion that grows like a Kalpalata or creeper
that heals all woes on the Tree of Viveka  or
conscience (XXI, 11),

to bless him with the feeling that looks upon
the enemy as if he is a part of his flesh (vairisu
suteswiva) so that he will no more reappear in
the womb of the mother which is but a bed of
death.

.... Krutanta
Vasanta talpa janani jatharaya neiti (XXI, 15)

Which reminds the reader of Sankara's oft-
quoted line : punarapi janamam, punarapi
maranam, punarapi janani jathare sayanam.

The power of this heart-rending prayer,
which Tennyson would says rises 'like a
fountain of fresh water in the sea' in the 'man-
in-God' mingles with 'God-in-man', makes the
Lord appear in the dream of Raja Baliara Deva,
exhorting him to consider chit or
consciousness separate from the body so that
with this knowledge he will realize the futility
of worldly life and with this realization see
the beatific vision of the Creator seated like a
mountain on the multifoliate lotus of the heart
radiating the light of a million suns and moons :

Dehat pruthak saditi chittamavetya nunam
Santim prayati trunavat parikalpya lokan.
Tatrachale prakata rupamananta bhanu
Chandrodayam padamavapsyasi pankajastham. (XXI, 35)

The Raja prostrates before the Lord :
Tam deva deva madhura saranan vrajami.
Rises and leaves Srikshetra with this death-
conquering consciousness. If after the Raja's
realization, we still cling to the 'way of all
flesh', woe to mankind, says the poet in
Canto XX :
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Asare samsare manuja janurasadana vudhah
Katham re kamsare ratana patutam dragudatatha
Vijanantohantah kimapi na krutantat paribhavam
Hrusikanam modam kimapi ratimanto vidadhatah
(V. 26)

How is it, the poet asks, O you pundits !
Knowing fully well the torments of death, you
are still immersed in the world of the senses !
Born with this fruitful human life into this
unsubstantial world, how is it that you do not
sing the glory of Srikrishna.

Srikrishna merges with Sri Jagannath. As
it happens in the works of almost all Vaisnavite
poets. The Mahakavya  that began with the
Mangalacharana to Srikrishna ends with his
identification with Sri Jagannath :

Sitamsu vimva prativimvitananam
Marut lalat kekikalapa sekharam
Visana vamsiswana tusta gokulam
Bhajami pitamvara mamvuda prabham. (I, 1)

I Sing a glory of Lord Krishna, yellow-
robed, cloud-like Krishna with his face comely
like the moon, his peacock-feathers wavering
in the wind and his sweet flute filling the
maidens of Gokula with tremendous
excitement.

The prayer of Baliara Deva is the prayer
of poet Gangadhar Misra. It is the prayer of
everyman. It rings in every heart. It echoes
through the corridors of time. If after this, the
poet thinks his poetry to be inadequate and
immature, who is going to believe him ? In
verse 28 of Canto XX, the poet feels that
goddess Saraswati after enjoying the pleasures
of Kalidasa's ornate world was dissatisfied
with the teste of this new, novice poetry and,
therefore, withdrew from him the skill of
composition :

Matarbharati Kalidasa rasanamasadya lilavati"
Nanalankruti riti niti rachana daksheika

lilakaram
Tat him dina navina madrusa nrunam
bhrantyagata lajjita
Jihwama pratibhasi nasi vachasam tat kausale
karanam

But the poet does not deserve this self-
pity. He is with Kalidasa and Sri Harsa and
all the great poets of Sanskrit literature. Keats,
the famous Romantic, wrote in one of his letters
: I wish to be with Shakespeare. And Arnold
observed in another age, in another time. He
is, he is with Shakespeare. And Middleton
Murray wrote two volumes on this poet who
died in his early twenties and titled them Keats
and Shakespeare. Gangadhar, too, was with
Kalidasa, and it is a pity that such a highly
accomplished poet has gone undiscussed by
the crities of our times.

Gangadhar Misra along with his patron
Baliara Deva withdrew from Srikshetra so
dear to his heart into Sambalpur and into
Sonepur where he settled down at Khandapali
(the 'Khandakshetra' of the Somavamsi Copper
plate ) a revenue-free village donated by the
Raja with a pair of Kundalas in recognition of
Kosalanandam which was first published in
the Utkal Sahitya Press, Cuttack by
Birmitrodaya Singh Deo, Maharaja, Sonepur
in 1929. Today when the bell rings in the
ancient Jagannath temple of Khandahata
(Khandapali of Kosalanandam), we remember
poet Gangadhar Misra with awe and
reverence.
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The famous Jagannatha Temple of Puri, the
main centre of the cult in Orissa, was

plundered by Kalapahar, the
trusted general of Sulaiman
Karrani in 1568. It is said in the
Madalapanji that he damaged the
tower of Badadeula upto Amla.
He also damaged the images of
all the Gods and tried to uproot
the Kalpabata. He took away Shri
Jagannath Mahaprabhu from Puri
to Tanda located on the bank of
the Ganga. There he put the image
into flame. A Quaji, however,
disapproved his conduct of
burning the deity of Orissa for
which his body was torn into
pieces. In consequence he died. His son floated
the images down the Ganga. The daru was
rescued by an Amura and thinking it to be a
wooden log, he kept it in his field. When
Jagannath Mahaprabhu was taken, one Bishara
Mahanty followed Him. He went in the guise
of Vaishnava and he stayed for 8 months in the
guise of a drummer and requested for the Daru.
He succeeded in getting the Brahma and placing
it in the mrudanga and brought it to
Kujangagarh. It is during the reign of
Ramachandradeva that the Brahma  was
brought from Kujangagarh and the images were

made in Khurdha-kataka. Later on, in the 11th
anka of Ramachandradeva, God Shri

Purussotam was installed on the
Ratnasinghasan of the badadeula.
All the Brahmans, Sanyasis, and
Brahmacharis proclaimed
Maharaja Shri Ramachandradeva
as the II Indradyumna.1 The
desecration of the Jagannath
Temple of Puri is fairly
corroborated by the Persian
sources of the Afghan and the
Moghul period. The Afsanah-i-
Shahan of Shaikh Kabir Batini is
the earliest source, which throws
light on the Afghan conquest of
Orissa. The important information

in this text is that the original name of
Kalapahar was Allahadad and he belonged to
the Batini Afghan clan. Mian Allahadad
Kalapahar became a famous general of
Sulaiman Karrani Kalapahar (Black Mountain)
was title given to a brave person during the
Afghan period. During his conquest of Orissa
Kalapahar was informed, "that a huge idol was
hidden by people on the bank of the sea. He at
once reached the place and caught hold of the
idol, the eyes of which were studded with
valuable pearls. Besides a big diamond formed
its navel. Kalapahar got the idol broken in

Gloom and Bloom : The Case
of Jagannatha Temples in

Midnapore District

Prof. K.S. BeheraJagannatha, Balabhadra, Subhadra & Sudarsan
at Tala Kesiadi Jagannath Temple, Medinapore.
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order to get the
d i a m o n d
undamaged. He
also seized
d i a m o n d s
(from the
Orissa nobles)
along with
other booty.
The big

diamond was given by him to his vakil, called
Mian Kanaka as a reward. It was considered
by the jewellers as priceless for being
matchless. Later on it was seized by (Raja)
Man Singh who presented it to Akbar."2 Nimat-
lullah in his Makhzan-I-Afghan also refers to
the desecration of the Jagannatha Temple. It is
said by Niamat Ullah that3 every Afghan, who
took part in the campaign obtained as booty
one or two gold images. Kalapahara destroyed
the temple of Jagannatha in Puri which
contained 700 idols made up of gold, the
biggest of which weighed 30 mands." Abul
Fazal also mentioned that Kalapahara, the
general of Sulaiman, on his conquest of the
country" flung the image of Jagannath into fire
and burnt it and afterwards cast it into the sea."

Though there are conflicting accounts
about the place where the image of Jagannath
was burnt, the combined evidence of the Puri
chronicle and the Persian sources makes it
clear that there was no image of Jagannath on
ratnavedi of the Temple due to the surprising
raid of Kalapahar on the temple. Raja Mukunda
Dev did his best to fight against the Afghans.
In the battle, however, the Raja received fatal
injury as a result of assult by his own nobles.
Orissa ultimately came under the Afghan rule.
Sulaiman left for Tanda but Kalapahar
remained in Orissa. Kalapahar died in western
Orissa in 1570. Sulaiman Karrani died in 1572.

The re-establishment of Jagannatha at Puri was
not possible during the time of Sulaiman
Karrani and Kalapahar and exactly on which
date the reinstallment took place is still a matter
of debate. According to the researches of
Herman Kulke4 the renewal of the cult at Puri
could have been possible after Mansingh's
treaty in 1590. In 1590 the Afghans agreed to
surrender the Temple of Jagannath and the
sacred domains or the khetra to the Moghul
Emperor. John Beams5 observes," The
Governor of Bengal at this time was Raja Man
Singh, who as a Hindu, was highly pleased at
rescuing the holy city from the hands of the
infields who had long exercised a cruel and
tyrannous sway over the priests." In any case
the renewal of Jagannath cult under
Ramachandra Dev of Khurdha was already
completed before Raja Mansingh's pilgrimage
to Puri in 1592. Thus it may be assumed that
after Kalapahar's raids the Ratnavedi was
without its presiding deities for about 22 years.
This was a great psychological shock to the
people of Orissa as Jagannatha is the symbol
of Orissa's identity. During these critical years
the atmosphere in Puri was filled with gloom.
The later events, however, show that the
setback was a temporary one and with

Jagannatha, Balabhadra & Subhadra
at Modern Jagannath Temple, Bahiri,

 East Medinapore.

Modern Jagannath Temple, Bahiri,
East Medinapore.
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reinstallation of Jagannath at Puri, the glory of
the cult was vindicated. The dark phase has
ended.

In contrast, away from the center at Puri,
in the peripheral region in the northern frontier
Jagannatha temple came to be established in
1584 A.D. in Midnapore district. Midnapore
came under strong political and cultural
influence of Orissa. When Sulaiman Karrani
left with his army for Orissa and arrived near
Midnapore, Raja Mukunda Dev went there to
oppose him with 40,000 sawars, 4000
elephants and innumerable foot soldiers. When
news about  the capture of Cuttack fort by
Bayazid and Kalapahar reached him he had to
retreat for the defence of the Cuttack fort. In
Midnapur District Jagannath Temple was
erected in 1584 A.D. One Vibhisan, the son of
Padmanabha, dedicated a temple in honour of
Jagannath at Deulbad, Bahirigrama, near
Contai in Midnapore district. The inscription6
mentions the installation of the images of
Gopal, Rama (Balarama), Jagannath and
Subhadra. The inscription engraved in Oriya
script runs as follows :

1. Kasidasa-kule Vibhisana iti Sri Padmanabh-
atmajah Sriman= aviravud= acikarata sa
prasadam=uccair=imam

2. Gopala-pratimam ca samyag=anaghaih sadbhih
pratistham dvijai=Ramam c=eha Subhadraya
saha Jaganatham nyadhasid=api

1. Pautrah Sri Dharanidharasya bhagavat-
sunor=dvijanm-agranih Sriman=Arjjuna
Misraity=abhihitasy=acarya-cudamaneh

2. Putras=Cakradharah kavindra-iti yatnat sa
pratistha-vidhim prasadasya Vibhisanasya
vidhina krtva viramam gatah"

The building of a lofty temple in honour
of Jagannatha Trinity in the saka year 1506 i.e.
1584 A.D. is very significant when by that time
renewal of Jagannatha at Puri has not taken
place. The temple is of the rekha order, which
resembles the Orissan temple style. It may be
mentioned that the rekha and pidha style of
Orissan temple exercised a profound influence
in Midnapore and Bankura districts of West
Bengal. The Sarvamangala temple at Kesiadi
has Oriya inscriptions and the temple is of the
pidha order. One Oriya inscription is dated in
the saka year 1526 i.e. 1604 A.D. belonging to
time of Manasingh Maharaja. It appears that
as a result of tolerant policy of Akbar and Raja
Mansingh (1590-1605) building activities
continued in coastal Orissa.

T w o
inscriptions have
been discovered
from Srijang in
Balasore district.
One dated saka
year 1517 i.e.
1595 A.D. refers
to 34 anka of
G a j a p a t i
R a m a c h a n d r a
Dev during
Badasa Akbar and
Mansingh. The
inscription refers

Jagannatha, Balabhadra & Subhadra at Mohanpur Jagannath
Temple,  Medinapore.

Mohanpur Jagannath Temple,
Medinapore.
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to the excavation of Achutasagar tank by Achuta
Baliarsingh Mahapatra. Another inscription
from the same place dated saka year 1520
(1598) A.D. belongs to 37 anka of
Ramachandra Dev of Khurdha. It refers to the
excavation of lake Achutabanga by the same
Baliarsingh Mahapatra. A temple inscription
found near Manjuri road refers to the 8th anka
of Birashree Gajapati Goudeswar navakoti
Karnata Kalabargeswar  Shri Purussotam
Maharaja. It also refers to arrival of Maharaja
Mansingh and construction of deulamandapa
of Sthaneswar Dev by the Jagirder of Manjuri
called Jayamalla vidasha. The inscription also
mentions sevakas such as Mali, sankhua,
tahalia, mandapa khuntia, etc. the use of high-
sounding titles Purussotam Deva of Khurdha
Raj family seeks to consolidate power to
Suryavamsi Gajapati throne. The inscriptions
in coastal Orissa and the neighbouring
Midinapore indicate that Orissa enjoyed peace,
which provided the congenial atmosphere for
building  activities. In course of time, several
Jagannath Temples came to be erected in
Midnapore district. The influence of Jagannath
cult was so strong that in Ramajee Temple in
Mahisadal (built in 1788 A.D.) the image of
Shri Rama Chandra was replaced by Jagannath
Trinity when the Ramachandra image was
stolen. In Talakesiadi there is a Jagannatha
Temple of the rekha order in which the wooden
images of the trinity are worshipped. In place
of Sudarshan, however, a small image of
Jagannatha was worshipped as Sudarshan. In
Orissa, Sudarshan resembles a stambha or a
chakra, but here the deity is represented by a
small figure of Jagannath. There is a modern
Jagannath temple at Bahirigam with wooden
images of Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra.
At  Mohanpur in Midnapore district, about
15km from Jaleswar, there is a Jagannath

temple which is in a ruined condition and
requires preservation. The tmeple could have
been built in the 18th century. In recent years a
Jagannatha Temple has been built at Kharagpur.
Jagannatha Temple is also found at Dantan and
in the village of Sonakania in the vicinity of
Laxmannath. Kedarnath Mohapatra7 in a small
monograph has mentioned several Jagannath
temples in eastern India. In view of the
importance of the subject and the spread of the
cult to different parts of India, it is necessary
to make a systematic survey of the temples in
India and abroad, especially the medieval
Jagannath temples in the Himalayan Hindu
kingdom of Nepal.
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Built in the 12th century, the temple of Lord
Jagannatha at Puri has the distinction of

having two unique pillars, namely, the
Garudastambha and the Arunastambha. In
Sanskrit the pillar or a column
is called a stambha and in
Oriya it is called khamba.
The objective of this paper
is to throw light on the
significance and historical
perspectives of the pillars.

Garudastambha

Garuda, in Indian traditions is
considered as the vehicle of Vishnu. Lord
Jagannatha is considered identical with Vishnu
and Krishna. Hence his Vahan-stambha is
placed in the nata-mandira of the temple. The
tradition of erecting pillars in honour of Vishnu
goes back to 2nd century B.C. There is a pillar
in honour of Vasudeva at Basnagar (Vidisha)
in Madhya Pradesh. It is known from the
inscriptions that "this Garuda column of
Vasudeva (Krishna), the God of Gods is erected
here by Heliodorus, his worshipper." He was
an inhabitant of Taxila and he came as Greek
Ambassador from king Antialkidas to
Kasiputra Bhagabhadra. It is thus evident that
Heliodorous was a Vaishnava, even though he
was a Greek. In Orissa with progress of

Vaishnaism Vishnu temples were erected. The
Nila Madhaba temple at Gandharadi of Boudh
district in 9th century A.D. ruined Vishnu
temple at Ganeshwarpur of Cuttack district in

10th century may be cited as
notable examples. Jajpur,
which was primarily a
Shaktapitha dedicated to
Viraja, also has numerous

Vishnu images. In Jajpur
there is beautiful

column, which according to James Fergusson,
originally seems to have supported a figure of
Garuda, the vahana of Vishnu and a detached
figure of Garuda is also found in Jajpur and it
is said to be an identical one. Fergusson
assigned  the pillar to the 10th or 11th century.
This pillar locally called Subhastambha
indicates the existence of a Vishnu temple at
Jajpur.

The temple of Lord Jagannatha was
constructed by Ananta Varman Chodagangadev
in the middle of 12th century. The temple
complex consists of Deula, Jagamohan,
Natamandira and Bhogamandapa. The
presiding deities on the Ratnabedi or Jewelled-
dias are the Chaturdha-darumurthi i.e. wooden
statues such as Balabhadra, Subhadra,
Jagannatha and Sudarshan. The images are
made out of the wood of the Neem Tree (Melia

The Pillars of Homage to
Lord Jagannatha

Prajna Paramita Behera

Drawing of Subha Stambha,
Jajpur, 10th-11th Century A.D.
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azardicata). These
are renewed every
12 years, the
ceremony being
called the
Navakalebar. The
Ratnavedi is said
to contain
Salagrama or
ammonite  fossils.
It is taken to be a
stone and
worshipped by the
followers of
V i s h n u .

Salagrama means the "village where the Sal
tree (Shorea robusta) grows." The Salagrama
shilas are found in the bed of Gandaki River,
a tributary of the Ganga. It is also found in the
Narmada river.

In the Natamandira of the temple on the
eastern side a unique Garuda stambha is
located. In the first sight it looks like an
ordinary stone column surmounted by a Garuda
figure on the top. But on examination its shaft
seems to be a remnant of a plant of a past
geological era. The shaft bears the impression
or traces of a Sal tree shorn of its bark. The
impression of the Sal tree is readily preserved.
The total height of column along with the
pedestal and the Garuda capital is about 10
feet. The height of shaft is about 7 feet. The
column is not made up of an ordinary stone but
a Salagrama stone. It is the largest Salagrama
stone, unique in the fossil record of India. This
Garudastambha, made up of fossil, is quite
harmonious to the chaturdha-darumurthis on the
ratnavedi made of salagrama stones.

The erection of Garudastambha in Vishnu
temples became quite popular in the Ganga

period following the model of Jagannatha
temple. We find Garuda stambhas in later
temples such as Madhavananda temple (13th
century) at village Madhava in Cuttack district
and Ananta Vasudeva Temple in 1278 A.D. at
Bhubaneswar. Inside the Jagannatha temple the
Garudastambha is considered very holy and it
has its own rituals and devotees usually have
a darshan of the lord from this place. They
used to place lamps in honour of Lord by which
pillar becomes smoke stained. It will be
worthwhile to discourage this practice.

Arunastambha

In addition to the Garuda
column inside the
Natamandira in front of the
Singhadwar (eastern gateway
Jagannatha Temple), there is
a monolithic pillar of chlorite
crowned by a squatting figure
of Garuda. The total height of
the pillar is 33 feet 8 inches.
The pillar has a magnificent
base carved with military
scenes and other figures. The
monolithic shaft of the chlorite
is 16 sided. The capital,
decorated by a series of lotus
petals, is 2 feet 6 inches and
the whole pillar is a
monument of great beauty.
Aruna is the charioteer of the
Sun God. Hence the pillar is
called the Sun Pillar or
Arunastambha. Originally
this beautiful pillar was
erected in honour of the Sun
God at Konark.

King Narasinha I built
the famous temple of Sun God

 Garuda from Madhabababda
temple, Madhaba 13th century

Heliodorus
Garuda Stambha,
Vidisha, Madhya

Pradesh
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at Konark in the 13th
century. The temple,
consisting of the
Deula  and Jag
Mohan was in the form
of a solar chariot
provided with 24
wheels. In front of the
eastern gateway of
Jagamohan there was
this beautiful  pillar
called Arunastambha.

In the 16th century,
Abul Fazal, the court
historian of Moghul
Emperor Akbar, while
giving the description
of the sun temple
mentioned the
"octagonal column of
black stone" which
evidently represents
the Arunastambha.
When the Konark
temple was deserted
and worship ceased
there, this pillar was
brought to Puri in the
last quarter of the 18th
century. The

Madalapanji records that during the time of
Divyasinghadev, the Maratha guru,
Brahmachari Gosain brought this pillar from
Konark and reerected it at the singhadwar of
Jagannatha temple. A drawing of the
Arunapillar, prepared on 26th April 1815 at
Puri, is now in the India Office library, London.

Andrew Sterling, a British officer, who was
in Orissa from 1818-1822, has mentioned that
the pillar has been brought from the famous
"but now deserted, temple of the Sun at
Konarak, about sixty years ago, by a
Brahmachari inhabitant of Puri, of great wealth
and influence." The placing of Arunastambha
in front of the temple of Lord Jagannatha is
quite appropriate as from the Vedic times, the
Sun God is considered identical with Vishnu.
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The origin and antiquity of Lord Jagannath
is shrouded in mystery. It is difficult to

say how and when the deity has come to be
worshipped and has become the most prominent
deity of Hindu pantheon in the state of Orissa.
it is widely believed that Lord Jagannath was
a tribal deity and Hinduised / sanskritised later
on due to tribal-non-tribal interactions. For
some scholars, Lord Jagannath is regarded as
a Buddhist deity. However, an attempt has been
made in this paper to understand the worship
of Dadhivamana in the village Bhatli, situated
nearly 20 kms. north of Bargarh on the Bargarh-
Ambabhona road.

Bhatli is an old village numerically
dominated by Brahmin and Kulta population.
There is a beautiful Jagannath temple dedicated
to Dadhivamana. There are beautiful wall
paintings depicting Puranic stories inside this
temple. There is a story associated with the
construction of this temple in Bhatli. It is said
that one Paramananda of village Gangpur in
Sundargarh district came to Bhatli some one
hundred years back. His family consisted of
himself, his wife, his son and his daughter-in-
law Kamla. They brought with them their family
deity Dadhivamana from Gangpur. It was the
duty of Kamla to take care of the deity. Every-
day she used to worship Dadhivamana. In
course of time, Paramananda became quite

popular in the village. He became the Behera
i.e. the village headman of Bhatli. Though
honest, Paramananda was poor. He could not
decide what to do and how to please the
honoured guests of his village. He was very
upset and left home chanting the name of
Dadhivamana with the hope of collecting food
from some generous persons of the village.

It is said that soon after Paramananda
left his residence some proxy of his came to
his house and handed over a key to his wife
saying that there was some food materials in
the room where they used to store paddy. He
told her to entertain the guests with that.
Thereafter, he left the house saying that he
would be coming back soon. Paramananda's
wife opened the room and was surprised to
see various types of food kept inside the room.
On the other hand, Paramananda was
disappointed in his hopes. He failed to  arrange
food for the revered guests. so, after sometime
he returned home. "What are you looking so
disappointed about ?" his wife asked
Paramananda and said "the monks are all
satisfied with the rich food that was stored in
the room meant for storing paddy."
Paramananda eyed his wife with suspicion.
Then his wife narrated how he himself handed
over the key of the room to her. Paramananda
could not hold tears. Weeping like a small child

Worship of Dadhivamana in Bhatli
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he fell at the feet of his wife saying "you are
the most fortunate lady, you could see the deity
Dadhivamana."

A few days after that miraculous
incident, the thatched house in which the
wooden image of the deity Dadhivamana was
enshrined caught fire. All hopes for saving the
image of Lord Dadhivamana were given up.
But Kamla was determined to save her revered
God. She did not pay any heed to others and
without caring for her own life she rushed inside
the house wherefrom she never returned.
Strangely enough, no remains of Kamla nor of
the deity could be traced out from the ashes. It
was believed that Kamla completely merged
with the divinity. Paramananda, his wife and
son were overwhelmed with grief. At night,
Paramananda had a strange dream. Lord
Dadhivamana appeared before him in the dream
and told him that a log of wood will be found
next morning  floating in the bandh (tank) of
the village which is called Chakra bandh. The
image of Lord Dadhivamana should be newly
carved out of that wood and be installed in a
newly built stone temple in the village.

Next morning, the villagers of Bhatli and
neighbouring villages assembled near the

Chakra bandh in large number. The sacred log
of wood floated towards Paramananda. They
were filled with wonder. With tears rolling
down his face, Paramananda entered into neck-
deep of water and embraced the wood and
carried it to his house. Then the images of both
Dadhivamana and Kamla were beautifully
carved out of that wood. Donations came
unasked for the people vied with one another
to offer kar seva (free and voluntary labour)
for construction of a big temple. Thereafter,
both the images were installed in the temple. It
may be noted here that cooked rice or anna
bhoga is not offered to Lord Dadhivamana in
this temple. The deity and Kamla enjoy
balbhoga only. The car festival of God
Dadhivamana is observed in the month of
Asadha (June-July) with great pomp and
ceremony.

Dr. Chitrasen Pasayat is presently working as the
Assistant Administrator, Sri Jagannath Temple Office,
Puri.

Smt. Sarmista Barik is the co-scholar and wife of
Dr. Pasayat.
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The Braja Lila of Lord Srikrishna in the
Dwapara era is filled with romantic

descriptions. The soft ripples of river Yamuna
blended with flute melody, churning erotic
emotions, golden fish jumped on tiny waves,
the plants and creepers
blossomed with the whisper of
spring breeze, the dancing
peacocks elevating the romance
of hundred 'kadambas' as
Srikrishna kept hypnotised
sixteen thousand 'gopis'
enthrilling the whole of
Brundaban. The juvenile 'gopis'
foolicked into the bower of
hiptage 'Madhablata' in
pretence, where their heart
stealer was smiling in a divine
posture. In the first glance they
were surrendering in romantic
ecstasy for a few passionate
moments and enjoying the azure beauty of
Srikrishna to their full content. Intoxicated
Srikrishna, with sixteen thousand sweetened
kiss-bites on his body, was twining the passion
scorched gopies in an intense embrace. He was
fulfilling the wants and emotions of sixteen
thousand 'gopa' maids by rejoicing exotic
pastimes in moonlit autumn and jubilant spring.

There is no mention of a parallel
musician as Srikrishna in the Mahabharata.
Even after being such an unprecedented

musician he handedover the flute, the symbol
of love, with a smile to his beloved Radha in
solitude while departing from Gopapur.
Thence, never he has played flute again nor
looked back at his beloved during his life time.

He proceeded to Mathura at the
age of ten accomplishing the
Braja lila on the banks of
Yamuna. A male attains
pubescence by the age of fifteen
and this lusty romantic body is
able to satisfy the adolescent
effeminacy. But Krishna fully
satiated the lusty emotions of
Gopa maids at the age of ten
while tending cattle in
Brundaban. He was then a
preadolescent youth. Life is
composed of five prime age
phases : babyhood,
preadolescence (kishore),

adolescence, adultin-mature and old. The
period from babyhood pastimes till puberty is
said to be inadolescent. Krishna has been
called in the names of Kanhei Kishore, Gopa
Kishore, Nanda Kishore, Braja Kishore and
Rai Kishore etc. which clearly indicates his
inadolescence. These names are limited to the
period of 'Gopa Lila'. This title of 'Kishore'
(inadolescent) pertains to none other than
Krishna. In the epic of Ramayan, the term
'Kishore' has not been vividly used for the
inadolescent age of Ramachandra. The pre-

Neelamadhab : The Mysterious Thorny Statue
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adolescent erotic grandeur of Krishna is the
incidental myth of divine sensation. In the days
of Ramayan, Lord Ramachandra protected the
sacrificial rituals of sixteen thousand hermits
killing a lot of demons. While moving in the
forests of Dandakaranya, all the saints fell in a
momentary trance with the glance of an azure
countenance of Ramachandra though they were
aware of Lord's incarnation on this mundane
world. That trance was the sensual gravitation
of worldly attachment. In the epic 'Chitta Vinod'
by Achyutananda, these saints are said to be
the small hairs from the body of Mahalaxmi
rooted out with 'Haladi Malukha' (dirts of
turmeric) and born as saints in Dandakaranya.
As being the physical part of Mahalaxmi they
all cherished to be with Ramachandra (Vishnu).
But they were born as males having no feminine
touch. Ramachandra could understand their
inner core and wished them to unite in the next
incarnation (Dwapara). This again indulged
them in mortal rejoicing instead of salvation.
The nectar-passion-merged ones entombed
themselves in the supreme divine body of
Kishore Kanhei, posing as beloved for the
Gopa-Braja-Brindaban pastime in Dwapara
era.

The time limit of Dwapara pastime was
too short. Towards the end, Srikrishna left for
His eternal abode with an arrow shot by
Jarasabar. In Srimad Bhagabatam (11 : 32) it
is described that the left foot of Srikrishna
looked like a deer's ear to Jara Sabar and with
a hunting purpose he hit the arrow. But he
discovered that He is four-handed Lord and
begged apology. By the time of departing from
the worldly body, Srikrishna went into fire-
meditation by which his mortal body was there;
but he went above. The lords showered flowers
on him and pleasant sounds of drums and other
rhythms were coming from the heaven when
he went up.

The Pandavas tried to cremate the body
of Srikrishna with sandal wood  for seven days,
but failed. Not even a single hair from the body
got burnt. The same is described in 'Daru
Brahma Gita' by Jagannath Das and 'Indra
Nilamani Purana' by Bamadev. The body was
already cremated by fire-meditation. Hence no
material on earth could destroy it. Ultimately
the Pandavas sailed the body in the sea.

The sea water also could not destroy the
body of Srikrishna. As it contained the supreme
soul, no element was capable to touch it (Gita
- 2 : 23). The corpse floated in the ocean for
eras together and came to the eastern coast in
course of  time where it was discovered by
Viswabasu (the Sabara king). He lifted the
corpse, the glittering azure hued Daru Brahma.
Drops of water falling from the smallest nail
corner of the left toe of the body pierced by
the arrow. Innocent and amazed Viswabasu
experienced unique divine ecstacy with
incessant water drops streaming from the rail
corner of the magnificent image. The sweet-
kissed non-flamable non-soakable Daru-
Brahma of Srikrishna developed sixteen
thousand thorns on it in a mystic process while
sailing in the ocean for a prolonged time. The
eternal water drops streaming from the left toe
is afterwards described in mythologies as
'Ganga from nail corner of Vishnu'. The Daru-
Brahma was preserved by Viswabasu in a cave
in the dense forest of Brahmadri-Padmadri. It
was a tiger's  cave and the tiger guarded the
cave. It only submitted to Viswabasu except
whom no one could enter the dense forest. On
the very spot, Brahma went into deep
meditation for a long time for Vishnu after
which it is known as Brahmadri. Adjacent to
this, the first lotus on earth was blossomed to
pacify the infuriated sun as described in the
55th chapter of Surya Purana, and sun-Lotus
love culminated into marriage. In Bhumi Sukta
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of Atharva Veda it is picturised that the lords
of heaven gifted the essence of lotus at marriage
moment which she is wearing and emitting
delicately in each morning to enchant the earth.
Hence the small hill adjacent to Brahmadri is
known as Padmadri (the Lotus Hill). The twin
hills are known as Brahmadri Padmadri in
Skanda Purana. The twin-hills are shaped in
form of a lotus in nature and the beauty is par
excellence. This is 'Padma
Kshetra'. There are five
kshetra in Utkal. Apart from
'Padma-Kshetra' others are
Sankha Kshetra (Puri),
Chakra - Kshetra
(Bhubaneswar), Goda -
Kshetra (Jajpur) and Arka-
Kshetra (Konark).

It is described in the
Sanskrit Volume 'Niladri
Mahodaya' that Vidyapati
from the kingdom of
Malaba (Madhya Pradesh -
Gujrat) came in search of
Lord Neelamadhab and
entered the forest of Savara
- Island crossing river
Mahanadi. King Viswabasu
offered him generous
hospitality. This location is surrounded by
rivers and known as Savara - Island Forest as
described in Mushali Parva of Mahabharat. It
is sung in Skanda Purana that Vidyapati spent
the night on his chariot reaching the bank of
river Mahanadi and crossed the river in the
dawn. It is mentioned in the Kapila - Samhita
that Lord Neelamadhab stands on the bank of
river Mahanadi, 56 miles west of Purusottam
Kshetra. A 'darshan' after holy bath in the river
Mahanadi on the eleventh day of bright fortnight
of month of Magha results in Nirvana. The soul
reaches Param Brahma and he does not come

back to this painful world. There are elaborate
descriptions of Lord Neelamadhab, (the Lord
of 'Padma Kshetra') in the epics of Parsuram
Samhita, Ramayan, Chitta Vinod, Skanda
Purana, Niladri Mahodaya, Mahabharat and
Kapila Samhita. In Chitta Vinod, Achyutananda
has described that King Indradyumna himself
tried a lot applying his full strength to remove
the statue of Lord Neelamadhab, but invain.

He ultimately heard the
heaven voice to go to the
sea-shore where he would
discover the Daru Brahma
(the Log) out of which the
trinity of Jagannath,
Balabhadra and Subhadra
have been carved. The
statue of Lord Neelamadhab
(the body of Srikrishna)
which was worshipped by
Savara king Viswabasu still
standing on the Brahmadri-
Padmadri, according to
Achyutananda.

The statue is thorny
and the sixteen thousands
are the mystical exposition
of love-blended honey
kisses of  the Gopi's who
have merged into the

'Vigraha - Vaikuntha' of Srikrishna who turned
to be four handed statue at his end. The
turmeric-wiped hairs from the body of
Mahalaxmi ultimately took birth as Gopi's in
Dwapara and again merged into the
supernatural being of Srikrishna (Vishnu) to be
entombed as 16 thousand thorns on the Daru
Brahma. The statue of Lord Neelamadhab is
exclusively exquisite and there is no single
statue anywhere which is thorny like this.

After revival of Brahmanism by
Sankaracharya a large number of Shiva and
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Vishnu temples were constructed in Orissa
since 9th century A.D. onwards. Eminent
historians and archaeologists opine that the
statue of Lord Neelamadhab belongs to 9th
century A.D. But none have penetrated the
reasons of thorns. It is void of justification to
assign the thorny statue of Lord Neelamadhab
to 9th century A.D., from the archaeological
aspect on the purview of discovery of Buddhist
sculptures of 5th, 6th and 7th century A.D. in
the smoothest form excavated from Lalitagiri
and Ratnagiri. The intact and beautiful
exposition of archaeological splendours of
Lingaraj Temple and Rajarani Temple of 10th
/ 11th century A.D. and Puri Temple and Konark
temples of 12th and 13th century A.D.
respectively even after considerable decay
through ages. For the thorny reasons of the
statue of Neelamadhab, no artist would have
carved it alike as there is no thorny description
of a Vishnu image. If it been so, a lot of or all
statues of Vishnu would have been carved
thorny. Here delinked from archaeology, this
exclusive image is mysterious.

In this age of modern science many may
not rely on this mystery. Srikrishna existed as
a human being. It is doubtful that a human body
can exist for three thousand five hundred years.
(It is the opinion of Dr. S.R. Rao, the chief of
the Dwaraka Marine Archaeology Research
Unit that the sub-merged city has gone under
sea since 3500 years back. Srikrishna also told
that Dwaraka would go under sea after his
Departure). The worldover know that the
Pumpei city was destroyed 2000 years back
by vulcanic  eruption from Vasuvius in Italy.
But strange, bodies of people have existed
intact as alive and their statues are wonders of
the modern world. Modern scientists have kept
mum to this miracle. Srikrishna was a grandeur
of miracles and his body has no answer. All
historian of the world are looking towards the
drowned city of Dwaraka, where the facts of

Mahabharat are twinkling. The modern science
is still like an innocent child before the 'Daru-
Image' of Srikrishna, the glazing symbol of
Sanatan theosophy.

Lot of mythological aspects have been
endowed with the twin hills of Brahmadri -
Padmadri. The main Sanctum Sanctorium
stands on the top centre of the hill surrounded
by various co-lords. Exactly adjacent to the
south, stands the temple of Siddheswar. The
Shiva linga of Lord Siddheswar moves south
and north according to the south-north
movement of sun as per seasons. It is visible
by any devotee. The image of Lord
Neelamadhab is the non-destroyable, non-
soakable, non-flamable azure body of
Srikrishna existing today on Brahmadevi, the
multiglorious heavenly abode on earth. The
Skanda Purana has appraised the image
measuring 81 fingers. The geographical
existence is described as 'Saka-Dwipa' in Sri
Vishnu Purana where Lords of heaven desire
to get birth after their jubilance in the heavens.
According to Surya Purana, the Sun God cast
a whirl of furore on this hill for which Lord
Siddheswar is moving south-north. The small
and open sun-temple in this complex represents
the sixteenth chapter of Yajurveda. Rudra is
worshipped as sun in this tmeple, represented
by a standing statue of Shiva. There is a lotus
on the top of this temple. This place of Brahma,
Vishnu and Maheswar is 'Baikuntha' on earth.
The incomparable beauty of sun-set hypnotizes
any viewer.

Nourishing the celestial thorny corpse in
its lap for millenia together since ancient times,
the holy place blessed with exquisite natural
panorama is presently known as Kantilo (The
Thorny).

Sudarshan Sahoo is presently working in the
Government of India Text Book Press, Bhubaneswar.
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The Origin of Lord Jagannath, the presiding
deity of the holy city of Puri, around whom

the religious life of Orissa has evolved from
hoary past has been shrouded in myths and
legends. Analysing the legendary association
of Jagannath with a class of aborigines, called
Sabaras, the peculiar nature of the wooden icon
of the deity and his associates, Balabhadra and
Subhadra, and association of a class of non-
Brahmin priests, called Daita, who are
presumed to be of tribal origin with the worship
of the deity, some scholars hold that Jagannath
was originally a tribal deity. Anncharlott
Eschmann holds that the Navakalevar  ritual,
i.e. the ceremony of periodical renewal of the
deity, is a tribal custom. Such practices of
renewal of wooden deity are to be found among
the primitive tribes like Saoras and Khonds.

If Lord Jagannath was tribal in origin, at
what stage and how was he metamorphosed
into a Hinduised deity ? The legends regarding
the origin of Jagannath, which have been
recorded in various sources such as
Mahabharat of Sarala Das, Deula Tola of
Nilambar Das, Skanda Purana, Brahma
Purana, Narada Purana, Padma Purana,
Kapila Samhita etc. suggest the tribal as well
as Brahmanical links of the deity in the initial
stage. According to Sarala Das's Mahabharat,
the dead body of Lord Krishna, transformed

into wooden form, landed at the Puri sea shore;
Jara Sabara, an aborigine, picked it up and
worshipped it; subsequently, Indradyumna, the
king of Somavamsa, got three wooden images
made out of the log and built a temple for the
deities. According to Deula Tola,
Indradyumna, the king of Malava, got piece of
sacred wood, which was the metamorphosed
shape of god Nilamadhava from the Sabara
chief, named Visvavasu, and out of the wood
he carved three images. Both the stories suggest
the Vaishnavite origin of Jagannath. But
Indradyumna, the hero of these legends remains
a legendary figure, and his historicity cannot
be established on any safe ground. Some have
identified him with the Indradyumna of original
Mahabharat and considered him to be quite
an ancient figure of pre-Christian era. If we
accept the version of Sarala Dasa's
Mahabharat, we may feel inclined to identify
him with Indraratha, the Somavamsi king of
tenth century A.D. But indentification of
Indradyumna with Indraratha is at variance with
the long-accepted tradition, that Yayati-I, the
remote predecessor of Indraratha, built the
Jagannath temple at Puri.

Some scholars trace a Buddhist origin
of the trinity of the Jagannath temple. It is said
that the tooth relic of Lord Buddha is preserved
in the image of Jagannath, that the three deities

Evolution of Jagannath Cult
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- Jagannath, Subhadra and Balabhadra -
represent Buddha, Dharma and Sangha
respectively, that the Snana Yatra (bathing
festival) and Ratha yatra  (car festival) of the
Jagannath temple are of Buddhist origin and
that the sharing of Kaivalya (sacred food) on
equal footing by all castes is due to the
Buddhist impact. There are some literary
evidence of co-relation between Lord
Jagannath and  Buddhism. According to some
scholars, Jagannath is a common epithet of
Buddha. In Tibet, one of the names of Buddha
is Jagannath. Jayadeva, the twelfth century
Vaishnava poet who, according to some
scholars, identified Jagannath with Krishna or
Vishnu also accepted Buddha as the ninth
incarnation of Krishna or Vishnu. Sarala Das,
the fifteenth century poet, in his Mahabharat
regarded Jagannath as an embodiment of
Buddha. He wrote, "To deliver mankind,
Jagannath has manifested himself in the form
of Buddha." Daru Brahma Gita  of Jagannath
Das says, "To assume the form of Buddha the
Lord gave up his hands and legs." Some Oriya
Vaishnavas regarded Chaitanya as the partial
manifestation of Buddha. In the Chaitanya
Bhagavata  of Isvar Dasa, Shri Chaitanya is
reported to have said, "I am Chaitanya in the
form of Buddha." Evidently there was a
synthesis between Buddhism and Vaishnavism
at some stage, and Jagannath cult bears the
imprint of that synthesis.

Even if we accept the hypothesis that
Jagannath was originally a tribal deity or
Buddhist deity or both, we can not rule out the
possibility of his metamorphosis into Vishnu
or  Krushna at quite an early stage. Eschmann
holds that in his earliest form as an image of
Vishnu, Jagannath was known as Nrusimha the
Lion incarnation of Vishnu. Her contention is
based on the fact that the Navakalevar ritual

considers the Jagannath figure to be Narasimha.
She says, "Narasimha is that iconological
aspect of Jagannath, which recedes in the later
theology; it can be easily associated with tribal
cults, and was probably instrumental for the
development of the Jagannath iconography."

It is accepted by most of the scholars
that in the earliest phase Jagannath was known
as Purushottama. "Vishnudharma", an
unpublished Sanskrit manuscript of 3rd century
A.D., says that Krishna was known as
Purushottama in the Odra country. Vaman
Puran, a work of seventh century A.D., refers
to the Purushottama deity at Puri.
Anargharaghava natakam of Murari Misra,
which, according to some scholars, is a work
of the middle or later part of ninth century A.D.
describes Purushottama deity of Puri with his
female consort, Kamala, on lap. The Sarada
Devi temple inscription of Maihar (in the Satna
district of Madhya Pradesh), which is assigned
to the middle of the tenth century A.D., also
refers to the Purushottama deity of Odra-
country, located on the sea-shore. The literary
and epigraphic sources affirm the reputation
of the Purushottama deity of Puri in the tenth
century A.D. Such was the importance of the
deity of Puri, when the Somavamsi rule was
established in the coastal belt in the tenth century
A.D., that Yayati-I (922 A.D.-955 A.D.) had
to construct a temple for the deity. Some
scholars are of the opinion that some sculptural
remains of the Somavamsi period are still to
be found in the premises of the Jagannath
temple. As the Somavamsis were primarily
Saivites, the shrine of Purushottama appears
to have been neglected during the Somavamsi
period.

Though by the tenth century A.D., the
presiding deity of Puri was known as
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Purushottama, which is one of thousand
epithets of Vishnu, yet during the Bhauma
period, the deity appears to have been
profoundly influenced by Saivism, Shaktism,
Tantricism and Buddhism which were
simultaneously prevalent. Scholars are of the
opinion that the image of Jagannath has striking
similarity with that of Ekapada Bhairava
(Bhairava with one foot, which is a
manifestation of Siva, whose worship was
prevalent during the Bhauma period). Some
Tantrik texts refer to Puri as a seat of Shaktism,
Vimala as the Shakti and Jagannath as his
Bhairava. The prevalence of Saivism at Puri
is proved by the existence of such Saiva shrines
as Markandeyesvara, Patalesvara and
Lokanath. The prevalence of Shaktism at Puri
is borne out by the worship of Vimala inside
the temple, and the existence of Saptamatruka
image. The 'Utkal Khanda' of Skanda Purana
describes Subhadra as the Shakti of Jagannath.

The name 'Purushottama', though an
epithet of Vishnu, has Tantrik significance
according to some scholars. It represents the
erotic aspect of Vishnu. Purushottama is to be
found with Lakshmi, the female erotic partner.
In the Anargharaghava natakam, Murari
Mishra describes Purushottama with Lakshmi
on his lap. Jayadeva, in his Gitagovinda, dealt
with erotic sports of Krishna with Radha, and
identified Radha with Kamala or Lakshmi, the
consort of Narayana. Jayadeva also regarded
Jagannath as Krishna. Subhadra was treated
as Lakshmi during the Ganga period, and
afterwards. The Purushottama Mahatmya of
Skanda Purana (a work of 13th century A.D.)
and of Vishnurahasya (a work of 16th century
A.D.) referred to the female wooden image
between Jagannath and Balabhadra as
Lakshmi.

The propagation of Vaishnavism by
Ramanuja early in the twelfth century A.D.
resulted in the reinforcement of the
Vaishnavism of Orissa which had grown around
Purushottama - Jagannath, the incarnation of
Vishnu. Such was the predominance of the cult
of Purushottama-Jagannath that
Chodagangadeva, the founder of Ganga empire
in Utkal, had to erect a temple for him and
another for his consort, Lakshmi, even though
in his private life Chodagangadeva remined a
devotee of Siva. The Ganga period saw the
recognition of Jagannath as the patron deity of
the royal family. A powerful Ganga Monarch
like Anangabhima-III, called his empire the
Purushottam Samrajya (the empire of
Purushottama) and himself the Rauta  or
representative of Purushottama. The same
importance of Purushottama-Jagannath
continued in the Suryavamsi period.
Kapilendradeva, the founder of Suryavamsi
empire, invoked the name of Jagannath in the
day-to-day administration of the state. He
prayed to the deity for permission to punish
some recalcitrant or rebellious officers of the
State. Kapilendradeva constructed the outer
wall of the Jagannath temple in his fifteenth
regnal year. Purushottamadeva, the son and
successor of Kapilendra, was greatly devoted
to Jagannath for singing whose glory he wrote
Abhinava Gitagovindam.  According to the
tradition, recorded in the Madalapanji, Lord
Jagannath helped Purushottama, to conquer
Kanchi and marry Padmavati, the daughter of
the Kanchi ruler. During the reign of
Prataparudra, Shrichaitanya came to Orissa in
1509 A.D. Shrichaitanya completed the
process of identification of Jagannath with
Krishna which had been begun by Jayadeva.

During Ganga and Suryavamsi periods
kingship and cult of Jagannath got interwoven.
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Calling themselves the Rauta of Lord Jagannath
the kings justified their action in the name of
Lord Jagannath. In the words of H. Kulke
"kingship became part of the cult and the cult
became part of the Orissan kingship and its
main source of legitimation."

Jagannath cult exercises deep influence
over the socio-religious-political life of Orissa.
During the Ganga and Surya rules, Jagannath,
so to say, became the State deity. Jagannath
cult is an amalgam of diverse religious cults
like tribal religion, Brahmanical religion,
Buddhism, Saivism, Shaktism, Tantricism and
Vaishnavism. Puri has been visited from ancient
times by founders of different religious cults,
who left their legacy through the monasteries.
It has become one of the four important places
of pilgrimage for the devout Hindus not only
of Orissa but also of all parts of India. Largest
crowds of devotees are to be noticed in Puri
at the time of the car festival of Lord Jagannath.
It is the belief of Hindus that on seeing Lord
Jagannath, the manifestation of supreme being,
in his chariot one never falls into the mire of
the cycle of rebirth.
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Time and tide waits for none. The Universe
is being influenced and controlled by the

time in every moment. Our greatest problem is
survival in present time. As per our mentality,
behaviour, environment, present situation of our
surroundings etc., always we are facing
difficulties. We have to adjust to our
environment leaving our ego, desire, unlimited
wants, violence by modification of behaviour,
love of nature and
control our mind from
the senses. We are
passing through very
difficult times. In every
moment our mind is
running after wealth,
desire and inventions
of modern science. It is a strange new world
we are confronted with Science is too much
with us. Scientific attitude instead of
enlightening us, has created larger confusions
for us. There is erosion of values. There is
erosion of our confidence also. We worry about
the future as we have never worried before.
We see the brooding threat of nuclear warfare.
Planetary disasters constantly threat us. We are
condemned to live in a modern hell. We are
doomed to destruction and we are leading to
frustrated life. We are in difficulties as a
species. Violence, cruelty, hatred,

permissiveness and promisuity have degraded
us to the level of beasts. Now we are in
confusion whether we are men or beasts. Stink,
traffic, pollution, over crowded streets and
haphazard encroachments reduce our cities to
veritable hells. Poverty, starvation,
exploitation are intimately known to our rural
areas. Our water, air, sound and every part of
our atmosphere are already polluted. Sanctity

and gaiety are no more
present in our modern
society. Our traditions,
festivals, rituals etc.
are lack of cheer and
goodwill. These
problems can be
solved only getting the

blessings of Lord Jagannath. Lord Sri
Jagannath who is being worshipped at the holi
city of Puri in Orissa State with exquisite love
veneration by the entire Hindu Community from
time immemorial irrespective of caste, creed,
colour, religion, section and association. He
is the Lord of the Universe. Lord Sri Jagannath
is mixed with the Tantra is the Vedic ethics.
The tradition of Tantra is available in the rituals
in the temple of Lord Jagannath. The image of
Lord signifies both Purush (Male) and Prakruti
(female). Sri Jagannath, Sri Balabhadra and
Goddess Subhadra are imagined by trantriks

The Time Saviour : Lord Jagannath

Ramakanta Kar
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as Dakshinakali, Tara and Bhubaneswari and
by Baishnabas as Bishnu or Krishna, Shiva and
Brahma  respectively. Besides, when Shiva
(Purusha) - Shakti (Prakruti) worship became
popularised in the Society between 9th and 11th
Century A.D. Sri Jagannath was also known to
be worshipped as such, His lower part
resembling Shiva Linga and the upper part as
omnipotent Goddess Durga. So Sri Jagannath
is imagined as Dakshinakali, the deity of
destruction. In the 15th century Adikavi (the
first poet) Sarala Das has mentioned in this
own written "Mahabharat", that the image of
Sri Jagannath, Sri Balabhadra and Subhadra
were built out of the unburnt and imperishable
body turned Daru (wood) of Sri Krishna by
Sri Vishnu himself in the guise of an old
carpenter under orders of the mythological
King "Indradyumna" and his wife "Gundicha".
So Lord Jagannath is called as "Darubrahma"
or "Parambrahma". His two lid-less, big round
and white lotus-like eyes indicate that He is
omniscient of all that happens in the world and
that nothing is hidden from his eyes. He has no
ears but can hear all the hymns or prayer of his
devotees. He has no eye lid but he can see every
portion of the universe and his mouth is closed
but He is eating 56 Pautis of Prasad daily. This
is the speciality of Lord Jagannath. If we pay
our eyes towards the lotus face of Lord
Jagannath and towards the Yogic Principles of
Yogi Maharshi Patanjali specially his eight
steps of Yoga, we can achieve our goal of life.
Obeying the customs of eight yogic steps, we
can get pleasure from the creation of Lord

Jagannath and the devotion of our heart will
run after the culture of Lord Jagannath. So Lord
Jagannath has for centuries been the most
popular God of Orissa and even now He
remains a vital element in the religious life of
the Indian people. Puri, the holy city of Lord is
one of the four major Dhamas (Centre of
Pilgrimage) for the Hindus and it is to this city
and to this famous temple of Sri Jagannath that
numberless devotees have come from every
part of India. Lord Jagannath Temple for only
the Hindus, but Lord Himself is not for only
the Hindus, but for all religions, castes, creeds
and colours. Patitapaban, exact figure of Lord
Jagannath placed in Gumuta (near Lions Gate)
for giving His darshan to all sections of the
devotees of the Universe. His car festival also
opened for all to unite the hearts of the devotees
with the Lord. He is a symbol of integration in
a fast disintegrating world. We modern Arjunas
should make Arjuna of the Bhagabat Geeta our
model so as to get the blessings of Lord
Jagannath. This is the proper time of Car
Festival of Lord, when we pray Him and He
will dispel our trauma, repair our fractured ego
and rebuild our confidence. He is only the time
saviour and He is well aware of the calm
relentlessness and the large confusions of
humanity.

Yogavidyavachaspati Pandit Ramakanta Kar is the
Principal of YPRK College of Yogic Education and
Hospital, Yoga Niketan, Gudia Sahi, Puri-1.
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The Padma Vesha is done on any Saturday
or Wednesday between the new moon day

of Magha and Basanta Panchami. Prior to the
month of Magha, we have the winter season
when the lotus disappears from the tanks
and reservoirs. But from the
month of Magha onwards,
these flowers reappear.
The lotus signifies
'health and wealth' at
the same time. The
lotus blossoms when
the sun rises in the
morning and it is
mythologically held
that Laxmi (the
Goddess of Wealth),
moves on fully-
blossomed lotus. In the
fitness of things, Lord Jagannath
is dressed with the "Vesha of Lotus",
for the lotus is the National Flower of
India. This also indicates that gifts of
Nature like the lotus must be duly honoured.
The dress materials made of lotus, 'sola' lace
and paper are supplied by Badachhata Matha.
Pudding (Khiri) is offered to the deities when
they are in this Vesha.

The historical legend behind this Padma
Vesha is also quite enchanting. The younger

brother of last Ganga King was Mitrabhanu
Dev. Mahatma Monohar Das was his revered
priest. He was very famous as the devotee of
Lord Jagannath throughout the State of Orissa.

He was coming to Shrikhetra Puri to
see Lord Jagannath after making

meditation in Mahindra Hill
for a long period.

On the way, he came
accross a big pond full
of lotus flower.
Mahatma Das was quite
moved with the lotus
ponds and stopped on
the way. He thought
religiously that such

beautiful fresh lotus
flowers are rightly fit for

Lord Jagannath's adoration.
He plucked lotus to his hearts

content. He went to Lord
Jagannath Temple carrying the flower
throughout the day. He handed over the lotus
flower to a servitor (Sevak) with immense
interest. The lotus flower carried by him was
meant for the adoration of the deities. But to
his disappointment the lotus flower by that time
had been turned black due to delay on the way
for two days. The servitor (sevak) of Lord

Padma Vesha of Lord Jagannath

Pitambara Pradhani
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Jagannath refused to decorate the Lord
Jagannath with such flowers.

Mahatma Das was quite moved and
anxious after hearing such words. All his hopes
were turned into despair instantly. He waited
near the Lion's gate of the temple after covering
the dried flowers with a cloth. Three days were
passed by this time, still then Mahatma Das
did not touch water. He promised in his mind
that if Lord Jagannath did not accept his
flowers, he will sacrifice his life before him
for this purpose.

At this critical juncture, the mercy eyes
of Supreme Lord fell upon the dried flowers,
as such the dried flowers were turned to fresh
lotus flowers. Its beautiful fragrance was
spread in the inner compound of the temple.
The joy of Mahatma Das knew no bounds when
he removed the flowers from his cloths. He
was extremely moved due to the mercy of Lord
Jagannath by way of removing him from this
critical juncture.

The servitor (sevak) of the Lord
Jagannath Temple knew about the dried
flowers previously. Everybody was astonished
to see the wonderful change in their own eyes.
Everybody now rightly understood that
Mahatma Das was really a stunch devotee of
Lord Jagannath. The deula karana (temple
Accountant) was ordered to decorate the

flowers as the rejected flowers again became
reusable due to to the grandeur of the Lord. On
this night at the time of Badasinghar Vesha,
Lord Jagannath accepted the devotional offering
of Mahatma Das.

Lord Jagannath after the lotus flowers
adoration became heavenly beautiful on the
eyes of the devotees. In the memory of the
sacred way, Lord Jagannath is adorned with a
beautiful lotus flowers in every year in the
month of  Magha before Basanta Panchami,
wednesday or saturday.

At present the Badachhata Matha which
is very adjacent to Lions gate takes the pride
for arranging the pudding (khir) and Amalu
(Malpua) which is served to the deities  as the
tasty offering, after the Vesha is over. All the
devotees of Lord Jagannath in and outside the
temple enjoy such tasty offering and becomes
very much happy for the Vesha and the Bhoga
of the Jagannath temple made on the auspicious
day. The Puspalaka servitor (Singhari sevak)
takes the credit of  such a beautiful adoration
and get self-satisfaction for the purpose.

Pitambar Pradhani is presently working as D.E.-cum-
J.S. to Government, Finance Department, Orissa
Secretariat, Bhubaneswar.
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much gratifying. 'Ja' represents Jagannath, 'Ga'
Balabhadra, 'Nna' Subhadra 'tha' Sudarsan as
per Sanskrit scriptures. So Jagannath means the
union of all deities on Ratna Simhasana of
Srimandira.

It seems that the Jagannath trinity was
deeply influenced by the Bhagavat trinity. The
names and positions of divinities of the
Jagannath-triad bear striking similarity with the
Bhagavata triad representing Balabhadra,
Ekanamasa (Subhadra) and Krishna. Jagannath
Das has held Lord Jagannath to be the creator
of the ten incarnations (Avatara) of the Vishnu.
In his words.

"Hoilu Dasa Avatara
Nasilu Abaniru Bhara."

In the Hindu temples we find that
Brahmins play a dominant role in matters of
rituals and worship but in the daily rituals and
various festivals of Lord Jagannath persons
from high and low castes participate in equal
footing. No distinction or discrimination is
imposed on the hiarchy of services in the
Jagannath temple. Priests of Jagannath belong
to both Brahmin and Sudra castes. The Sudra
priests (Daitas) have the equal status with their
Brahmin counterparts (the patis) and play their
parts in all kinds of rituals without any caste
barriers.

Many scholars have attempted to make
comparison between Lord Jagannath and

"Jagata Sarase Bharata Kamala
Ta Madhye Keshara Punya Nilachala"

(India is a lotus in the pond of the world and
Nilachala is the stalk of that Lotus)

This Nilachala is the dwelling place of
Lord Jagannath, the Lord of the Universe. Out
of the four famous holy lands (Dhama) of India,
the other three are meant for particular sects.
Badrika Dhama is famous for the worship of
the devotees of Vishnu. Dwarika Dhama is
meant for the devotees of Krishna, Rameswar
is a place where the devotees of Siva offer
their worship. But Nilachala Dhama or Puri
is the swelling place of all sects and where
Jagannath  symbolises all in one and a symbol
of unity in diversity.

The cult of Jagannath is meant for
universal brotherhood, love, tolerance, equality
and fraternity. It is not a sectarian religion, but
a cosmopolitan and eclectic philosophy.
Through ages, it has embraced all types of
spiritual thoughts and has given solace to all
devotees hailing from so called untouchable
low castes, Mahamedanism, Jainism, Sikhism
and even Christianity. Saints and philosophers
of different schools and faiths have come to
this holy place since ages and all of them had
a feeling of fullness and they invariably found
in Jagannath, their respective personal gods.

The nomenclature of the Lord and the
four-fold deities of Lord Jagannath are very

Shri Jagannath,
the Lord of the Universe

Balabhadra Ghadai
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Goutama Buddha. Some are of opinion that the
'Brahma' which is supposed to be inside the
wooden body of Lord Jagannath is nothing but
the mortal remaining of the Buddha namely his
teeth. Again, the annual car festival of Lord
Jagannath is equated with the car festivals held
during the high point of Buddhist tradition in
India and abroad. Dr. H.K. Mahtab and others
are of opinion that the three images in Puri
Temple are of Buddhist origin and represent
Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. Jagannath stands
for Buddha, Subhadra stands for Dharma and
Balabhadra stands for Sangha. Mr. J.
Stevenson in his essay 'On the Intermixture of
Buddhism with Brahmanism' and 'In the
Religion of Hinduism of the Dekkan' has
pointed out that the car festival of Lord
Jagannath has been adopted from the Buddhist
car festival. Moreover, Goutama Buddha, the
founder of Buddhism is accepted as one of the
incarnations (Avataras) of Lord Vishnu.

Some historians opine that during the 7th
century B.C. after the arrival of Mahavir
Parsvanath in Orissa on the invitation of
Karakand, the then king of Kalinga, conversion
of the word Jagat (Saura word meaning the
lord of the universe) to Jagannath appears more
probable as the words or names ending 'Nath'
that was more prevalent with the Jains, such
as Rishabhanath, Parsvanath etc. and to
establish the Jain superiority they must have
coined the word 'Jagannath'. Moreover, the
famous historian Kedarnath Mahapatra suggests
that Balabhadra, Subhadra and Jagannath have
taken their inception from Triratna of Jainism
(1) Samyak Jnana (2) Samyak Charitra
(3) Samya Darshan.

Jagannath culture has also influenced
many Muslims. Salabeg, the immortal Saint -
Poet of Orissa, had muslim origin. His bhajans
are now among the most popular prayers
offered to Lord Jagannath.

Christianity and the worship of Lord
Jagannath are now closer to each other after
recent historical discoveries and interpretation
of the Bible by the saints like Sadhu Sundar
Das of Kujibar. It is admitted by some scholars
that Christianity has contributed a lot to the
growth of the cult of Jagannath.

Kabir, the famous exponent of Bhakti
movement also visited Puri and established
Kabir Matha there. Two great saints
Sankaracharya and Ramanuja also visited Puri
and established Sankaracharya Matha and
Emar Matha respectively which developed as
great centres of learning and culture.
Moreover, philosophers like Ballavacharya,
Sri Chaitanya, Guru Nanak and Raidas visited
Puri.

It is interesting to note that the three
colours of the deities represent the major races
of the world. Jagannath represents the black
people of India and Africa, Balabhadra
represents the white people of England and
America and Subhadra represents the Yellow
people of Mongolia and China.

Thus, all the cultures are combined in
the trinity and all the cultures of the world are
assimilated in Jagannath cult. It will not be an
exaggeration to quote the words of famous
historian William Hunter. "The worship of
Jagannath aims at a catholicism which
embraces every form of Indian belief and every
Indian conception of the deity." One can find
that the various castes, creeds, customs,
traditions, communities and sects have been
assimilated in Jagannath Dharma. Jagannath
stands as the symbol of equality, fraternity and
the progress of the entire human civilisation.

Balabhadra Ghadai is the Principal of M.K. College,
Khiching in the Mayurbhanj district.
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The extant epigraphic records as well as
numismatic evidences belonging to the

period from the 5th to the 14th century A.D.
testify to the wide prevalence of the
Brahminical religion in the upper Mahanadi
valley. Most of the kings of this region were
devout worshippers of Siva but epigraphic
records reveal that they were catholic in
their approach towards all religions and
tolerant to the believers of other religious
faiths. Some of the rulers were staunch
Vaisnavites.

Vaisnavism prophecised by
the rulers as well as the common
people can be studied from the
copper-plate charters issued by kings of
various dynasties ruling the upper
Mahanadi valley of Orissa and stone
inscriptions as well as numismatic study
of the coins circulated by those royal
houses.

The earliest inscription recording
the Vaisnava religious affiliation of a
king is the Podagad Stone Inscription
of the Nala king Skandavarman
(Reigning  Period : Circa 480-515
A.D.) who was ruling from his capital Puskari,
identified with Podagad in the Umerkot tahasil
of the present Nawarangpur district of Orissa.

Both Bhavadattavarman and his son
Arthapati were devout Saivite but Arthapati's

younger brother and successor Skandavarman
was a worshipper of Hari. He is known from
his Podagad Stone Inscription1 to have

enshrined the foot-print of Vishnu with the
hope of obtaining religious merit for his
father, mother and other ancestors, as well
as for himself. He also founded an
Agrahara for carrying on the worship
of Vishnu and endowed a Satra attached

to the temple for feeding the
Brahmanas, the ascetics, the poor
and the destitute. The inscription has
thirteen verses, most of which are
composed in the Anusthup
Chhanda.

The inscription starts with (Verse-1)
Victory. The praise of (His) qualities (in)
such (words) as "Hari was victorious,
is victorious (and) will be victorious",
is not that (i.e. appropriate). For, verily,
the Divine (Hari) is himself the
conquest, the object to be conquered and
the conqueror."

This statement is comparable with
the description of Vishnu as "Vijayo
Jeta" given in Verse-16 of the

Vishnusahasranama.

In Vrs.2 to 5 it has been mentioned that
the foot-print (Padamula) was made by the
illustrious king Skandavarman, the noble son
of king Bhavadatta.

Vaisnavism in Upper Mahanadi Valley

Sasanka Sekhar Panda

Viranchi Narayana,
Salebhata, Circa 9th

century A.D.
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In Vrs.5 and 6 -
"And for his worship
in this (temple), with
(liberation of) water
and with abundant
dakshina .... a
holding (pura) for
the Supreme Being
(Purusha) to last as
long as ........ the Sun
and the stars. The
proceeds have to be
used entirely for the

(free) feeding in a Satra of Brahmanas,
especially of ascetics, of the poor and of the
destitute .....

King Tustikara of the Parvatadvaraka
dynasty was ruling from Tarabhramaraka,
identified with village Talbhainra on the bank
of river Tel in Kalahandi district. A copper-
plate grant discovered at Teresingha village
in 1947 was deciphered by the learned
epigraphist late Pandit Satyanarayan Rajaguru,
from which it is known that the doner king
Tustikara was a devout worshipper at the feet
of the goddess Stambhesvari, but we also get
the mention of names of gods like Aditya (Sun)
and Sulapani (Siva) in this Charter, and
religious rituals like the Agnistomas and Yajna,
observed during the time of granting of land
by the king.2

The Parvatadvarakas were ousted from
their capital Parvatadvara (most probably
Maraguda in Nawapara district) by the
Sarabhapuriyas or kings of the Amararyakula
sometime in the first half of the 6th century
A.D. As recorded in their copper plate
charters, the Sarabhapuriyas were Parama
Bhagavatas. They patronised Bhagavata Cult
of Vaisnavism in a strong way. The royal seal

attached to the copper-plates of the
Sarabhapuriyas bears the figure of  two-handed
goddess Laksmi standing in the Samabhanga
posture, being flanked by two elephants pouring
water in their raised trunks on her head. The
left hand of the goddess of wealth is in
Katyavalambita, while the right hand is raised-
up.

The repousse gold coins issued by them
bear the emblems of a front-faced Garuda bird
flanked by a Sankha and a Chakra.

Two copper-plate grants, one of king
Mahajayaraja and the other of Mahasudevaraja
of the Amararyakula have been discovered so
far in western Orissa, both in the Nawapara
district of Orissa. In both the charters, Purana
Dharma Slokas from Vyasa's Bhagavat Gita
have been quoted to make the subjects aware
of the Dharma.3 & 4

Towards the beginning of the seventh
century A.D. a dynasty called Panduvamsa
emerged in the scene. The founder of this
dynasty was Mahasiva Tivara, who was the
son of  one Nanna. Nanna was a very high
official in the  service of the Sarabhapuriya
k i n g
Mahasudevaraja II.
Mahasiva Tivara
was a devout
worshipper of Visnu
and the royal seal
attached to his
copper-plate charter
bear the emblems of
a Garuda, a
Chakra, a Sankha
and a flower device.
Panduvamsi kings
like Mahasiva
Tivara, his son

Laksmi Narayana,
Narsinghanath, Circa 12th

century A.D.

Laksmi Narayana,
Belkhandi, Circa 8th

century A.D.
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Nanna II and grandson of his younger brother
(Harsagupta) were all Parama Vaisnava. A
long stone inscription, now known as the
Laksmana Temple Stone Inscription, having
twentysix verses in the 6th-7th century Nagari
characters was discovered by Mr. Henry
Cousens in 1904 while clearing debris of the
Mandapa of Laksmana temple at Sirpur.5 This
inscription starts with salutation to Lord
Purusottama Nrsimha. (Om Namah
Purusottamaya).

Towards the first half of the 9th century
A.D., the Panduvamsis left their capital Sripura
and moved further
east towards
Suvarnapura to
carve out a
kingdom for
themself  in the
upper Mahanadi
valley of Orissa, in
which venture they
succeeded. The new
dynasty came to be
known as the
Somavamsa instead
of Panduvamsa.

All the kings of this dynasty were
Parama Mahesvara, but the royal seals
attached to their copper-plate grants bear the
Vaisnavite emblem of seated  Gajalaksmi.
From the Vakratentuli grant6 of the founder king
of Somavamsi rule, Mahabhavagupta
Janmejaya, it is known that  the names of gods
like Aditya (Sun), Varuna (Water God), Visnu,
Brahma, Soma (Moon) and Hutasana or Agni
(Fire) are still quoted in the Purana section of
this one and all his land grants. This tradition
was followed by his son Yayati-I and grandson
Bhimaratha also.

From the Sonepur Plates of the 17th
Regnal Year of Janmejaya-I, issued from

Arama, it is known that the Kamalavana
Vanikasthana (a merchant association) bought
Gettaikela village from the king and donated
the same for charity, oblation and offerings as
well as for repairing wear and tear in the
temples of Kesava and Aditya, situated at
Suvarnapura.7

Three sets of copper-plate grants of the
Somavamsi king Mahabhavagupta Janmejaya
were discovered at Gopalpur village in the
Loisingha police station area of Balangir
district in around 1990. Those are collected
and preserved in the Orissa State Museum

now.8 In Verse-4 of
the grant issued in
the 1st Regnal Year
of the king, his father
Svabhavatunga has
been compared
with god Visnu
(Hari) in the form of
a boar (Varaha
i n c a r n a t i o n )
supporting the earth
on his arms. In
Verse-6, we find the

mention of the birth of his illustrious son
Janmejaya who assumed the viruda  Sriyovasa
(Abode of Fortune). He is also compared to a
wish-fulfilling tree (Kalpataru).

In the 2nd Gopalpur Grant issued in the
10th Regnal Year of the king, it has been
recorded that the said grant was declared by
Bhatta Sadharana for donation of three-eighth
part of the donated village Jollamura to meet
the cost of the offerings of Bali, Charu and
Naivedya as well as services and repairs of
the temple and for worship of Jalasayana form
of Narayana Bhattaraka, constructed by him
at Suvarnapura. This is the only land-grant of
the Somavamsi period, which closes with the

Sesasayi Visnu from Ranipur Jharial, now in  Collector's Res.
Office, Balangir, Circa 9th century A.D.
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Vaisnava sectarian formula, Namo Bhagavate
Vasudevaya.

Bhatta Sadharana was a high official
under king Janmejaya, who has been mentioned
as the sole abode of Dharma, and "was
foremost among the intelligent people and
having risen to the office of Amatya (minister)
protected and maintained his subjects even as
the divine preceptor Brhaspati had done for
Sakra (Indra) and Vasistha had done for
Dasaratha (Vrs. 8-9 of 1st Gopalpur Grant).

The Patna Museum Plates9 of
Mahabhavagupta Yayati-I, issued in his 8th
Regnal Year speaks in Line-43 of
Svabhavatunga, the
most powerful
Somavamsi king's
victory over the
Chaidya (Chedi)
and again in Lines
48-50 about his
(Svabhavatunga's)son
born like Visnu who
killed the epic
Chaidya or Sisupala
in the Rajasuya
Yajnya performed
by Yudhisthira. The
Chedis mentioned in
this copper-plate grant are the Kalachuris
(Chedis) of Jabalpur region (Dahala Mandala)
with whom the Somavamsis were at war
constantly, due to the fact that the growing
power of the Kalachuris forced their ancestors
to leave their capital Sripura and moved
towards the upper Mahanadi valley in Orissa
(the present western part of Orissa state.)

In the Brahmesvara Temple Inscription
of Kolavati,10 the mother of king Udyotakesari,
it has been mentioned in Verse-1 and 2, 'Let

the full-moon which was born with Sri from
the midst of the ocean called Ksirodadhi
(Ocean of Milk) when it was churned with the
Mandara Mountain, encircled by the king of
serpents, serving the purpose of the churning
rope and pulled by Brahma, Upendra (Visnu),
Mahesvara, Indra and Bali, spread over the
three regions with the light as sweet as nectar.
In his (moon's) family was born Raja Janmejaya
....... whose bright fame was incomparable
among kings.' It has been further mentioned in
Verse-11 of this stone inscription that 'His
(Udyotakesari's) mother, Kolavati by name,
was the daughter of the Solar race and the chief
queen of the Lunar race (of Yayati-II) and was

like Durga and
Laksmi in beauty and
action.

In Lines 22-23
of the Narasinghapur
Plates11 of
Mahabhavagupta
Udyotakesari, issued
in his 4th Regnal year
from the capital city
Yayatinagara, king
Yayati-II (the
predecessor of
Udyotakesari) has
been mentioned as

Vidyanidhih Pratinidhi-rmadhusudanasya. In
the Ratnagiri Plates12 of Mahasivagupta
Karnadeva also Yayati-II has been mentioned
as the 'Representative of Madhusudana Visnu'
in the Line-18. In his Jatesingha - Dungri
Plates,13 issued from Pattana Suvarnapura,
Mahasivagupta Yayati-II Chandihara has been
mentioned as a king, whose character
resembles such renowned kings as Nala,
Naghusa, Mandhata, Dilipa, Bharata and
Bhagiratha.

Stone Panel depicting the Holy Trinity : Siva Linga, Jagannath
and Mahisamardini Durga
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The Rastrakuta feudetories
(Mahamandalika, Ranaka) like
Mahamandalika Mugdhagondaladeva14 (of the
reigning period of Somavamsi king Janmejaya-
I), and Ranaka Parachakrasalya15 were
Parama Mahesvara like  their overlords, but
the royal seals attached to
their copper-plate grants
bear the conventional
Vaisnavite symbol of
Garuda with a snake which
was also the dynastic
emblem of the Rastrakutas
of the Deccan. In the royal
seal of
Mugdhagondaladeva, the
emblem of Garuda with
outstretched wings and
beak-nose have been carved
in low relief. It is in the
running posture with its left
hand extended to the front
as if to catch the snake
which is also depicted
below. But in the seal of
Ranaka Parachakrasalya,
the upper part of Garuda is
shown with folded hands in
obeisance and a crown on
the head as well as two
outstretched wings on the
back. Ranaka Devapya of
the time of the Somavamsi
king Janmejaya16 and Ranaka Jayarnnama of
the time of the Somavamsi king Karnadeva17

were Parama Vaisnava (great devotees of
Visnu) and simultaneously were worshippers
of goddess Stambhesvari.

The Bhanjas of Khinjalimandala were
driven out by the Somavamsi king
Mahabhavagupta Janmejaya who finally

established the Somavamsi rule at Suvarnapura
sometime in the 2nd half of the 9th century A.D.
The Bhanjas of the Vasistha Gotra were ruling
the upper Mahanadi valley in Orissa in the last
quarter of the 8th century A.D. and first half of
the 9th century A.D. forming the Ubhaya

Khinjalimandala lying in
both banks of river
Mahanadi from the present
Sonepur to Dasapalla.

In all the copper-plate
grants issued by the Bhanja
king Satrubhanja and his
son Ranabhanja, Lord
Bhairava (the Ugra aspect
of Siva) has been
worshipped in the
invocatory verses, except in
one case, i.e. the
Kumurakela Plates18 of the
15th Regnal Year of
Satrubhanja, where Laksmi
Narayana have been
worshipped at the
beginning : Anabarata
Bahala Pulaka
Laksmikuchapidanena
Duritambah / Apaharata
S u r a b h i
Parimalasusatapadamura
sthalam Visnuh // (Tr. Prof.
Rajkishore Mishra - Laksmi

in constant caress of Lord Visnu appears to be
trans and drops of sweat coming out of her
breast with all its ardour, wipe out sins and
cleanse the Universe). Bhanja king Satrubhanja
was a devout worshipper of Lord Visnu
(Parama Vaisnava). He seems to have
patronised the Laksmi Narayana Cult in the last
quarter of the 8th century A.D. In Lines 21-22
of the Singhara (Sonepur) Plates,19 issued in

Stone Panel from Konark, now in the
National Museum, New Delhi depicting King

Narasimha-I worshiping Mahisamardini
Durga, Jagannath and Siva Linga as Holy

Trinity, Circa Mid-13th century A.D.
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the 9th Regnal Year of Ranabhanja, we find
mention of 'Sri Narayana Bhattaraka
Muddisya.' In the Patna Museum Plates,20

issued during the 22nd Regnal Year of king
Ranabhanja, the names of Aditya, Varuna,
Visnu, Brahma, Soma, Hutasana and Lord
Sulapani (Siva) have been mentioned in the
Dharma portion.

An image of Laksmi Narayan in the same
style of Uma-Mahesvara image is found at
Belkhandi along-with images of Saptamatrkas,
Bhairava, Surya and others. From stylistic
ground, it can be dated to the second half of
the 8th century A.D. or first half of the 9th
century A.D. Another Laksmi-Narayan image
is found at Narsinghnath, which can be dated
to around 12th-13th century A.D. The Laksmi
Narayan image of Belkhandi has been taken as
the earliest of its kind by learned scholar J.P.
Singh Deo.21

In the Baud Plates22 of Ranabhanja,
issued in his 58th Regnal Year there is mention
of gods like Aditya, Varuna, Brahma, Soma,
Hutasana and Sulapani as found in the
Somavamsi copper-plate grants. (Adityo
Varuno Visnu Brahma Soma Hutasanah /
Sulapanistu Bhagavan Abhinandati-
bhumidam //)  Bhanja king Ranabhanja might
have followed this style of mentioning names
of gods including Visnu from such mention in
the Somavamsi land grants of Mahabhavagupta
Janmejaya, his  contemporary and also
adversary. As this sloka mentioning Visnu has
been mentioned in the Patna Museum Plates.23

issued by queen Vijaya Mahadevi, during the
22nd Regnal year of Ranabhanja and as Vijaya
Mahadevi was a devout worshipper of Lord
Visnu, she might have influenced her husband
to change her religious faith from Saivism to
Vaisnavism.

It seems that the Nalas, Parvatadvarakas,
Sarabhapuriyas, Panduvamsis, Bhanjas and the
Somavamsis, who were ruling the upper
Mahanadi valley in Orissa from around 5th
century A.D. to the 11th century A.D.
patronised Vaisnavism in the same spirit
although most of them were staunch Saivite
(Parama Mahesvara). The Bhanja king
Ranabhanja was a Parama Mahesvara, but for
a pretty long period (32 years : From his 22nd
Regnal Year to 53rd Regnal Year) he was a
Parama Vaisnava due to the influence of his
queen Vijaya Mahadevi, who was an ardent
worshipper of Lord Visnu.

In around 1070 A.D. the Telugu Chodas
captured power at Suvarnapura ruled for
around 44 years upto 1114 A.D.

In the Mahada Plates24 of another Telugu
Choda king Somesvara II in Line-35, Mukunda,
a name of Lord Visnu has been mentioned,
although Somesvara was a Parama
Mahesvara. Similarly in the Patna Museum
Plates,25 the Telugu Choda king Sakala
Kosaladhisvara Mahavyuhapati Ranaka
Srimadraja Somesvaradeva III has declared
himself as a devout worshipper of both Siva
and Visnu (Parama Mahesvara Parama
Vaisnava). In Line-24 of this grant occurs
Narayana Bhattarakasya Pritaye (to please
Lord Narayana). It is worth-noting here that
all the Telugu Choda kings, ruling from
Suvarnapura during the period from 1070-1114
A.D. have mentioned themselves as
Baidyanatha Pada Pankaja Bhramarah (A
Bee on the Lotus Feet of Lord Baidyanatha).

Jajalladeva, the Kalachuri king of
Ratanpur Branch defeated the king of
Suvarnapura in around 1114 A.D. and the upper
Mahanadi valley went to the hands of the
Kalachuris. The Kalachuris had prolonged
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warfare with the Gangas of Kalinganagara.
During the rule of the Ganga king
Anangabhimadeva III (1211-1238 A.D.), they
ultimately captured this region, which was
amalgamated into their empire, but still
remained a neglected border region. During the
time of the Ganga king Bhanudeva-II (Circa
1306-1328 A.D.), a Samanta was posted at
Sunapura to administer that region as known
from the Khambhesvari Temple Stone
Inscription.26 When the Ganga power was
weakened, Sonepur region was captured by a
Bhanja royal house of the Kasyapa Gotra in
the 14th century A.D. as evidenced from the
Baud Plates of Solanabhanja, a Parama
Vaisnava with capital at Suvarnapura. In this
charter the invocatory  verse starts with prayer
of Lord Visnu, 'Namoh Narayanaya'. Another
king of this dynasty Kanakabhanja also issued
a land grant called Baud Plates27 issued in his
8th Regnal year. Kanakabhanja has described
himself as 'Vikramena Visnu' (Like Lord Visnu
in valour) in this copper plate grant.28 But taking
advantage of the distance of this place from
the capital of the Gangas there emerged a royal
power, i.e. of the Chauhans in the Balangir-
Patna region of Orissa also. From legends it is
known that the Chauhans patronised the
Jagannath Cult in a strong way. Ramaideva,
the first Chauhan king constructed a temple at
Patnagarh where the Holy Trinity, Jagannath,
Balabhadra and Subhadra were enshrined. As
enumerated in the District Gazetteer, there are
around thirty Jagannath temple in Balangir
district. Even for Balabhadra there are seven
temples and for Dadhibaban or Dadhibaman,
sixteen temples in Balangir district alone.29 The
Dadhibaban or Dadhibaman is a strange cult,
centering around the worship of Jagannath idol
only. The Dadhibaban temple constructed by
Ramaideva  in the 14th century is still standing

at Berhampura near Patnagarh town of Balangir
district.

The Gond tribals, who are
predominantly inhabitating central India
stretching from Orissa state to Maharastra state,
worship two major gods called Bad Deo (Dev)
and Jangha Deo (Dev). Are they Bada Devata
or Balabhadra and Lord Jagannath ? If so then
the tribal origin of these two gods can be
established. The cult of Stambhesvari or the
worship the Goddess of Pillar or Post  can be
traced back to the 5th-6th century A.D. at
Parvatadvara, the capital of king Tustikara's
fore-fathers. It is really astounding to be noted
that during  excavations in 1983, late Prof. N.K.
Sahu, the Archaeological Advisor to the
Government of Orissa discovered an image of
Mahisamardini Durga, having an inscription on
the pedestal, which has been deciphered as
'Mahesvari Bhadeidam' (From This Grows
Mahesvari) by learned epigraphist Pandit
Satyanarayan Rajaguru.   The Dumals, who are
believed to be of the tribal origin, live in the
upper Mahanadi valley in large number, with
a major concentration in Anugul, Sonepur,
Baud, Balangir, Sambalpur and Bargarh
districts. Their supreme goddess is Mahesvari
who is taken as co terminus  with Khambesvari
or Khamsiri or Stambhesvari. Therefore, the
Stambhesvari worship which has its origin
atleast in the 5th century A.D. was found in the
form of Mahesvari worship at Maraguda. The
Somavamsi king Mahasivagupta Yayati-II
Chandihara  (Circa 1023-1040 A.D.) was a
great monarch who was made the ruler of the
entire region comprising of Kosala and Utkala.
Mahesvari who was later on known  as
goddess Bhagavatya Panchambari
Bhadrambika and was enshrined at Pattana
Suvarnapura30 might have been introduced as
Subhadra (Bhadra Ambika who is having the
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Pancha Ambara) into the Jagannath Cult. Does
Bhagavatya means a goddess related to the
Bhagavata cult of Vaisnavism ? A sculptural
panel on the southern Jangha portion of the
Mukhasala of the Surya temple at Konark
depicts the Linga-Purusottama (Jagannath) -
Mahisamardini Durga clearly suggesting that
in the 13th century A.D.,31 during the reigning
period of the Ganga monarch Narsimhadeva-I
(Circa 1238-1264 A.D.) the Holy Trinity was
representing Siva in Linga form, Jagannath in
the present form and Mahisamardini Durga
representing Panchambari Bhadrambika of the
Somavamsi period (Circa 11th century A.D.).
Similar panel also from Konark is found32 in
the National Museum at New Delhi also. The
great Vaisnava saint Chaitanya Das33 was
thriving during the ruling period of the sixth
Chauhan king Prataparudradeva of Bolangir -
Patna line (Circa 1455-1480 A.D.). He
composed two epoch-making Vaisnava texts,
called Nirguna Mahatmya and Visnugarbha
Purana. Another great king of the Chauhan
dynasty was Vaijal Dev-I (Circa 1410-1430
A.D.) who constructed a temple for Lord
Narasimha in the feline form at Narsinghnath
in around 1413 A.D as known from the Proto-
Oriya Narsinghnath Temple Stone Inscription.34

'Namah Sri Nrusinghaya ..... Patana
Nagarasthita Vatsarajadeva Rajankara Putra
Vaijaladeva Manohara Putrarthe
Gandhamardana Parvate Virala
Narasinghanatha Svaminkara Deula Tolaila
. . . . Prasastikara Agha Narasinghasya
Pritaye.' His wife Rani Durlabha Devi also
constructed a temple for Lord Harishankar
(Hari-Hara) at Harishankar, both places
situated in the Gandhamardan mountain range
on the border of the present Bargarh and
Balangir districts.

During the time of the Chauhan king
Narasingha Deva his younger brother Balarama
Deva carved out an independent kingdom.35 He
was the founder-king of the Chauhan rule at
Sambalpur (called Humadesh). The Chauhans
of Sambalpur Branch also patronised Jagannath
Cult in a strong way. Balarama Deva defeated
the king of Sarguja in a battle as a result of
which truce occurred and the king of Sarguja
gave her daughter in marriage to Balarama
Deva, the king of Sambalpur. The princess of
Sarguja brought an image of Anantasayana
Visnu, which was installed by Balarama Deva
in a temple constructed by him. That temple is
known as Anantasajja temple which is situated
in the Old Fort area of Sambalpur town near
the Jemadei Mahal at Kamli Bazar.36 His
grandson Balabhadra Deva (Reigning Period
: Circa 1561-1591 A.D.)  was a great devotee
of the Holy Trinity, who constructed the oldest
Jagannath temple called Brahmapura temple in
Sambalpur town.37 The third son of king
Madhukar Deva of Sambalpur, and grandson
of Balabhadra Deva, Vansagopal was a great
Vaisnava. He renounced the worldly comfort,
established Gopalji Math in the old fort area
near the Samlei temple38 at Sambalpur and
spent his entire life worshipping Lord Gopalji
as well as Radhakrishna and the Holy Trinity
there.

It seems that when the Bhanja rulers of
Suvarnapura shiefted their capital to the Baud
region, Sonepur area was captured by a tribal
chief of the Gond tribe named Dom Gond,
whom prince Madan Gopal, the younger
brother of Baliar Deva, the fourth Chauhan king
of Sambalpur defeated in around 1650 A.D.
and started Chauhan rule at Sonepur.39

King Baliar Dev was a great devotee of
Lord Lagannath. His court poet Pandit
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Gangadhar Mishra composed the great Sanskrit
work Kosalananda Kavyam in around 1664
A.D. where Rath Yatra of Lord Jagannath at
Puri has been described vividly in 17 verses.40

A later ruler Chhatra Sai (Reigning Period :
Circa 1657-1695 A.D.) also built a temple for
the worship of the Holy Trinity, which is called
Hutapada Jagannath temple in Sambalpur
town.41

Vaisnava images as sculptural
decorations are many, although not plenty in
number in the temples of western Orissa. The
worship of Kesava, Aditya and Sesasayi Visnu
at Suvarnapura has been mentioned in the
Sonepur Plates and 2nd Gopalpur Plates of the
time of the Somavamsi king Mahabhavagupta
Janmejaya (Circa 850-885 A.D.) A beautiful
Viranchi Narayana image has been shifted from
Salebhata in the Balangir district and is now
kept in the Sambalpur University Museum.
Also, an exquisitely carved Sasasayi Visnu
panel has been shiefted from Ranipur Jharial
and fixed to the outer wall of the residential
office chamber of the Collector of Balangir
district.42 Description of such Visnu image is
found in the ancient texts like Tantrasara of
Madhavacharya.43

King Mahabhavagupta Janmejaya has
been taken as the founder of the Somavamsi
rule in the upper Mahanadi valley of Orissa.
His father Svabhavatunga has been compared
with 'Bhu Varaha' in the 1st Gopalpur Plates
of Janmejaya. A profile figure of four-handed
Bhu Varaha of the height of around four feet
and breadth of two feet and a half is carved on
the huge boulder of ten feet in height and twenty
five feet in length, situated on the south-eastern
embankment of the Samiabandh tank at Ranipur
Jharial.44

As mentioned above, the Somavamsi
king Mahasivagupta Yayati II Chandihara

(Circa 1023-1040 A.D.) has been mentioned
as the 'Representative of Madhusudana' in the
copper-plate grants of Udyotakesari and
Karnadeva. A four-handed image of
Madhusudana Visnu is found inside the
Garbhagrha of the Indralath brick temple at
Ranipur Jharial.45 The iconography of this
image is that of Madhusudana, one of the
twenty-four aspects of Visnu, which is found
mentioned in the ancient texts like Padma
Purana, Chaturvarga Chintamani,
Dharmasindhu, Vriddharahita Smriti and
Abhilasa Chintamani.46

Epigraphic evidences on Vaisnavism
should be studied in the right perspective to
know more about the origin and evolution of
Jagannath cult in the western highland of
Orissa.
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F ollowing the famous South Indian
expedition of Samudragupta, several small

principalities rose into prominence in South
India, 1. Mahendra of South Kosala,
2. Vyaghraraja of Mahakantara, 3. Mantaraja
of Korala,  4.Mahendra of Pistapura,
5. Swamidatta of Kottura,
6. Damana of Erandapalla,
7. Visnugupta of Kanchi,
8. Nilaraja of Avamukta,
9. Hastivarman of Vengi,
10. Ugrasena of Palakka,
11. Kubera of Debarastra,
12. Dhananjaya of
Kusasthalapura were known
to have been defeated by
Samudragupta as per the
description of Allahabad
Pillar Inscription of
Samudragupta. Of these the
1st, 6th and 11th kings were
ruling over various parts of
Kosala and Kalinga. Korala
has been identified as Kulada
in Ghumsar area. Kalinga
was then divided into four
principalities viz. Kottura,
Erandapalla, Devarastra and
Pistapura. Kottura has been
identified with modern Kathoor about 12kms
to the south of Mahendra hill. Erandapalla has
been identified with modern Erandapalli of

Srikakulam district, Devarashtra with
Yellamachili of Visakhapatna district and
Pistapura has been identified with Pithapuram
of Godavari district. Dr. Sahu opines that even
after the Southern expedition, suzerainty of
Samudragupta did not extend over South-

Eastern India and therefore
the claim of Allahabad Pillar
Inscription be regarded as
exaggeration. In fact, it was
a brilliant military raid
without any permanent
impact. Immediately after the
retreat of Samudragupta, the
South Indian potentates
became independent and
carved out their own
kingdoms.

At this juncture, the
Matharas rose to power in
the coastal belt of Orissa
with epicentre in and around
Mahendragiri and the Nalas
rose to power in Bastar-
Koraput and Kalahandi
region. The Mathara rule
ended by about 498 A.D.
after the rise of early

Gangas. The Nalas carved out a vast kingdom
in the South Kosala area and ruled from 300-
740 A.D. in the upper Mahanadi and upper

Vaisnavism Under the Rule of the Nalas

Dr. C.B. Patel

Visnu, Jeypur Musuem, Koraput District,
Circa 9th century A.D.
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Godavari valley. They began their rule from
Puskari i.e modern Podagada in Koraput district
adjacent to Gajapati area in about 290 A.D.
Sisuka, the 1st ruler of the dynasty had a long
rule upto 330 A.D. during which he extended
his kingdom in the Vindhyan and Southern
Kosala regions. Prithvivyaghra (700-740 A.D),
the last early or imperial Nala ruled from Rajim
area in present Chhatisgarh region. For another
160 years, the Nalas were not known but
surprisingly from epigraphic record we came
to know that one
Bhimasenadeva, claiming
descent from the Nala family as
ruling over Ganjam and
Gajapati districts in the
beginning of 10th century A.D.

The history of the Nalas
from the 2nd half of the 8th
century A.D. upto the beginning
of 10th century A.D. is shrouded
in mystery. The descendants of
Prithvivyaghra might have been
ruling over part of ancient
Nieadha country as petty
political powers during this
period. Due to paucity of
evidences, we are not in a
position to connect the lineage
of Bhimasenadeva who
appeared and ruled over
Ganjam region in the beginning
of 10th century A.D. with the early Nalas.
Therefore, we place him and his royal lineage
in the group of later Nalas.

Nala kingdom witnessed the splendid
efflorescence of Vaisnavism. From the
epigraphic statement “Padamulam Krutam
Visnou Rajna Sriskandavarmena”, It is
definitely evident that Nala king Skandavarman
(C.480-515 A.D.) was an ardent devotee of
Visnu and an active patron of Vaisnavism. The
state of Vaisnavite movement in South Kosala

prior to his days is almost shrouded in
obscurity. Learned scholar late S.C.Behera
believes that after Samudragupta’s invasion
Vaisnavism received its momentum under royal
patronage and the Matharas in Kalinga and the
Nalas in Western Orissa (i.e. South Kosala
area) were known to have marshalled the cause
of the faith in 4th/5th century A.D. Dr. H.C.
Das also supports this contention and
speculating about its antiquity he is inclined to
suggest that “this religion might have spread

in this land from the 1st phase
of its reflection”. In fact,
Vaisnavism appears to have a
hoary beginning in this part as
is indirectly indicated by the
vast mass of legendary
accounts. The Indradyumna
episode suggests its origin in
tribal society in an unknown
Blue Hill, perhaps, located
some where in the eternal
Vindhyan range, the cradle of
the Nalas of South Kosala.
“Narayana was the primordial
deity in the beginning and the
predominance of Vishnu in
Vaisnavism appears to be a
later development.”  H.Kulke
believes that perhaps Jagannath
was the most famous Hinduized
tribal deity and Orissa seemed
to have been deeply influenced

by the tribal culture. Taking into consideration
the iconography of Jagannath A. Eschmann
thinks “it is their being of wood which allows
or necessitates the renewal of the Jagannath
images as well as the dominating role which
the daitas i.e., the priests of tribal origin play
in this ritual strongly suggests its being of tribal
origin”. We are inclined to suggest that
Vaisnavism had a very early beginning in South
Kosala many centuries before Skandavarman,
in the early period of the emergence of the tribal

Visnu, Singapur, Jajpur District,
Circa 11th century A.D.
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Nalas as a ruling power and the exact evidence
seems to have been lost in course of time.

From the epigraphic evidence of
Podagada stone inscription and Rajim temple
inscription it is evident that Vaisnavism which
revolves round this supreme god Visnu had its
diverse manifestations at different places of
Nala kingdom.

The charter of Skandavarman begins with
an invocation to Lord Hari

“Harina jitam jayati jasyatitvesa gunastutirnhisa

Nanu Bhagavaneva Jayam jetavyam chadhijetacha”

“Hari was victorious, is victorious, and
will be victorious is not that (i.e. appropriate).
For verily the Divine (Hari is himself the
conquest, the object to be conquered and the
conqueror”). This grant  records the foundation
of a ‘foot print’ (Padamula) of Vishnu and
donation of certain holding
alongwith abundant
Bhuridaksina made to the donee
Chakradrona for worship in the
temple, by the noble king and
foremost scion (Srinalanvay-
amuksasa) and son of
Bhavadattavarman, with a hope
of obtaining religious merit for
his father, other ancestors and
mother and desiring welfare for
himself. He also directed that the
proceeds of the holding should
be entirely utilised for feeding in
a satra of Brahmanas,
especially of ascetics, of the poor
and of the destitutes. In line
eleven he further declares that
“he who will conform to the good
path followed by king will for
long find refuge in God
Vasudeva” (Savasudevasraya-
mapnuyachhiyram). From these references it
is abundantly evident that Skandavarman was

a devout worshipper of Visnu and a devoted
champion of Vaisnavism.

The meaning of ‘padamula’ of Visnu
which the king established at Puskari and set-
up the inscription just in front of it is not quite
clear. C.R. Krishnamachary who edited the
grant translates it as a sanctuary. G.Ramdas
thinks it to be a place of pilgrimage wherein
the foot print of Vishnu was installed. He also
reports of the discovery of a piece of “stone
about two feet in diameter on which is a slightly
deepened impression of a man’s right foot. The
foot print itself is about 12” long and suggests
that it must have been made by a very stalward
man”. The worn out foot impression and the
eroded stone impressed him that it belonged
to the same age as the epigraph on the rocky
hill. “Perhaps it was the footprint (Padamula)
of Vishnu said in the inscription to have been
set up by prince Skandavarma”. The relic was

found amidst thick forest  three
miles away in northeasterly
direction from Podagada.
However, we are inclined to
suggest that perhaps the
establishment of Padamula of
Vishnu refers to the establishment
of a Vishnu Vihar or monastery by
the king where the emblem of
footprint of Vishnu was the chief
object of veneration. This
contention is supported by the
internal evidence as well as
traditional instances of footprint
worship in monasteries by the
Buddhists and Saivas. The
donation of a large holding for the
maintenance of ascetics and poors
in a satra indicates that the
padamula was nothing but a
Vaisnava Vihar. In Buddhist
Viharas, worship of footprint was

also in vogue. At Ranipur Jharial even today
we notice a few pairs of footprints worshiped

Krisna Visnu from Dharmasala,
Orissa State Museum

Circa 12th century A.D.
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with great veneration. It was known to have
been a centre of Saivism and monastic
activities. N.K.Sahu is inclined to think that
“the footprint symbolises the dwarf incarnation
of Vishnu and it appears that the idea of divine
incarnation was popular in the Nala Kingdom”.
Whatever might be the significance it seems
that the traditions of footprint worship was
borrowed from Buddhism. We visited the
Podagada hill fort and made detailed surface
exploration of the site where the inscribed
stone slab stands in isolated set-up amidst
jungle ambience, in the one time thriving
imperial city of the Nalas, now deserted and
found traces of a structure in the shape of
brickbats, stone slabs, parts of pillars and
architectural projections together with the
outline of a temple where the footprint seemed
to have been lodged. We discovered a stone
image of Hanumana in the right corner of the
majestic hill fort which indicates that the
incarnation of Rama and his worship together
with Hanumana was in vogue in Nala kingdom.

G. Ramdas conducted a trial digging at
Kesaribeda near the find spot of the Kesaribeda
grant of Arthapatiraja in 1944 and traced out a
rectangular structure 8’x4’ and built up walls
2 feet thick with bricks of 18” x 8”-2” size.
His report further says, “the wall now standing
are about 2'6" vertical on a floor paved with
the same kind of bricks. The entrance into this
room is in the eastern wall. Opposite to this
entrance is a beautiful carved image of Vishnu
standing two feet high on the pedestal cut on
the middle of an obelisk 6' high”. The image is
six-armed. “In the upper right hand is the Chakra
while on the upper left hand the Sankha. The
lower right hand rests on the sword that hung
from a belt round the waist. The lower left hand
rests with the palm upwards on the top of the
vertically standing Gada”. He assigns an
ancient date for this Vishnu figure. From this it
is evident that Vaishnavism flourished side by
side together with other religions.

Arthapatiraja, elder brother of Skandavarman,
was a stunch Saivite and was known to have
donated this village (agrahara) to four donees
of Kautsasagotra. We notice a Vishnu image of
similar type at Nilakantheswar temple complex
of Umarkot which indicates that Vaishnavism
also thrived at many places and was popular
among people.

The occurrence of Vasudeva (Krishna)
in the epigraph testifies to the prevalence of
Vasudeva cult in the Nala domain and its
amalgamation with Vishnu in the Vaishnava
philosophy. Vasudeva Krishna cult which is
resplendent in Indian sacred literature was a
very popular creed through the ages. In the
Mahabharata he is described principally as the
invincible fighter god, a guide and a philsopher.
Skandavarman an invincible warrior of his age
was a worshipper of Vasudeva who appears
to have been inspired by his personality. The
creed also seemed to have popular appeal in
Nala kingdom.

Under Skandavarman the Nala kingdom
extended almost over the entire traditional
South Kosala region wherein of late relics of
Vaishnava pantheon have been traced out at
many places, some of which, on stylistic
ground, could be assigned to this epoch. In
course of our exploration we have discovered
a number of Vishnu figures at Saintala and
Sauntpur in Bolangir district together with
ancient bricks, pottery, structural remains and
other vestiges ascribable to Nala  age.

Vaishnavi, the counterpart of Vishnu also
finds representation in the sculptural art of this
region at places like Belkhandi in Kalahandi
district. Thus Vaishnavism with a rich pantheon
and synthesis of other allied cults had a
spectacular growth and development enjoying
popular support and princely protection. If the
institution of Padamula of Vishnu be accepted
to represent a Vaishnava vihar (Matha) then
it can be said that some sort of Vaishnavite
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monastic order had also made its appearance
under Skandavarman. We are also inclined to
suggest that the invocatory phraseology “Hari
is himself the conquered and the conqueror”
that finds place in the beginning of the
inscription marked with some sort of heroic
and military accent, perhaps reflects the
dichotomic chivalrous and religious
personality of Skandavarman, the great and
invincible warrior of his age, who appeared
to have been inspired by the versatile charisma
of Vishnu and Vasudeva, his personal and state
deity. His death about C.515 A.D. marked the
end of a phase of Vaishnavism in South Kosala.

With the ascendancy of Rajim group of
Nalas-Prithviraja (C.585-625), Viruparaja
(C.625-660) and Vilasatunga (C.660-700) the
second  phase of Vaishnavism sprouted in Nala
kingdom of South Kosala with chief
concentration in and around Rajim area
comprising parts of the present day adjoining
region of Sambalpur-Bolangir-Kalahandi
districts of Orissa as well as, Raipur and Durg
districts of Chhatisgarh. The Rajivlochan
temple inscription of Vilasatunga starts with a
prayer offered to Vishnu. H.L.Sukla opines that
the four-armed Vishnu image holding Sankha,
Chakra, Gada, Padma etc. found inside the
Rajivlochan temple belongs to this epoch. He
further states that according to Vishnu Purana
the eyes of Vishnu resemble a fully blossomed
lotus (Rajiv) and the name of the Vishnu image
of Rajim seems to have derived its name
Rajivlochan from that. In that previous phase
of Vaishnavism we noticed limited and
symbolic representation of Vishnu’s
incarnation. But in sharp contrast, in this phase
Vishnu’s incarnations became diverse and
numerous. In the inscription we find names of
Varaha, Nrusingha, Vamana, Madhava and
Rama etc. which interestingly had their iconic
representation in the temple complex itself,
testifying to the popularity of Avatara worship

of Vishnu Himself in his manifold mysterious
aspects. The Narayana image of Badrinarayana
temple of this place furnishes evidence of
synthesis of Narayana the primordial deity and
Vishnu the supreme God. The Gajalakshmi
motif represented in this rich Vaishnava centre,
suggests that by this time, the worship of
Lakshmi with Vishnu became popular and the
motif  became almost an inseparable part of
temple architecture. The beautiful Vishnu
images of Saintala together with the ruins and
relics of a Vaishnava temple, with the extant
doorjamb and icons of Vishnu’s incarnation,
indicate that Saintala was a flourishing centre
of Vaishnavism. We also find relics of
Vaishnava pantheon at Salebhata, and
Patnagarh in Bolangir district of Orissa, which
on stylistic ground could be assigned to this
age. The Biranchi Narayana image of Salebhata
amply testifies that the Narayana cult was also
popular. The exquisite Trivikrama figure of
Sauntpur suggests the spread of the worship of
Vishnu’s various incarnations into the remote
areas.

The figures of Varahi and Vaishnavi etc.
found in this area amply reflect that
Vaishnavism developed significantly with a
rich and diverse pantheon in the Nala kingdom.
Gradually a process of synthesis of various
cults and cult icons developed almost at all
important religious centres as is evident from
the congregation of Siva, Vishnu, Lakshmi,
Ardhanarisvara, Matrikas  and Harihara figures
in one centre, at places like Saintala, Sauntpur,
Baidyanath, Harisankar, Rajim and Belkhandi
etc. and the process finally seems to have been
culminated in the worship of all pervasive
Jagannath in the later period.

Dr. C.B. Patel is working as Superintendent of Orissa
State Museum, Bhubaneswar.
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Dr. C.B. Patel is working as Superintendent of Orissa
State Museum, Bhubaneswar.
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NAVA  YAUVAN   DARSHAN
FRIDAY,  18.6.2004

Chaka Apasar ... 4.00 a.m.

Mangala Alati ... 4.10 a.m.

Mailama ... 4.25 a.m.

Avakash ... 5.00 a.m.

Dasa Avatara and Dian
Bahuda Bije ... 5.30 a.m.

Tati Phitiba ... 6.00 a.m.

Parimanika Darshan ... 6.00 a.m.
to 7.30 a.m.

Sarbasadharana Darshana ... 8.00 a.m.
to 9.30 a.m.

Dhuadhoi  Chunapani Padiba ... 10.30 a.m.

Daitapati Sarvanga Vandapana ...  11.00 a.m.

Netrotsav Vandapana ... 11.30 a.m..

Rosa Homa ... 11.45 a.m.

Rajaniti ... 12.00 noon

Yatrangi - Mahasnana ... 12.30 p.m.

Mailama ... 12.45 p.m.

Ghantachhata Sarvanga ... 1.00 p.m.

Surya Puja ... 1.15 p.m.

Dwarapala Puja ... 1.30 p.m.

Vesha Sesha ... 1.45 p.m.

Gopal Ballav, Ghantachhata ... 2.00 p.m.

Sakala Dhupa (only Kothabhoga) ...  3.00 p.m.

Bhogamandap Uthiba ... 2.10 p.m.

Ratha-Agyanmala Bije ...  3.10 p.m.

Bhogamandap Sesha ... 3.45 p.m.

Nitis (Programmes) of
Car Festival - 2004

Madhyahna Dhupa ... 4.00 p.m.
( only Kotha Bhoga) to 5.00 p.m.

Second Bhoga Mandap ... 4.15 p.m.
to 5.45 p.m.

Mailama Vesha Sesha ... 6.15 p.m.

Sandhya Alati ... 6.30 p.m.

Sandhya Dhupa (only Kotha Bhoga) ... 7.00 p.m.
to 8.00 p.m.

Ankuraropana O Abasyaka Hele
Third Bhoga Mandap ... 7.10 p.m.

to 9.00 p.m.
Mailama ... 9.15 p.m.

Chandana Lagi ... 9.30 p.m.

Badasinghar Vesha ... 10.00 p.m.

Badasinghar Bhoga ... 10.30 p.m.

Pahuda Alati ... 11.00 p.m.

Sramikha Khandua ... 11.15 p.m.

Bahutakanta ... 11.30 pm.

Senapata Lagi ... 12.00 mid
night

to 5.00 a.m.

SRI GUNDICHA - RATHA YATRA
SATURDAY, 19.6.2004

Mangala Alati ... 5.30 a.m.

Mailama ... 5.40 a.m.

Tadapalagi ... 6.00 a.m.

Rosa Homa ... 6.00 a.m.

Avakasa ... 6.30 a.m.

Surya Puja ... 6.40 a.m.

Dwarapala Puja ... 7.00 a.m.


